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BY this 
love you 

have for one 
another, 
everyone will 
know that 
you are my 
disciples.

— Jesus, from the Gospel 
of St John, 13, 35.

Front Cover: Mary and Joseph with the newborn baby 
Jesus in the stable at Bethlehem, by the remarkable Swiss 
painter Bradi Barth who died in 2007 aged 85. For many 
years the Pontifical Catholic Charity Aid to the Church 
in Need [ACN] – see page 63 of this Christmas issue of 
Annals – has been privileged to have the use of her work 
to illustrate its many books and other publications. Bradi 
was born in 1922 in St Gallen Switzerland, studied at the 
Academy of Art at Ghent, exhibited her work in the U.K., 
Belgium and the U.S.  She expressed her deep Catholic 
faith not only through her works but above all in her life 
and through her sufferings during the final years. May she 
rest in peace.

Back Cover: Annals will celebrate its 127th birthday in 
2016. As a birthday present may we suggest that our 
readers consider sending a gift subscription this Christmas 
[see page 21] to loved ones and friends in order to extend 
our outreach, so that as many as possible may have access 
to Annals. 



A HERALD VOICE 
IS CALLING 

HARK! a herald voice is calling:
‘Christ is nigh,’ it seems to say;
‘Cast away the dreams of darkness,

O ye children of the day!’

Startled at the solemn warning,
Let the earth-bound soul arise;
Christ, her Sun, all sloth dispelling,
 Shines upon the morning skies.

Lo! the Lamb, so long expected,
Comes with pardon down from heaven;
Let us haste, with tears of sorrow,
One and all to be forgiven;

So when next he comes with glory,
Wrapping all the earth in fear,
May he then as our defender
Of the clouds of heaven appear.

— The 6th century latin hymn Vox clara ecce intonat sung at Lauds 
in Advent in the Roman Breviary. Translated by Edward Caswall, a 
friend of Blessed John Henry Cardinal Newman, and was received 
into the Catholic Church shortly after him.



WHERE GOD WAS 
HOMELESS

A Child in a foul stable,
Where the beasts feed and foam;

Only where He was homeless
Are you and I at home;
We have hands that fashion and  
heads that know,

But our hearts we lost - how long ago!
In a place no chart nor ship can show
Under the sky’s dome.

This world is wild as an old wife’s tale,
And strange the plain things are,
The earth is enough and the air is enough
For our wonder and our war;
But our rest is as far as the fire-drake swings
And our peace is put in impossible things
Where clashed and thundered  
unthinkable wings

Round an incredible star.

To an open house in the evening
Home shall all men come,
To an older place than Eden
And a taller town than Rome.
To the end of the way of the wandering star,
To the things that cannot be and that are,
To the place where God was homeless
And all men are at home.

- G. K. Chesterton
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Putting Christ and the Mass back into Christmas

HAPPY CHRISTMAS
By Paul Stenhouse

HE STREETS of 
Sydney have been 
bedecked s ince 
late-November with 
pennants hanging 
from light poles 
featuring a multi-

coloured Christmas tree and the 
words ‘Happy Christmas’. 

Despite the high-powered 
commercial marketing of the 
Christmas ‘holiday,’ 
and the ongoing anti-
Christianising of our 
world, most people still 
know that Christmas 
is a Christian religious 
celebration. It is also a 
much beloved Catholic 
Feast, and has been since 
it was first celebrated in 
Rome. 

We know that St. 
Irenaeus of Lyons [a.d. 
130-202] who was a 
disciple of St Polycarp 
[69-155] who was a 
disciple of St John the 
Evangelist, held that the 
Feast of the Annunciation 
was March 25, and 
that Jesus was born 
nine months later on 
December 25.1 

Bishop John of 
Nicaea2 tells us that the 
Roman Church started 
celebrating Christmas on 
December 25 in the time 
of Pope Julius I [337-
352] and we know that 
Christmas was celebrated 
on December 25 in Rome 
in 354 in the time of Pope Liberius 
[353-366].3 

The oldest Christmas sermon that 
has come down to us is by Bishop 
Zeno of Verona [c.300-371].4 It is 

likely – granted the influence of St 
Irenaeus of Lyons – that the Feast 
of Christ’s birthday on December 
25 was celebrated in the early third 
century. The written records we 
possess are what survived the myriad 
sackings and burnings of Rome. 
They represent but a fraction of the 
documents that would have existed in 
the preceding centuries. 

Writing in 386, St John 

Chrysostom, who ten years later 
was to become Patriarch of 
Constantinople, stated that the 
celebration of December 25 as our 

Lord’s birthday was ‘known from 
the beginning’ to the Church of 
Rome. He refers those curious about 
the date, to the Archives of that 
Church which he says contained 
unimpeachable evidence, and added 
‘It was from those who have an 
accurate knowledge of these things 
and who dwell in Rome that we [he 
was at that time Patriarch of Antioch] 
received this Feast’. He called 

Christmas Day ‘The Chief 
of all Feasts’.

Christmas, as the 
name makes clear, 
means ‘Christ’s Mass.’ 
It comes from the 
Old English name our 
Catholic ancestors gave 
to the Mass offered 
on December 25 to 
celebrate the birthday 
of Jesus: Christesmasse. 
Not surprisingly, the 
Mass for the birthday 
of the mother of Jesus 
on September 8, was 
Marymasse; and the 
commemoration of the 
slaying of the Holy 
Innocents on December 
28 was Childermasse. 

These feasts were all 
Hali or Holy Days. The 
Old English Hali survives 
today in Catholic words 
like All Hallows i.e. All 
Saints. Christmas was still 
called a Halyday in the 
time of Henry VIII. The 
spelling Holiday seems to 
occur first around 1526. 

For most Australians 
‘holidays’ are no longer 

thought of as ‘Holy days’. Around 
Sydney we can find a giant and 
beautifully decorated and lighted 
Christmas tree four stories high, 

Editorial

Mary, Joseph and the newborn baby Jesus in the stable at Bethlehem
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that greets thousands of shoppers 
or gawkers who pass through the 
Queen Victoria Building – one of 
Sydney’s oldest and most elegant 
shopping complexes. As Christmas 
trees are associated with gifts they 
fit comfortably and unthreateningly 
for non-Catholic and unbelieving 
shoppers, in modern gift stores and 
Malls. 

Variations on the Christmas tree 
motif abound, but one looks in vain 
for any sign of Jesus, Mary or Joseph, 
to say nothing of the shepherds, the 
manger, the cattle and sheep, and the 
three wise men. The very name Jesus 
seems to be anathema to politicians, 
left-wing pundits, entertainers, 
advertisers and media moguls alike. 

There was no room for Mary, 
Joseph and the child in the Inn in the 
time of emperor Tiberius. It seems 
that malls, shopping centres, hotels, 
town halls and railway stations, even 
schools and public areas still have no 
room for them in 2015.

There is one small yet beautiful 
exception5 to this banning of the 
child Jesus from his rightful place 
at the hearths and in the hearts of 
Sydneysiders – a traditional crib, 

with Mary, Joseph, the baby Jesus 
and the three magi in one of David 
Jones’s windows in Elizabeth Street. 
There will of course be a crib in the 
square in front of Sydney’s beautiful 
neo-Gothic Catholic Cathedral 
dedicated to St Mary, and in myriad 
Catholic churches and chapels around 
Australia. 

Australia, the world’s largest island, 
was named Australia del Espiritu Santo 
‘The South Land of the Holy Spirit’ 
by the Portuguese explorer Pedro 
Fernades de Queirós who searched 
for it and maybe found it in 1606 
before the Dutch, English and French 
arrived. Luis Vaez de Torres, his 
second in command certainly sailed 
through the strait between Australia 
and New Guinea that bears his name. 
Captain Cook’s name Botany Bay 
seems a less than inspired alternative 
to Australia of the Holy Spirit.

The Holy Spirit must surely be 
saddened – and St Paul warns us 
against ‘saddening’ the Holy Spirit in 
Ephesians 4,30 – by the modern day 
secular exclusion of Christian and 
especially Catholic faith and symbols, 
from public view in a country that 
was to be named after Him. 

It is allegedly ‘divisive’ to mention 
Christmas in our majority Christian 
country, but not divisive to mention 
Ramadan. The Bible is ridiculed, but 
the ABC forever refers to ‘The Holy 
Koran’. Muhammad is always called 
‘the prophet Muhammad’ by many 
media. When did you last hear Jesus 
even mentioned, let alone referred to 
as ‘the Son of God’. What Christians 
believe is usually prefaced by a wink-
wink nod-nod caveat : ‘it is claimed 
that … ’. 

The country may be majority 
Christian but the left-wing 
‘intellectuals’, the media and the 
lawgivers do not hide their animosity 
towards Christianity and especially 
Catholicism.

On the other hand: should we 
be so surprised? The feast of the 
Presentation of our Lord in the 
Temple on February 2 – forty days 
after his birth – was and is still called 
Candelmasse – Candlemas – because 
of the candles that are blessed at 
that Mass to signify that Jesus is the 
‘Light’ of our world as the holy man 
Simeon said6 when he took the baby 
Jesus in his arms. We too easily forget 
what Simeon added. He said to Mary 
‘This child is destined to be a sign 
which men reject; and you too will be 
pierced to the heart. Many in Israel 
will stand or fall because of him, and 
thus the secret thoughts of many will 
be laid bare’.7

Catholics believe that Jesus is 
the Prince of Peace8 foretold by the 
prophet Isaiah; and the Light of the 
world foretold by Simeon. And all 
our natural longing to be accepted by 
our secular and unbelieving friends 
shouldn’t blind us to the fact that 
the Prince of Darkness is still hard at 
work making our world more hostile 
to Jesus and his Church. 

As I write, the media war continues 
to be waged against the Assad regime 
in Syria and the Shi‘a in Iran. There is 
also a media war being waged against 
Catholic belief. There is a veil either 
of silence or overt ridicule thrown 
by the media over the spiritual 
significance of Christmas, the fact 
that it commemorates the birth of 
Jesus in Bethlehem two thousand 
years ago, and the fact that Jesus is 
held to be the Son of God by more 
than a billion and a quarter Catholics 

Prophetic Words

I HAD solemnly promised, when we set out for Rome, to listen with the 
docility of a child to the slightest word of the Vicar of Christ. That word 

was spoken: I never hesitated for a moment ; I bowed before it, logical 
with myself, faithful to that respect for the Holy See so loudly proclaimed in 
the school which I had embraced . . . courage ever consisted in defending 
the weak, the oppressed and the victims of circumstance ; in the present 
case it is truth which is weak: the oppressed is the Church to whom 
nobody gives a thought . . . Your error, my dear friend, lay in following a 
man instead of Authority and in believing in talent more than in the Holy 
Ghost. . . . Do you know what will happen tomorrow? Are you aware of 
the fate of Europe? Are you sure that this liberalism you are so fond of 
will not beget the most formidable kind of slavery which ever oppressed 
the human race? Are you quite certain that it will not re-establish the 
slavery of antiquity, that your children will not groan under the godless 
whip of the all-conquering republican? You may be blaspheming what is 
preserving your children from shame and misery. In an passing certainty 
of conviction, which you may regret in ten years’ time, you are rebelling 
against the highest authority there is in the world, against the vessel of the 
Holy Ghost! You are relying upon trifling distinctions between the spiritual 
and the temporal to escape the consequences of your faith!

— Letter of Abbé Jean-Baptiste Lacordaire [1802-1861] written on September 11 1832, to his 
friend Viscount Charles de Montalambert, [1810-1870] urging him to accept the decision of 

Pope Gregory XVI ordering the closure of their newspaper L’Avenir [‘The Future’] in which they 
were calling for liberal reforms. See H. A. Noble, Lacordaire et la condamnation de ‘l’Avenir’. Ed. 
Revue des Jeunes, quoted Jacques Maritain, The Things that are not Caesar’s, London, Sheed 

& Ward, 1930, pp.213-214.
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down the days … down the arches of 
the years … down the labyrinthine 
ways of [their] own mind, and in 
the midst of tears hide from him’. 
May they stop this headlong hurling 
of themselves into the abyss of 
non-belief, and allow God to make 
them happy.

****
Annals wishes all our subscribers, 

contributors, readers and benefactors 
every blessing from our Lord as we 
gather to celebrate his birth into our 
world, and our lives.

1. Adversus Haereses. Lib.i, cap.viii 1-2. Quoted Michael 
Alan Anderson, Symbols of Saints (ProQuest 2008 ISBN 
978-0-54956551-2), pp. 42-46

2. K.A.Heinrich Kellner, Heortology, London, Kegan Paul 
etc, 1908, p.135.

3. See the Calendar of Furius Philocalus a.k.a. the 
Chronographer of 354. See also Kellner, op.cit. passim.

4. Opera, Zenonis Veron. ed. Migne PL xi, lib.2, tract 7-9.
5. If readers know of any other cribs in public spaces, 

please notify us and Annals will acknowledge them in 
our first issue for January 2014..

6. St Luke, 2,32.
7. ibid vv. 34-35.
8. Isaiah, 9.6.
9. The Scandal of Truth, London, The Catholic Book Club 

1962,‘The Myth of Unhappiness,’ p.43.
10. ibid, p.44.

against so often in their homilies and 
Apostolic Exhortations. 

Friedrich Nietzsche, the darling 
of the revolutionaries of the 1960s, 
gave a voice to those narcissists who 
refuse to acknowledge anyone greater 
than themselves. Daniélou suggests 
that Nietzsche was jealous of Christ,10 
and refused, or found it impossible to 
acknowledge, in another, a greatness 
that was beyond his. He died a sad 
and tragic death of brain cancer in 
1900. Claims that he died in a lunatic 
asylum appear to be false.

This Christmas let us pray for 
Friedrich Nietzsche and for all who 
follow him and who, in the words 
of Francis Thompson, flee from the 
Christ child ‘… down the nights and 

and many hundreds of millions 
of Christians belonging to other 
Churches. 

This annual Christmas battering 
of Catholicism is the by-product of a 
mentality that gets prime time airing 
on ABC TV and that takes pride in 
disbelieving in God, and refusing to 
acknowledge that our world is the 
work of God or that man is more 
than his DNA.

Father, later Cardinal, Jean 
Daniélou, writing about atheism 
more than fifty years ago, sums up, 
I suggest, this silence and ridicule 
which is a feature of our modern 
Christmas, as 

‘a revolt against dependence. 
It is not injustice that is being 
said ‘no’ to, but the sovereignty 
of God. Revolt is refusal to obey. 
And here is the meaning of the 
word which is without doubt 
deepest – and murkiest. … here 
revolt is the cause of evil. Evil 
and injustice appear here under 
the flag of revolt. The … master 
revolt was the revolt of the angels, 
the poison root from which all 
evil stems and which produces 
perpetually the mystery of evil 
that hems us in – and from which 
Christ alone can deliver us.’9
Adoration of the Christ child calls 

for a nobility of spirit and heart which 
can recognize and acknowledge a 
mystery of greatness incomparably 
superior to anything to which we can 
lay claim. This openness and nobility 
of spirit, Daniélou points out, gave 
their incomparable qualities of mind 
and heart to Dante, Shakespeare, Paul 
Claudel, Georges Bernanos, John of 
the Cross and Pierre de Berulle and 
to the myriad other open-minded 
Catholics and other Christians down 
the centuries who adored the Christ 
child and laid the very foundations 
of the civilisation and culture that 
the usual suspects here in Australia 
and elsewhere seem literally hellbent 
on marginalising and ultimately 
destroying.

Christmas with its emphasis 
on the Christ child, on birth, joy 
and salvation mortally offends our 
burgeoning modern culture of death 
– typified by popular support for 
abortion, contraception, euthanasia 
and attacks on the family – that Pope 
John Paul II, Pope Benedict XVI 
and Pope Francis have all warned 

ANNALS thanks all our 
subscribers and readers for your 
faithful support in 2015. We ask 
God’s special blessing on you and 
your families in 2016 when we will 
celebrate 127 years of publication.
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Never crowned, he was officially murdered, 
executed by crucifixion, one of the cruellest deaths, 

which could not be inflicted on Roman citizens 
and was reserved for slaves and foreigners. 

CHRIST THE KING
By George Cardinal Pell

TODAY THE Catholic Church celebrates the feast of Christ the 
King, on the last Sunday in the Church Year.

Is it right and proper to call Christ a king or does such a title 
mislead us?

The Jews had long waited for a Messiah, whom they saw as a 
political and religious liberator. Jesus refused to take this role, to the 
disappointment of a good number.

In many ways the life of Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Mary, was 
most un-kingly. In the mighty Persian Empire royal children were born 
in a porphyry room in the palace; so we speak of royalty as “being 
born to the purple”. Jesus was born in a stable.

He did not have a first rate education and we have little evidence 
he could write. The Macedonian conqueror Alexander the Great had 
been tutored by Aristotle, the greatest of all the philosophers.

Jesus was not a governor, nor a political campaigner. He never won 
an election or military victory, but was a homeless, itinerant preacher 
and miracle worker, who was too outspoken for his own good.

Never crowned, he was officially murdered, executed by crucifixion, 
one of the cruellest deaths, which could not be inflicted on Roman 
citizens and was reserved for slaves and foreigners. I sometimes quote 
the Muslim taxi-driver who told me he could not believe in a God 
who was so weak!

However Jesus was addressed, sarcastically, as king twice during his 
passion. When the Roman Governor Pontius Pilate asked if he was a 
king, he replied that he was, because he had come to bear witness to 
the truth, but his kingdom was not of this world.

The title “Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews” was fixed to 
the cross where he died. His opponents would have been bitterly 
delighted by this.

Here we have the central Christian paradox of the only Son of God, 
who emptied himself of his glory, attaining to kingship through his 
suffering and death.

Therefore, he is able to come at the end of time as king and judge, 
to separate the good from the evil, the sheep from the goats.

Because of his suffering and death he had the power to tell the 
“good” thief crucified with him, a condemned criminal, that he would 
be in paradise that very day.

These are the most consoling words in the New Testament. There is 
hope for each of us.

This first appeared in Sydney’s The Sunday Telegraph, November 24, 2013. reprinted with 
permission.
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Book rEviEw

Dismissed by his latter day critics as too vague to be understood, the Pope’s 
words were well understood by the Nazis, who called them “one long attack 

on everything we stand for. Here he is clearly speaking on behalf of the 
Jews ... and makes himself the mouthpiece of the Jewish war criminal.”

A BLACK LEGEND REFUTED
By John Jay Hughes

F THE eight Popes 
who shepherded 
the Church from 
1903 to century’s 
end, none is so 
ho t l y  d i spu ted 
as Pius XII, who 

reigned from March 2nd, 1939 until 
his death on October 9th, 1958. At 
issue is the Pope’s alleged “silence” 
in the face of the Holocaust. His 
defenders point out that in reality 
he was not silent. 

At the start of World War II 
Pius authorized Vatican radio to 
broadcast reports of Nazi atrocities 
in Poland. These ceased only at the 
urgent plea of victims reporting 
that the broadcasts intensified their 
sufferings. 

In 1942 the Pope’s Christmas 
message spoke of “the hundreds of 
thousands who, through no fault 
of their own, and solely because 
of their nationality and race, have 
been condemned to death or 
progressive extinction.” 

Dismissed by his latter day critics 
as too vague to be understood, the 
Pope’s words were well understood 
by the Nazis, who called them “one 
long attack on everything we stand 
for. Here he is clearly speaking on 
behalf of the Jews ... and makes 
himself the mouthpiece of the 
Jewish war criminal.” 

 The New York Times also 
understood, commenting: “This 
Christmas more than ever [Pope 
Pius XII] is a lonely voice crying 
out of the silence of a continent.” 

At the war’s end Golda Meier 
(later Israel’s Prime Minister), 
Albert Einstein, the World Jewish 
Congress, the American Jewish 
Committee and many other Jewish 
voices applauded Pius for doing 
what he could to rescue Jews: 
by providing life saving travel 
documents, religious disguises, 

and safekeeping in cloistered 
monasteries and convents, including 
the Pope’s own summer residence 
at Castel Gandolfo, where Jewish 
babies were born in the Pope’s own 
bedroom. 

The Israeli diplomat and scholar 
Pinchas Lapide commented: “No 
Pope in history has been thanked 
more heartily by Jews.” 

At the Pope’s death in October 
1958 the New York Times took three 
days to print tributes to Pius from 
New York City rabbis alone. 

The chorus of praise fell 
silent overnight in 1963 with the 
publication of a pseudo-historical 
stage play, The Deputy, by a former 
junior member of the Hitler Youth, 
Rolf Hochhuth. The play’s scathing 
indictment portrayed Pius XII as a 
cold-hearted cynic, more interested 
in the Vatican’s investment 
portfolio than in Hitler’s slaughter 
of European Jews, including those 
rounded up in Rome under the 
Pope’s own windows. 

The play’s message is well 
conveyed by its final line, in which 
the German ambassador to the 
Holy See, Ernst von Weisäcker, 
telegraphs his superiors in Berlin: 
“Since further action on the Jewish 
problem is probably not to be 
expected here in Rome, it may be 
assumed that this question, so 
troublesome to German-Vatican 
relations, has been disposed of.” 

Seldom can a work of fiction 
have appeared at a time more 
favorable to its message. The 

Church of Spies: The Pope’s 
Secret War Against Hitler, by Mark 
Riebling; Basic Books, New York, 

2015; 375 pages, $29.99. 
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1960s saw publications by liberal 
theologians proclaiming “the death 
of God.” It was also the age of the 
Youth Revolution, with the slogan, 
“Don’t trust anyone over 30.” A 
play which purported to unmask 
one of the world’s leading moral 
authorities was a godsend to the 
propagators of these new and 
exciting ideas.

The bureaucratically organized 
slaughter of six million Jews was an 
event so horrible that many people 
found it difficult to believe that 
ultimate responsibility belonged 
to a single individual, Adolf 
Hitler. Hochhuth 
helped them come 
to terms with the 
i n c o n c e i v a b l e 
by assigning co- 
responsibility to 
the one man who 
(Hochhuth’s Black 
Legend alleged) 
could have stopped 
the machinery of 
death, had he wished 
to do so: the Pope of 
Rome. 

Millions who had 
never experienced 
the reign of terror 
imposed on Europe 
by the Nazis during 
World War II, with 
a totally controlled 
press and media, and people sent to 
concentration camps (which often 
meant death) simply for listening 
to news reports on British radio, 
welcomed Hochhuth’s indictment 
as an aid to understanding an event 
beyond the limits of what was 
previously considered possible. 

From 1963 onward Hochhuth’s 
Black Legend has reigned supreme. 
Accepted by all but a minority of 
historical scholars, and propagated 
without reserve by the media, 
it is still alive and well today. A 
book published in May of this 
year, The Pope’s Dilemma by the 
retired Toronto professor, Jacques 
Kornberg, accuses Pius XII of 
“moral failure” for concentrating 
exclusively during World War II on 
Church interests, without regard for 

extra-ecclesial events and concerns.  
Comes now this blockbuster 

of a book which not only defends 
Pius XII (which others have 
undertaken with varying success) 
but utterly demolishes the Black 
Legend by showing in intricate 
and meticulously documented 
detail (107 pages of end notes and 
sources) that from the very start 
of the war the Pope cooperated 
secretly with anti-Nazi forces in 
Hitler’s thousand year Reich who 
sought, first, to remove the Führer 
from power; and when that failed, 
to kill him.  

Appalled by reports of Nazi 
atrocities in Poland during the 
first month of occupation –  
hundreds of priests shot, systematic 
extermination of Jews forced to 
dig their own burial trenches, 
then stripped naked and machine-
gunned like sardines in a can; 
“and in one photo, a police officer 
shooting a child clamped between 
his knees” – Pius made up his mind. 
“He would engage the German 
military resistance and encourage 
a military counterrevolution. He 
would serve as secret foreign agent 
for the resistance – presenting 
and guaranteeing its plans to the 
British. He would partner with the 
[German] generals not just to stop 
the war, but to eliminate Nazism by 
removing Hitler.” 

The Pope’s aides were stunned. 
The highly respected British 
historian, Owen Chadwick 
wrote later: “Never before had a 
Pope engaged so delicately in a 
conspiracy to overthrow a tyrant 
by force.” The Pope, his co-workers 
thought, was going too far. Were 
Hitler to learn of the pontiff’s role, 
Hitler would take terrible revenge 
on Catholics, invade the Vatican, 
and kidnap the Pope.

 Later in the war Hitler actually 
ordered both the invasion and 
kidnapping, only to be frustrated 
by his generals’ foot-dragging.  

Central in this 
complicated and 
ever shifting story 
is the devout and 
heroically courageous 
German Catholic 
layman, Josef 
Müller, described 
by Riebling as “a 
big-eared Bavarian 
book publisher, who 
puffed a pipe and 
collected stamps.” 
We first encounter 
him on page 2 of 
the book, standing 
on April 8th, 1945, 
beneath a Nazi 
gallows, just minutes 
from execution. 

Only on the 
book’s final page do we learn how 
he was saved from this gruesome 
fate (he died in 1979): through an 
eleventh-hour phone call from the 
SS officer Walter Huppenkothen, 
commander of Hitler’s security 
guard, yet another secret anti-Nazi, 
whom Müller had befriended years 
previously. 

Müller worked throughout the 
war with Admiral Canaris, Chief 
of Hitler’s counter-intelligence 
network, and his cavalry officer 
assistant, Colonel Hans Oster. Like 
a number of those who served 
Hitler, both men were secret but 
determined anti-Nazis. All but 
Müller were executed by the Nazis 
just before the war’s end.    

Müller was also an airplane pilot. 
He is estimated to have flown a 

Tomb of Pope Pius XII in the grottos under St Peter’s Basilica in Rome
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told Pius of my plans to fashion 
a new bloc [in Germany] from 
strong Christians, regardless of 
denomination, in order to confront 
collectivism [i.e. Communism]. That 
he agreed with this idea brought 
me great joy.”

It remains to pay tribute to 
Riebling’s publisher. The book’s 
dust jacket, and the volume itself, 
are both completely black, save 
for a silvery partial sketch on the 
jacket of a cynical looking figure in 
an over-sized miter, his right hand 
raised in blessing. 

It is impossible to overlook 
this visual reminder of the long 
flourishing Black Legend which 
Riebling so successfully demolishes 
in these riveting pages.

John Jay hughes is a St. Louis priest and Church 
historian with a special interest in the Church’s 
confrontation with Hitler. His most recent book is 
the memoir: No Ordinary Fool: a Testimony to Grace. 

The Pope put his arm around 
Müller’s shoulder and seated 
his guest next to him at a long 
table, but close, so that they could 
hold hands. “Pius XII has often 
been accused of being a proud 
and detached Roman” Müller 
wrote afterward, “I saw nothing 
of that during my audience. … I 

tiny light plane over the Alps to 
Merano in northern Italy some 150 
times during war with permission 
of the government he was trying to 
destroy, carrying communications 
for the Pope from Hitler’s 
clandestine enemies. 

Müller also accompanied the well 
known German Protestant Pastor 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer to Rome, where 
the latter met with papal aides in 
the crypt of St. Peter’s Basilica.

Another Protestant who worked 
with Hitler’s secret enemies was 
Count Helmut Moltke, called by the 
American diplomat George Kennan, 
“the greatest person, morally, and 
the largest and most enlightened 
in his concepts that I met on either 
side of the battle-lines in the 
Second World War.” 

Like Canaris and Oster, Moltke 
held a strategic governmental 
position in Hitler’s Third Reich, 
blocking the worst when he 
could, and paying with his life at 
the end of the war for his efforts. 
On the Pentecost weekend of 
May 22-25, 1942 Moltke hosted a 
meeting of some twenty people at 
his east German estate “Kreisau” 
(the “Kreisau Circle”) to discuss 
the building of a new “Decent 
Germany” after the war. 

Pius XII had helped plan the 
agenda, and was told about the 
discussion afterwards.  

Riebling’s book is beautifully 
written, and reads like a novel. 
It makes severe demands on the 
reader nonetheless – due to the 
large cast of characters, and the fact 
that almost all of them are engaged 
in secret deception. Most had code 
names. Pius XII was “the Chief.”    

Especially moving is Riebling’s 
account of Josef Müller’s private 
meeting with Pius XII, at the Pope’s 
request, on June 1st, 1945, just three 
weeks after the war’s end in Europe.  

“I had hardly crossed the 
threshold of his study,” Müller 
wrote, “when the Holy Father 
approached me, and embraced me.” 
He could hardly grasp how Müller 
had escaped. He felt as if his own 
son had returned from terrible 
danger.

The reward of the Frivolous

IN THE years since the [first world] war, when the failure of the vast 
machinery of modern civilization has seemed so imminent, this view 

of life has become more common even in the West. … It is impossible 
to exaggerate the dangers that must inevitably arise when once 
social life has become separated from the religious impulse. We have 
only to look at the history of the ancient world and we shall see how 
tremendous are these consequences. The Roman Empire, and the 
Hellenistic civilization of which it was the vehicle, became separated in 
this way from any living religious basis, which all the efforts of Augustus 
and his helpers were powerless to restore, and thereby, in spite of its 
high material and intellectual culture, the dominant civilization became 
hateful in the eyes of the subject Oriental world. Rome was to them 
not the ideal world-city of Virgil’s dream, but the incarnation of all that 
was anti-spiritual, Babylon the great, the mother of Abominations, who 
bewitched and enslaved all the peoples of the earth, and on whom at 
last the slaughter of the saints and the oppression of the poor would 
be terribly avenged. And so all that was strongest and most living in the 
moral life of the time separated itself from the life of society and from 
the service of the State, as from something unworthy and even morally 
evil. Thus we see in Egypt in the fourth century, over against the great 
Hellenic city of Alexandria, filled with art and learning and all that made 
life delightful, a new power growing up, the power of the men of the 
desert, the naked, fasting monks and ascetics, in whom, nevertheless, 
the new world recognized its masters. When, in the fifth century, the 
greatest of the late Latin writers summed up the history of the great 
Roman tradition, it is in a spirit of profound hostility and disillusionment: 
‘Acceperunt mercedem suam,’ says he in an unforgettable sentence, 
‘vani vanam.’ ‘The shallow and frivolous got their frivolous desserts’.

— Christopher Dawson, Progress and Religion, Sheed and Ward, 1938, pp.243-244.    
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It can call in the Old World 
to redress the Balance in the New

THE CATHOLIC 
CHURCH’S TREASURY

THE CATHOLIC Church is the only thing which 
saves a man from the degrading slavery of being 
a child of his age. I have compared it with the 

New Religions; but this is exactly where it differs 
from the New Religions. The New Religions are in 
many ways suited to the new conditions; but they 
are only suited to the new conditions. When those 
conditions shall have changed in only a century or 
so, the points upon which alone they insist at present 
will have become almost pointless. If the Faith has all 
the freshness of a new religion, it has all the richness 
of an old religion; it has especially all the reserves 
of an old religion. So far as that is concerned, its 
antiquity is alone a great advantage, and especially 
a great advantage for purposes of renovation and 
youth. It is only by the analogy of animal bodies 
that we suppose that old things must be stiff. It is 
a mere metaphor from bones and arteries. In an 
intellectual sense old things are flexible. Above 
all, they are various and have many alternatives to 
offer. There is a sort of rotation of crops in religious 
history; and old fields can lie fallow for a while and 
then be worked again. But when the new religion 
or any such notion has sown its one crop of wild 
oats, which the wind generally blows away, it is 
barren. A thing as old as the Catholic Church has an 
accumulated armoury and treasury to choose from; it 
can pick and choose among the centuries and brings 
one age to the rescue of another. It can call in the 
old world to redress the balance of the new.

- G. K. Chesterton, The Catholic Church and Conversion, Macmillan Company, 1926.
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What Francis is appealing to, is what Saint John Paul II appealed to in 
Poland in 1979. No one could stop the spiritually fuelled revolution then, 

and who can say, where spiritual transformation might lead Cuba.

POPE FRANCIS IN CUBA
By Wanda Skowronska

O S E P H  S TA L I N 
famously asked in 
1935:  ‘How many 
d i v i s i o n s  d o e s 
t h e  Pope  h a v e ? ’,  
s n e e r i n g  a t  t h e 
seeming weakness 

of Catholicism, just as Nietzsche 
had sneered at them for being 
wimps with tendencies to kindness 
not long before. Psychological 
humiliation in the face of brute  
political power was one of the 
weapons of the promoters of the 
Übermensch, and of the Soviet 
empire builders. 

This was decades before 
Pope John Paul II was arguably 
instrumental in the collapse of 
the seemingly invincible Soviet 
empire in the late 20th century. 
Interestingly, he invoked no 
armies, did not encourage war, but 
reminded people of who they were 
– persons with spiritual freedom – 
in his first visit to Poland in 1979. 

This so terrified the Soviet 
leadership that, most likely, 
from this arose the plot for the 
Pope’s assassination which almost 
succeeded on May 13, 1981. The 
Pope’s words terrified them because  
they could see their psychological 
and spiritual impact on the people, 
an impact which did have a power 
they could not confront, a power 
which boded ill for the Soviet 
regime. 

Decades later, another Pope 
celebrated Mass on September 
20, 2015, in Havana, Cuba - 
that fashionable capital of the 
Communist world.  There were 
layers upon layers of irony in the 

Pope’s presence in this country 
whose Communist ideology 
purported to save the world. 

First, the Pope, heading a 
church which has done more for 
the working man than Cuba’s 
Communism - in providing 
countless hospitals, refuges, St 
Vincent de Paul groups, soup 
kitchens, hospices (caring for 
those with AIDS), family centres, 
pregnancy help centres, social 
justice groups and missionary 
groups in every country of the 
world - showed that there were 
other ways of helping others that 
have outlasted Castro’s and Lenin’s 
way of ‘helping’ humanity. 

A second, even deeper irony, 
was the fact that he said Mass 
in Revolution Square - in the 
place which symbolised Cuba’s 
communist revolution and all it 
entailed. It would be like having 
a Labour convention in Liberal 
Party headquarters or an atheist 
conference in a Presbyterian church. 

The location spoke volumes 
and there was a gentle but telling 
counterpoint to the huge Che 
Guevara image in the Square. It 
was the large picture of Jesus in 
the Divine Mercy beckoning people 
with the words ‘Vengan a me’ 
(‘Come to me’) which contrasted 
two views of the world and two 
kinds of trust. 

The hundreds of thousands of 
people would have seen one and 
the other and experienced at the 
very least some level of cognitive 
dissonance. As one cartoonist 
depicted it – Castro says to the 
Pope ‘why have you come here? ‘ 
and the Pope replies ‘Revolution!’. 

The Pope was not promoting 
political revolution, however, 
but rather a deeper revolution 
- the revolution within - the 
transformation of the human person 
according to the way Christ showed 
us in the Beatitudes and in his life. 

One person who sensed the 
danger of this inner revolution, 
was Aleida Guevara, daughter 
of Che Guevara, who declined a 
Communist Party (!) invitation to 
attend the papal Mass, saying doing 
so would have been ‘hypocritical.’ 
She sensed the psychological, 
political and spiritual force of the 
Pope’s visit and, unlike the crowds 

Call for transformation

Dialogue in 
Faith and 

Love

IT IS no small thing to help to 
rescue and set on the right 

path a lost soul, and a dialogue 
in faith and love between 
Christians is something to 
thank God the Creator for. Let 
us persevere then in the faith 
and in holiness of life and open 
our hearts to God in prayer, 
remembering his words: ‘While 
you are still speaking, I will 
answer: behold, I am with you.’

— There are good reasons for thinking 
that this homily was written by a priest 

of Corinth, and that it was written 
before 96 ad, and thus antedates 
the letter of Pope St Clement with 

which it is always associated.
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who came, sought to protect herself 
from it. 

A third irony would have been 
the Pope’s critique of Communism 
- in essence a critique of  the 
Marxist critique which fuelled the 
Communist revolution last century. 
Beneath all the welcoming calls for 
peace and co-operation between 
the Pope and the Cuban leaders, 
there was an explicit judgement of 
the failure of the Cuban revolution. 
As John Allen of Crux magazine 
put it:

Gently, but unmistakably, 
Francis rolled out a critique of 
the Cuban revolution Sunday 
– including its penchant for 
ideological excess and the suffering 
it’s imposed over the decades on 
dissidents and religious believers.1

The failure of the revolution, 
as with all manifestations of 
Communism, was in its reduction 
of the dignity of the human person  
- solely to the politically useful. 
And if a person is just a political 
functionary and part of an earthly 
revolution, and reduced to being 
‘useful’ or ‘not useful’  for the 
revolution, then the non-useful 
are expendable. And so many 
suffered because they thought 
differently and were ‘not useful’  
to the revolution’s leaders and 
the millions of bodies in known 
and unknown graves testify to this 
global Communist degradation. 

In a classic example of how 
dissidents are dealt with, one 
man approached Pope Francis in 
the pope-mobile and requested 
a blessing, which the pontiff 
appeared to be in the process 
of giving when the young man 
was grabbed and pulled away 
by security agents while chanting 
‘Down with Fidel!’ 

As Cuban refugee Humberto 
Fontova outlines the other side 
of fashionable revolutionaries in  
Exposing the Real Che Guevara and 
the Useful Idiots Who Idolize Him 
(2007) and Castro: Hollywood’s 
Favourite Tyrant (2005). In the 
latter, he says,  Cuba is not the 
paradise it is depicted to be by 
western utopian thinkers, as the 

tens of thousands murdered by 
Castro would say if they were alive 
and which the two million who fled 
Cuba in the past 50 years would 
testify.2  

In his homily, Francis did 
call  Cubans (and there were 
believers and non-believers in 
the Square)  to play their part in 
the inner transformation of the 
country, saying that being a true 
Christian ‘entails promoting the 
dignity of our brothers and sisters, 
fighting for it, living it.’ The Pope 
called upon each human being’s 
receptivity to the inner voice: 

His gaze transforms our way of 
seeing things, his heart transforms 
our hearts. God is a Father who 
seeks the salvation of each of his sons 
and daughters. Let us gaze upon the 
Lord in prayer, in the Eucharist, 
in Confession, in our brothers and 
sisters, especially those who feel 
excluded or abandoned. May we 
learn to see them as Jesus sees us. Let 
us share his tenderness and mercy 
with the sick, prisoners, the elderly 
and families in difficulty. Again and 
again we are called to learn from 
Jesus, who always sees what is most 
authentic in every person, which is 
the image of his Father.3

Fighting for justice, of course, 
was the central claim of Cuba’s 
revolutionaries though there was 
no justice for those who disagreed 
with their methods, who proposed 
a different way of serving the poor.  

Pope Francis,  made a clear 
distinction between a Christian 
model of service and what he 
described as service which is self-
serving. Francis pointed to going 
against the ego and reaching out 
to others in our world which he 
has depicted  as a field hospital - 
to those who have suffered family 
breakdown, abuse, abandonment, 
war, terrorism, brainwashing and 
all myriad forms of trauma the past 
century has produced.  

Pope Francis exhorts all to be 
helpers in whatever way they can 
to the wounded of the spiritual 
nuclear fallout.4 And of all places, 
in Cuba he specifically singled out 
the politically incorrect subject of 
abortion as J. Allen Jr says:

In an extemporaneous talk to 
priests, men and women religious, 
and seminarians Sunday night, 
among other things Francis 
criticized aborting children shown 
by pre-natal testing to have 
degenerative illnesses. That, too, was 
a departure from political orthodoxy 
in Cuba, one of the few Latin 
American nations where abortion is 
legal and available upon request.5

Then, having done all this,  
Pope Francis went after Mass on 
Sunday, to have a private meeting 
with 89-year-old former Cuban 
leader Fidel Castro, with the 
Vatican describing the encounter 
as ‘intimate and familial,’ and later 
in the day met his brother, Cuban 
President Raul Castro, at the 
presidential palace. 

For certain, the encounters 
were cordial - the damage to the 
Communist idea had already 
been done by the large turnout 
for Mass in Revolution Square 
and the invocation of Jesus as the 
Lord of History. Even if not very 
incapacitated, what could Castro 
have said? What could his brother 
Raoul, now ruling in his place say? 
What Francis is appealing to, is what 
Saint John Paul II appealed to in 
Poland in 1979. No one could stop 
the spiritually fuelled revolution 
then, and who can say where 
spiritual transformation might lead 
Cuba?

Wanda  skoWronska is a registered psychologist 
who works as a counsellor in inner city schools 
in Sydney. She has recently been awarded a PhD 
in Psychology/Theology at Melbourne’s John-
Paul II Institute. She has done voluntary work 
for the Catholic pro life organisation Family Life 
International, and is a regular contributor to Annals.
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He didn’t want to be late in the queue for lunch at the Mission for the 
Homeless. He saw with dismay that it was nearly eleven so he hastened 

his steps; it didn’t do to be late – the gravy was always cold by then! 
Heaven knows, it was cold enough outside as it was, without that!

CHRISTMAS ON SKID ROW
By Tony Brennan

RED ENTWISTLE 
l o o k e d  a r o u n d 
q u i c k l y  t h e n 
hurriedly scavenged 
through the street 
garbage container. 
N o t h i n g  m u c h 

there, he discovered, but still, half 
an apple was better than nothing. 
Hastily grabbing the apple, he 
began immediately to bite into it, 
while shuffling along to the next 
bin.

Fred was irritated by 
the incessant ringing of 
bells. Those wretched 
Santas ringing their endless 
bells would drive anyone 
demented – everybody, 
not just those with nothing 
in their bellies. Turning a 
corner of the street, Fred 
peered up at the town hall 
clock to get the time; he 
didn’t want to be late in 
the queue for lunch at the 
Mission for the Homeless. He 
saw with dismay that it was 
nearly eleven so he hastened 
his steps; it didn’t do to be late, 
the gravy was always cold by then! 
Heaven knows, it was cold enough 
outside as it was, without that! Fred 
shivered inside three layers of 
disreputable clothing, rescued from 
a dumpster, including a coat-cum-
blanket he had fashioned himself 
from an old blanket found on a 
trash heap.

Reaching the Mission, he silently 
joined the queue of what Fred 
called to himself: the ‘Homeless and 

Hopeless.’ There was never much 
talking in the queue – perhaps a 
bit of grumbling about poaching 
places – but that was all. Well, 
he thought, not really surprising 
when you think about it; there was 
nothing much to talk about, was 
there? The men knew they were the 
dregs of society; that they would 
never amount to anything; that they 
never had amounted to anything; 
that there was really nothing to look 
back on with pride or happiness, 
and nothing to look forward to 

except the perishing cold, the pangs 
of hunger and eventually, death 
– alone and uncared for – most 
likely in a gutter, or a doorway 
somewhere. 

Most of the men were of middle 
age, though some were quite young 
– hardly had begun their life at all, 
Fred thought with genuine pity. 
Despite his situation, he was not 
without sympathy or compassion. 
He had nothing but what he could 
scrounge, but he willingly shared 

even that with anyone worse off 
than he was – especially if it was 
some misguided young fellow, one 
who had lost his way in the big city. 

He thought they were most 
probably just like he had been: 
boys from rural areas with rosy, 
fanciful dreams of making a fortune 
in the big exciting city. Then had 
came the struggle to survive; the 
loneliness, the falling in with bad 
companions, and then … the 
drink – God help us, the drink! 

That inevitably began the 
inexorable slide downwards, 
ever downwards, to … the 
Mission, or similar charities, 
just to keep the body alive.

Not that the Mission was 
a bad place. Thank God it 
was there. What on earth 
would he do without it, Fred 
asked himself. There were 
only three Sisters there but 
they worked very hard to 
have a decent hot meal for 
anyone who came along, 
and let’s face it, some of the 
fellows could do with not 

one, but several baths, to make 
them even reasonably presentable. 
The only requirement for entry into 
the Mission was poverty and its 
corollary: Hunger!

This day, being close to 
Christmas, the Sisters had hung 
up some streamers and, inside the 
Mission, there was a tree with pretty 
lights on it. Fred thought it looked 
like the tree he remembered as a 
boy, so long ago now, back home. 
Fred saw the tree and sighed once 

a Christmas ParaBlE

Skid Row exist in downtown Los Angeles. It has (or had) 
the largest stable population of homeless in the USA.
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again – as he did every year – over 
the collapse of his religious belief. 

He could remember clearly 
the days at home: the bustle 
of preparing for Christmas, the 
excitement of staying up late on 
Christmas Eve to go out in the 
snow to Midnight Mass. And, he 
remembered, with aching sorrow, 
always being with Dad and Mum. 
He thought of his parents so proud 
of their children, bright and shiny 
clean, with their new ‘Christmas 
clothes’ – all made by Mum, of 
course, but the children thought 
they were wonderful. Then the 
bells would ring for the carols and 
the Mass. There was something 
beautiful and wonderfully, 
mysteriously, holy in the silence 
of the Mass, and when their old 
parish priest told again the most 
wonderful story of all, he knew 
then, even as a child, that it was a 
story of Love – really there was no 
other way of describing it. 

Only through an understanding 
of Love could Christmas make any 
sense. To be wanted, to be loved, 
to belong, to be called by a name 
… Oh, how precious that had 
been, and now? … Nothing! Years 
of trying to scratch a living in the 
city, living in filthy dumps, being 
retrenched – what an evil word 
that was: sacked is what they meant! 
Again and again retrenched; then 
living in even worse dumps, and 
the final humiliation … the streets! 
How could he be asked, Fred 
demanded silently of an unseen 
Fate, to believe in anything? How 
could he believe that he was loved, 
or wanted, or that he mattered to 
God! He knew he didn’t matter to 
anybody! No one even knew his name!

Sister Felicity thought she would 
try a couple of carols this day, it 
being so close to Christmas, so 
wisely began, before the meal was 
served, with ‘Come All ye Faithful.’ 
To her surprise it had a reasonable 
response – some of the words were 
even known. She was encouraged 
to proceed with ‘Silent Night’ but 
again, wisely stopped it after one 
verse, and got on to serving the 
meal. These men were fearfully 

cold and desperately hungry, really 
hungry, and the last thing they 
would want was to have to sing and 
sing, in order to get a bite to eat! 

During the meal the Sisters went 
around the tables and left, near 
each man’s plate, a little cardboard 
crib which opened out from a 
flat packet into cut-out figures. It 
was a cheap colourful little affair, 
with Mary in her beautiful blue 
cloak, the holy Infant and Joseph, 
some shepherds and even some 
animals. It would easily fit into a 
man’s pocket so she hoped some 
would just take it with them. To her 
delight most of the men did take 
the little cribs with them when they 
silently left after they had eaten.

Fred put the little crib in his 
inside coat pocket and tied the 
old scarf tighter around his neck. 
He thought he would try to find 
a doorway near the docks area 
where most of the buildings 
were condemned; there was less 
likelihood of other men being 
there. Fred was depressed, unhappy, 
and just wanted to be left alone. 
He also did not feel well at all; that 
strange pain was starting to give 
him trouble again. The pain had 
started a week ago, and he had 

stopped for breath many times since 
then, holding on to his side.

After fifteen minutes walking 
towards the River, Fred was very 
tired, frighteningly cold and starting 
to be breathless, but just then, 
he came across a little doorway 
which went well back, which was 
a good sign, as it would be totally 
out of the icy wind. Fred hurried 
into the space to the very end and 
sat on the floor, and arranged his 
little possessions around him. He 
removed his coat and now used 
it as a blanket. Near his head – at 
eye-height – was a wooden beam 
and Fred took out the little crib, 
opened it and put it on the beam. 
He then leaned back against the 
wall with his eyes fixed on the little 
scene of the stable. 

As he stared at the coloured 
cardboard stable, Fred felt a 
savage pain in his left side and he 
cried aloud; then looked around 
hurriedly, fearful that he could have 
been heard. So frightened was he 
by the strange pain, that he said a 
little prayer for the first time in 
nearly thirty years. From somewhere 
deep in his childhood memory, he 
cried aloud: ‘Jesus. Little Jesus, help 
me! Holy Mother, have pity!’

Faith Left Undefended

IF THE meaning, and the reasonableness, of the fundamental truths 
of religion cease to be explained and taught, opportune, importune; 

and if a time comes when, on all sides, these truths are criticised 
and attacked; and if then no answer is made to the criticisms by the 
officials charged, above all else, with the defence of the truth - the 
bishops - and no defence is offered against the attack; if, against the 
heretics, the official defenders of the Catholic faith are dumb, whether 
through fear of the consequences, or through lack of appropriate 
knowledge, or through failure to understand the life of the time and its 
needs; then Catholicism, in such a place and time, if these conditions 
endure for long, is doomed. Far too many of those who once called 
themselves Catholics will cease, in the end, to be such in fact; whether 
they have aggregated themselves to other religious bodies or not. It is 
more and more custom, routine, personal preference, that will in reality 
be determining their religious life, and not faith - the faith which has 
ceased to be preached to them, which perhaps was never preached 
to them as by its nature it needs to be preached, and which now, for 
all their lifetime, has been obscured by persistent, persuasive, and 
congenially human propaganda that contradicts the faith.

— Philip Hughes, The Reformation in England, London,  
Burns and Oates, 1962, ‘A Catholic Queen,’ p.188.
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scalding tears while the pain grew 
stronger, and stronger, and stronger, 
and …

*****
Police Officer Patrick Moore and 

his partner, Officer Jim Anderson, 
stood looking down at the dead 
man

‘Another John Doe, Pat?’
‘Looks like it, Jim,’ Patrick 

answered, his eyes taking in every 
detail of the scene.

‘Ah, well, that’s another useless 
bit of deadwood gone from the 
streets.’

Officer Patrick Moore looked 
at the eyes of the dead man; 
they were wide open and were 
still fixed on the little cardboard 
stable. The officer was familiar 
with that little cardboard cut-out; 
his little son’s teacher had given 
him one for winning something or 
other at school. But, Pat thought, 
there’s something wrong: I’m sure 
that Our Lady was wearing a blue 
cloak in the little crib on his son’s 
bedside table. Now the dead man 
was wearing a beautiful blue cloak! 
He leaned closer to look at the little 
figures in the stable – yes, all those 
present in the little scene were well 
covered up from the cold in cloaks 
and rugs, but Our Lady had none 
– No! … Could it have been? … 
No, that didn’t make sense ... Or 
did it?  No, of course it didn’t! … 
Don’t start imagining things, it’s 
dangerous … Things like that didn’t 
happen … or, did they? … They 
couldn’t … could they? … At least 
they couldn’t not to men … like 
this, surely! 

Pat, aware that his colleague was 
waiting, decided his partner had 
been right. Officer Moore finally 
stood up, shrugged, and turned to 
his companion: ‘You’re right again, 
Jim, just another useless deadbeat! 
Ring for the Meat Wagon and tell 
them to come and shovel up this 
heap of trash; this bloke never 
mattered to anyone – no one would 
ever have known his name.’

Father antony Brennan is a retired diocesan priest, 
living in Lewisham, NSW.

As soon as Fred had uttered 
his cry of despair and fear, he felt 
suddenly warmer. He discovered 
to his immense surprise he was not 
sitting on cold concrete any longer; 
he was sitting on straw! Deep straw! 
He marvelled at the warmth – such 
wonderful, wonderful warmth! He 
made another discovery – he was 
not alone! Near him there were 
other men standing and kneeling; 
he knew instantly they were 
shepherds – they smelled just like 
the shepherds used to smell back 
home. The shepherds were all 
gazing towards one of the mangers; 
there were a number of animals 
in the stable as well, but all eyes, 
animal and human, were fixed on 
that one manger. There was utter 
silence, but such a wonderful, deep 
and comfortable silence, that Fred 
wanted to sink deeper and deeper 
into it every moment. 

A baby cried – a weak, 
whimpering sound – and was 
immediately hushed by a woman’s 
voice as she lifted the baby from 
the manger and cradled it in her 
arms. Fred was amazed at the 
beauty of the young woman in the 
blue cloak and gazed intently at her. 
The woman looked up, straight at 
Fred and held out her hand towards 
him. She was holding something in 
her hand, and she appeared to look 
different somehow; Fred moved 
closer to see what it was she was 
holding out to him – it was her own 
blue thick cloak! 

Fred took it from the lady with 
trembling hands, kissed it and 
putting it on, knelt humbly with the 
shepherds … his heart was racing 
… he knew now where he was! 
He was with the Holy Mother – 
his Holy Mother, and that she was 
holding the Saviour of the world in 
her arms … and she had given him 
her cloak … and the greatest thing 
of all, he knew in a moment with 
terrifyingly clarity she had given it 
out of love. She loved him! She actually 
knew him! She spoke only one 
word: ‘Fred’ … 

Holding onto the blue cloak, 
Fred – for the first time since he 
was a boy, began to cry with huge, 
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ABRAHAM 
AND 

LAZARUS
By Peter Chrysologus  

BRAHAM was very 
rich, Scripture tells 
us (Gn 13,2)... My 
brethren, Abraham 
wasn’ t  r ich for 
himself but for 
the poor; rather 

than keeping hold of his fortune, 
he intended to share it...This man, 
who was himself a stranger, didn’t 
hesitate to do all he could so that 
the stranger might not feel himself 
to be a stranger. Living in a tent, 
he was unable to let a passer-by 
remain without shelter. Perpetual 
traveller, he unfailingly welcomed 
the travellers who came his way... 
Far from taking his ease in God’s 
bounty, he knew himself called 
to spread it abroad: he used it to 
protect the oppressed, set prisoners 
free, even to snatch those about 
to die from their fate (Gn 14,14)... 
Abraham did not sit but remained 
standing before the stranger he had 
received. He was not his guest’s 
host but made himself his servant. 
Forgetting that he was master in 
his own home, he himself brought 
the food and, concerned that it 

should be carefully prepared, called 
on his wife. Where he himself was 
concerned he relied entirely on 
his servants, but for the stranger 
he had received he thought it 
barely enough to entrust it to his 
wife’s skill. What more could I say, 
my brothers? It was so perfect a 
consideration... that drew God 
himself to Abraham’s home and 
compelled him to become his guest. 
Thus the very one who would 
later claim to be welcomed in the 
person of the poor and the stranger, 
came to Abraham, rest for the poor, 
refuge of strangers. ‘I was hungry,’ 
he said, ‘and you gave me food, I 
was thirsty and you gave me drink, 

a stranger and you welcomed me’ 
(Mt 25,35). And again, we read in 
the Gospel: ‘When the poor man 
died, he was carried away by angels 
to the bosom of Abraham.’ Isn’t it 
only right, brethren, that Abraham 
should welcome all the saints 
even into his own rest and should 
exercise, even in the blessedness of 
heaven, his service of hospitality?... 
Doubtless, he could not have 
considered himself wholly happy 
unless, even in glory, he was able to 
continue to practice his ministry of 
sharing. 

saint Peter Chrysologus (c.406-450) Bishop of 
Ravenna, Doctor of the Church, Sermon 122, ‘On 
the rich man and Lazarus’.  
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Sound Familiar?

DURING the progress of that great contest [the American 
PresidentiaI Election of 1888] I looked through hundreds 

of columns of virulent Party pleading, gross misrepresentation, 
reckless charge and poisonous inuendo ... the memory of 
everything calculated to inflame the American people against 
England was kept very green by Republican journals: all the 
bitterness that the past has left rankling in Irish breasts against 
English rule was stirred to the depths. Out of their graves all the 
hates and distrusts that ever came between North and South were 
dug up, and their ragged ghosts paraded as living and terrible 
things. All this you could get in the American papers ad nauseam, 
but only here and there any ray of authentic light upon the fiscal 
controversy ... craft playing upon ignorance; real love of country 
and kind not knowing what way to turn.

— John Farrell, Sydney Daily Telegraph, November 23, 1889, writing about the Republican 
campaign that re-elected the Protectionist Republican Benjamin Harrison as 23rd President 

of the United States. Farrell was the great-grandfather of Annals editor Paul Stenhouse.
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For all that we cherish our individuality and our identities, the things that 
matter the most are as common as the sky, the sun and the moon. I think that 

Psalm 23 speaks to our human condition in its most fundamental terms.

PSALM 23
By Maolsheachlann O’Ceallaigh

N THIS series, I am 
writ ing appreciat ions 
of some of the greatest 
poems ever written in 
the English language. 
Generally, I believe that 
poetry is what gets lost 

in translation, but my chosen poem 
on this occasion is an exception, 
at least in the sense that it is a 
translation into English of a poem 
from another language. It’s also the 
only religious poem in my list of 
greatest poems ever. Considering it 
is so short, I have room to quote it 
in full:

The Lord is my shepherd; I 
shall not want.

He maketh me to lie down in 
green pastures; he leadeth me 
beside the still waters.

He restoreth my soul; he 
leadeth me in the path of 
righteousness for his name’s sake.

Yea, though I walk through the 
valley of the shadow of death, I 
will fear no evil; for thou art with 
me; thy rod and they staff they 
comfort me.

Thou preparest a table before 
me in the presence of mine 
enemies; thou anointest my head 
with oil; my cup runneth over.

Surely goodness and mercy 
shall follow me all the day of my 
life; and I will dwell in the house 
of the Lord forever.
I believe that poetry is an 

extremely evanescent and elusive 
quality, one that lies as much 
‘on the surface’ of the language 
as ‘underneath’. There have, of 
course, been innumerable other 
translations of this psalm.  

A purely technical analysis of this 
poem (for so I shall term the Psalm 
henceforth) can explain some of its 
power. We can see that almost every 
line is divided into two roughly 
equal halves. Every line seems to 
rise to a gentle crescendo half-way 
through, and to descend with equal 

gentleness in its second half. The 
rhythm of this poem is like the 
breathing of a sleeping child.

There is another quality to the 
poem that is equally child-like 
and that I can only describe as 
‘crudeness’. Children like bright 
colours, sweet flavours, good heroes 
and villainous villains. They are 
not big on subtlety, to use modern 
parlance. 

There is something child-like 
about the imagery of the Bible, as a 
whole. It translates spiritual rewards 
and spiritual dangers into the most 
frankly material and even sensual 
terms. The unabashed eroticism 
of the Song of Songs (though 
hardly child-like, of course) is 
the most famous and eyebrow-
raising example. But it’s a constant 
throughout Scripture, including the 
discourses of Our Lord. “Give and 
gifts will be given to you; a good 
measure, packed together, shaken 
down, and overflowing, will be 
poured into your lap.”

Psalm 23 is certainly no 
exception to this rule. Its imagery 
is straightforwardly hedonistic; 
green pastures, an overflowing cup, 
a feast on a table. There is nothing 
‘spiritualised’ or refined about it.

The image of reassurance and 
protection in the poem is equally 
appropriate to childhood. It is 
not the reassurance of a quiet 
conscience or an inner peace. It 
is the reassurance of a physical 
protector. “Thy rod and thy staff 
they comfort me”. 

The appeal of all this child-like 
imagery is not only its naivety and 
its artlessness, but its humility. Pride 

nourishing thE soul

Statue of Christ the Good Shepherd, 
found in the catacomb of St Domitilla, 

the oldest catacomb in Rome.
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is the greatest sin, and it is also the 
most popular sin. It’s certainly my 
favourite sin. I’m guessing it’s yours, 
too. It’s the most insidious sin in 
the world, because it’s the sin that 
can best masquerade as virtue. The 
more ‘virtuous’ we are, in fact, the 
more room pride has to breathe.

But the ultimate truth about 
pride is that it’s exhausting. Like any 
drug, it feels great at first, but the 
toll it takes is immense. It hollows 
us out. It presses us down. In the 
words of G.K. Chesterton: “Pride is 
a weakness in the character; it dries 
up laughter, it dries up wonder, it 
dries up chivalry and energy.” 

So I believe that, even in the 
proudest heart, there is something 
that gasps for humility, as a choking 
man gasps for air—something that 
craves the sheer blessed relief 
of humility. It is this craving that 
responds gratefully to Psalm 23.  

We might take the imaginary 
case of a ‘self-made man’ who has 
spent his entire life cherishing his 
independence, his resilience, and 
his resourcefulness. These are all 
good qualities in themselves, of 
course, but let us also imagine this 
‘self-made man’, like so many of us, 
has let himself be eaten up with 
pride in his own accomplishments.

I think it’s no great leap to think 
of such a man listening to the 
words of Psalm 23—“Thou preparest 
a table before me in the face of 
mine enemies, thou anointest my 
head with oil; my cup runneth 
over”—and feeling what a burden 
his own self-satisfaction and pride 
has become. I can imagine him 
placing himself in the role of the 
narrator of the poem, and feeling 
relief in the idea of a child-like 
dependency and gratitude. 

We are all charity cases in the 
end, whatever our accomplishments, 
since our very skills and talents 
are God-given. “For who makes 
you different from anyone else? 
What do you have that you did not 
receive? And if you did receive it, 
why do you boast as though you 
did not?” (1 Corinthians 4:7.)

One a purely poetic level, much 
of the poem’s appeal comes from 

a mixture of straightforwardness 
of subject matter with a certain 
stiffness in style. 

In The Good News Bible 
translation, “He maketh me to lie 
down in green pastures; he leadeth 
me beside the still waters” becomes 
“He lets me rest in fields of green 
grass and leads me to quiet pools 
of fresh water”. This has a simple 
beauty of its own, but it lacks the 
self-conscious poetry of this earlier 
version written by the translators 
appointed by King James I. 

Again, there is something child-
like about this. If you ever listen 
to children reading poetry aloud—
or even reading prose aloud—they 
usually do so in a choppy, solemn, 
sing-song manner. We tend to smile 
at this, but I think their instincts are 
quite healthy. 

There is a magic to the written 
word, and indeed to the spoken 
word. It’s a shame that we ever 
lose this sense of the magic and 
solemnity of words, and we should 
do everything we can to hold onto it.
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Finally, I ascribe much of 
this poem’s universal appeal, 
unsurprisingly, to its very 
universality. There is nothing in 
Psalm 23 which could not apply to 
anybody, anywhere, at any time. It 
is very hard to think of any literary 
work which is more universal.

Literary critics (and others) 
have written much on the idea 
of universality, and how it relates 
to particularity. I have sometimes 
encountered the claim that a work 
of art, to achieve universality, 
should be unabashedly particular. 
In other words, a movie about a 
fisherman in Nantucket, which aims 
to be nothing other than a movie 
about a fisherman in Nantucket, 
will achieve a universal resonance 
without trying—whereas a movie 
that goes out of its way to be 
about an Average Joe, that aims 
for the broadest appeal, will fall 
flat because there is really no such 
thing as an Average Joe. Everybody 
is somebody. Everywhere is 
somewhere. Vagueness kills art, and 
kills poetry.

It’s a plausible-sounding theory, 
but I don’t agree with it. I think 
vagueness can be a virtue in poetry. 
Psalm 23 takes the most hackneyed 
(or rather, the most timeless) 
symbols and makes unforgettable 
use of them. The narrator is nobody 
in particular and the landscape 
is nowhere in particular. In other 
words, the narrator is all of us, and 
the landscape is life itself.

For all that we cherish our 
individuality and our identities, the 
things that matter the most are as 
common as the sky, the sun and the 
moon. I think that Psalm 23 speaks 
to our human condition in its most 
fundamental terms. And that is why 
its appeal is so enduring—and why 
I myself have been unable to write 
about it, in this article, without 
being moved several times to tears.

MaolsheaChlann  Ó Ceallaigh.  Maolsheachlann 
is the founder of the G. K. Chesteron Society of 
Ireland and is a revert to the Catholic faith from 
atheism. He resides in Dublin. To learn more about 
Maolsheachlann  visit  irshpapist.blogspot.com.au
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Arab Science hindered by Islamic Orthodoxy

BY THE DEATH of Alfonso X of Castile [1221-1284] surnamed 
The Wise, Arab civilisation and science – dominated from that 

time on by Islamic orthodoxy – rapidly devolved into an unstoppable 
decadence. True – one could still find occasional names worthy of 
mention but from that time on Arab science had only a very indirect 
relationship with general history. … our historians of Arab science have 
a long way to go before they arrive at a sufficiently acceptable level of 
knowledge that is comparable, for example, to what we have actually 
attained of classic Graeco-Roman antiquity.

— Aldo Mieli, La Science Arab et son rôle dans l’évolution 
scientifique mondiale, Leiden, E.J.Brill, 1966, pp.246-7.
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If the future of our world is to depend on battles of ideas –  rather than just on 
the  vast influences often imposed simply by money and power – it might seem 

quite a good idea now to get at least some of our ideas right for a change.

ONE FLAWED IDEOLOGY  
ATTACKING ANOTHER

By Giles Auty

HEN faced by the 
sad and shocking 
real i t ies of the 
Paris massacres 
of November 13, 
what remains to 
be said?

The Weekend Australian of 
November 21-22 alone, carried 
opinions from no fewer than eleven 
alleged authorities on the subject.

Almost exactly a 
year ago I wrote an 
article for Annals 
commenting on, among 
other matters, the odd 
disconnection which 
generally seems to 
me to exist between 
Australia and France. 
Yet suddenly we seem 
to have become a nation 
of instant experts on all 
things Gallic.

Would it be impolite 
to ask how many 
Australians can either 
read or speak French 
or have ever travelled 
extensively in that 
country?  Even more to the point, 
perhaps, how many have ever made 
any serious study of French history?

By contrast, for many children of 
my generation in England, learning 
French and travelling in France 
formed a serious but natural – and 
very attractive – part of the normal 
processes of growing up.

I made my own first visit to 
Paris at the age of fourteen when I 

became the guest of a French family 
who farmed not far to the West of 
Paris near the small rural town of 
Houdan.  

As was common in such matters 
they had a son of similar age to me, 
and more or less inevitably the two 
of us competed ‘internationally’ at 
whatever summer sports were easily 
available at the time.  

Having just lost to me at tennis 

on an available court just a few 
kilometres from the farm,  Gerard 
was thus particularly keen to 
demonstrate his superior skills at 
cycling on the way home.  

Having established a lead of some 
200 metres it was thus he rather 
than I who became crushed under 
the wheels of a giant truck whose 
driver had fallen asleep momentarily 
in the heat of an August afternoon.  

The truck had already overtaken me 
just up the road.

I have not connected France 
especially since then in any 
thoughts I may have had about 
the vagaries of fate, yet the beauty 
of the day possibly increased 
the tragic poignancy of what 
happened – just as the traditional, 
romantic attractiveness of Parisian 
life possibly contributed in subtle 

and unobvious ways to 
the absolute horror of 
what occurred there on 
November 13th 2015.

I have long lost 
count of the number 
of times I have visited 
Paris both privately and 
professionally since that 
day of Gerard’s death 
yet pick out a particular 
occasion now for special 
mention simply owing 
to its relevance to recent 
events.

I had crossed the 
channel by sea and was 
driving through Northern 
Paris with the intention 

of putting my car on the overnight 
train which ran from Paris to Nice 
where very luckily I had work to do.  

The precise date was Saturday 
October 6 1973 and as I 
drove through an area lived in 
predominantly by residents of 
North African birth or descent a 
great many men seemed to be out 
on the streets with transistor radios 
virtually glued to their ears.

PEoPlE in glass housEs
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That particular day had, of course, 
marked the surprise attack on Israel 
by Egyptian and Syrian forces on 
Yom Kippur, the holiest day in the 
Jewish calendar but I had no radio 
to tell me any of that in my car.  
Initially the attackers had appeared 
to achieve notable successes - which 
accounted for the broad smiles of 
those thronging the streets  - but 
little more than a fortnight later that 
initial military initiative had become 
reversed entirely.

Clearly the followers of Islam on 
the streets hoped like many such 
for the annihilation of Israel and I 
thought especially at that time of an 
English girl I knew who had devoted 
many months in previous years 
working as a volunteer at  a kibbutz 
in Israel.  Of course, France as a 
whole was never at war with Israel 
yet clearly quite a number of French 
inhabitants might have been more 
than happy if that had been the case.

By the time I returned to Britain 
at the end of the month in question 
petrol prices  had doubled and 
I began to sense that the France 
I had known and loved since 
childhood might in time become 
eroded fatally from within.

I have never personally been 
a fan of the EU since its inception 
and believe that rule by a 
predominantly irreligious, unelected 
bureaucracy in Brussels does not 
ultimately bode well either for 
Europe itself or for its member 
states; porous internal borders, for 
example, are simply not a viable 
option in a such an unsettled world 
as ours.

For much of my adult life I 
imagined nonetheless that I would 
ultimately live in France; indeed the 
real question in my mind was never 
so much whether I would do so but 
merely where and when.

Unfortunately the past seven 
or eight years have witnessed 
events which have changed the 
circumstances of a great many 
of our lives in ways which were 
difficult to foresee.  In the first 
place the so-called Global Financial 
Crisis effectively wrecked the 
retirement plans of millions of 

citizens on a worldwide basis by 
effectively negating the savings so 
many had prudently made.  

In effect that whole fiscal fiasco 
was a consequence of very poor 
internal government controls in a 
number of major Western countries 
while the generally uncontrolled 
rise of militant Islam within such 
countries was similarly a symptom 
of a sad lack of sensible controls.

So-called multiculturalism is, 
of course, just one of the ‘core’ 
virtues proposed under the overall 
umbrella of post-modernism.  Such 

purely supposed ‘virtues’ were 
intended, of course, to supersede 
what were claimed  by some to be 
the outmoded virtues associated 
with the forms of secularised 
Christianity which had prevailed 
previously in most Western 
countries.  

As I pointed out in the last 
edition of Annals many of 
the strongest proponents of 
multiculturalism are fashionable 
atheists who regard religion 
of all kinds as mere forms of 
anachronistic superstition.   
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The young men of the coastal 
villages nevertheless regularly 
sported provocative rock-and-
roll T-shirts and rode powerful 
motorbikes while their womenfolk, 
by contrast, continued to wear 
entirely traditional Muslim attire.  
The year in question was 1984.

What became apparent to 
me then – as in my previously 
recounted experience in Northern 
Paris – was what seemed the archaic 
intolerance and utter inflexibility 
of a faith which by now circles the 
equatorial lands of our globe.

While many branches of 
Christianity have become too lax 
in a desire to be thought popular, 
progressive and supposedly 
‘relevant’ to our changing times no 
such criticism could ever be levelled 
at a faith which habitually seeks to 
motivate  at least partly through 
the use of fear and repressive 
punishments.

The fundamental character of 
their imagined God could thus 
hardly be more different from 
that of the God believed in by the 
Christian faithful.

In the title I have provided for 
this piece I speak of one flawed 
ideology attacking another and 
realise now that by failing to specify 
the ideologies involved I may seem 
to be being deliberately cryptic.

Yet in a sense the ambiguity 
involved does not matter.  For 
the inadequacies and decadence 
involved in a completely post-
modernist view of the world is 
as incapable of countering radical 
Islam in any war of words and 
ideas, as radical Islam is incapable 
of succeeding – simply because the 
basic stances of both are inherently 
flawed.   

In short the Western world 
now needs, very urgently, to start 
getting morally tough with itself no 
less than militarily tough with its 
ruthlessly callous opponents.

giles auty was born in the UK and trained 
privately as a painter. He worked professionally as 
an artist for 20 years. Publication of his The Art of 
Self Deception swung his career towards criticism. He 
was art critic for The Spectator from 1984 to 1995.  
He continues to devote himself to his original love - 
painting. He is a regular contributor to Annals.

depend on battles of ideas –  rather 
than just on the  vast influences 
often imposed simply by money and 
power – it might seem quite a good 
idea now to get at least some of our 
ideas right for a change. 

A further consciousness of 
‘modern’ Islam took place for me 
when I spent a protracted holiday 
on the East coast of Malaysia where 
a local inhabitant was flogged at the 
time of my visit for the ‘crime ‘ of 
drinking a bottle of Guinness.  

They are thus utterly unable to 
understand the likely long-term 
consequences of juxtaposing people 
of one strongly held set of religious 
convictions with their absolute 
opposites or – no less to the point  
- of placing them in laissez faire 
urban communities where virtually 
out-of-control crime, violence and 
drug use may not necessarily give 
an entirely fair representation of 
‘modern’ Australia.

If the future of our world is to 
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I think that the nuns tried to prepare us for the battles with evil forces we 
were likely to encounter in adult life.  To use a Lord of the Rings metaphor, 

they knew about orcs and they wanted to prepare us to be useful participants 
in the battles for Middle Earth.  Or to use a Harry Potter metaphor, they 

saw themselves as being in the business of educating aurors.  

FROM ROCKHAMPTON TO ROME
By Tracey Rowland

Y EAR LI E ST 
c h i l d h o o d 
memory of the 
Catholic faith 
was of visiting 
S t  B r i g i d ’ s 
C o n v e n t  i n 

Rockhampton.  In those days, in the 
early 1960s, there was quite a large 
community of Mercy Sisters living 
in the convent. They ran a primary 
school, a hostel for single women 
and a nursing home.  

I was about to start school at 
St Mary’s College in Ipswich, even 
though I was an Anglican.  My 
grandmother was very concerned 
about me turning up at a Catholic 
school knowing only Anglican 
prayers.  She took me to meet the 
Mother Superior of St Brigid’s, a 
lady called Mother de Chantel, who 
gave me a prayer book which had a 
picture of a guardian angel on the 
cover, escorting two children across 
a broken bridge.  

Being an Anglican at a convent 
school was like going on an 
adventure in a foreign country.  I 
did arrive at school knowing a 
few prayers and bible stories and 
the words to the Anglican hymn 
All Creatures Great and Small.  But 
I encountered a world at school 
which was like another country.  

Although the new vernacular 
Order of the Mass had just been 
introduced, we were still taught 
Latin hymns, there was Benediction 
every first Friday, there were very 
solemn school Masses once a 

week and the Angelus was recited 
every day at noon. There were also 
feast days and fast days with the 
associated variations in food on 
offer at the tuckshop.  We learned 
about saints and we collected ‘holy 
cards’ which were bookmarks 
bearing the image of a saint.  

We were often given these as 
a reward for getting high marks 
and we would swap them among 
ourselves.  For example, someone 
who had two St. Joseph’s could 
swap a St. Joseph for a St George.  
Today when I am visiting churches 
in Europe I can usually work 
out the identity of the saints in 
their artwork from the education 
I received from those holy 
cards.  They gave me a Catholic 
iconography 101 lesson. 

The fact that I was an Anglican 
came out in grade 2 when I handed 
in a very sad project book.  The 
project was called “My Family” 
and we were supposed to post 
in a picture of the pope and our 
local archbishop and our parish 
priests, then our grandparents, 
parents, godparents and siblings.  
The general idea was to help us 
to understand that we belonged 
to one big spiritual family which 
included not only our biological 
relatives but people like the pope, 
the archbishop and others entrusted 
with our spiritual care.  

I was an only child being 
brought up by a camera shy 
grandmother.  No one in my family 
purchased Catholic newspapers.  
As a consequence my project book 
consisted of only two photographs 
on a single page – one of myself 
and one of Pope Paul VI which my 
grandmother found in a secular 
newspaper. 

I was in the odd position of 
being top of my class for catechism 
but not actually Catholic.  I found 
the intellectual side of the faith 
intriguing and I especially loved 
the way that time and eternity 
seemed to be fused together in the 
culture of the school, something 
that I would only later come to 
understand to be the result of a 
very sacramental cosmology.  

My grandmother, who never had 
a problem with the papacy, only 
with Irish Republicans, agreed that 
I could become a Catholic and she 

CatholiC CulturE

Persecution

ON THE other hand, the 
Elizabethan tyranny 

was no exception to the 
general law, which is so 
very rarely found false, that 
religious persecution, if it 
is sufficiently violent and 
sustained, is successful 
in achieving its immediate 
purpose, however great may 
be the general moral havoc 
which it works at the same 
time. 

— Christopher Hollis, The Monstrous 
Regiment, London 1929, p.44 [63] 
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made the necessary arrangements. I 
was accepted into full Communion 
with the Catholic Church at the 
baptismal font in St. Mary’s Church 
in Ipswich, surrounded by all of my 
classmates.

After four years at St. Mary’s 
I moved to Rockhampton where 
I attended Our Lady’s Cathedral 
school and then finally I went onto 
the Range Convent.  My entire 12 
years at school had been governed 
by the Sisters of Mercy.

I was recently at a dinner with 
the Trustees of the University of 
Notre Dame.  The Vice-Chancellor 
of the University, Professor Celia 
Hammond, went to a Loreto school 
in Perth.  One of the trustees 
joked that the difference between 
Loreto girls and Mercy girls is that 
Mercy girls grow up wanting to be 
doctors, and Loreto girls grow up 
wanting to marry doctors.  Celia 
protested that this was an unfair 
caricature.  Whatever of the truth 
about Loreto girls, my experience 
of being a Mercy girl was one of 
a twelve year apprenticeship on 
tightly-run ships where academic 
work was taken deadly seriously.  

I went through the system during 
an era when in primary school we 
had exams every month and we 
changed desks after every exam 
so that we were always sitting 
in academic rank order. The A 
students were in the back row and 
the weakest students in the front 
row and everyone in between was 
seated according to their latest 
exam results.  There was homework 
to be memorised every night 
and the following morning we 
were tested.  Stamps were placed 
in our exercise books if we got 
100%.  There was an angel with a 
halo around its head and 100% 
printed underneath.  A week of 
100% stamps gave a girl the right 
to a special merit stamp on Friday 
mornings.  There was also a stamp 
featuring a tail-less donkey with the 
words ‘good work but where’s the 
rest?’ This was for slow students 
who got everything they attempted 
right, but didn’t manage to finish 
the exercise.  

I can remember our entire class 
chanting the phrase ‘dear God, help 
me not to be an imbecile’ after we 
had all collectively fallen short of 
some standard of conduct.  I was 
so often in trouble I concluded that 
the problem was my red-hair.  It 
made me stand out like a deer with 
a target painted on its chest.  

In this context my strongest 
memory is of being summoned 
to the principal’s office, along 
with a number of other girls.  We 
had committed the sin of playing 
football with the boys.  No one ever 
told us that it was wrong to play 
football because it never occurred 
to any of us to do so, until one 
day when Bishop Rush came into 
our playground.  His home was a 
five minute walk from the school 
and from time to time he would 
just appear and play with us.  On 
this day he started playing football 
with the boys, but their football 
kept running into the girls’ netball 
game, and so we gave up playing 
netball and joined the bishop with 
the boys.  When we arrived in the 
principal’s office my defence was 
that the bishop was playing with 
us and he clearly thought it was 
perfectly okay. 

It was at this moment that I 
learned a very important lesson in 
ecclesial life – that nuns are often 
more powerful than bishops. I 
found myself in extra trouble for 
being insubordinate and the merit 
of my defence was never addressed.  

On the final day of primary 
school I was handed my report card 
by the same Principal who said that 
she had been harder on me than 
on some of my classmates because 
she thought that I might ‘one day 
amount to something’.  She told 
my grandmother that she had to 
do a bit of pruning to sort out the 
defects in my character. 

In secondary school I was 
blessed with a couple of teachers 
who decided to push a group of 
us to excel academically.  Instead 
of expecting us to perform at 
the highest level of someone in 
our age group, we were given 
assessment tasks at a higher level.  
For example, we were writing 
argumentative essays in year 10, 
when that ability was not normally 
expected until year 12.  We were 
also given university level biology 
texts when we were doing years 9 
and 10 science.  Whether we had 
an aptitude for music, or maths 

More about Book Theft  
in the Middle Ages

THE REASON why the Golden Psalter had been stolen from St-Hubert 
was undoubtedly because of its treasure binding, described then as 

being inset with precious pearls. The stealing of books for the bullion 
value of their jewelled bindings probably accounts for many of the earliest 
references we have to book thefts. A party of Viking raiders stole a purple 
and gold Gospel Book in England, and the ransom for its return was paid 
in gold in the second half of the ninth century by two local benefactors, 
Alderman Aelfred and his wife Werberg, who gave it to Christ Church in 
Canterbury, with an inscription in Old English imploring the help of God 
and all his saints that no one should alienate the book from Christ Church 
as long as Christianity may endure. By a coincidental twist of fate, the 
volume is now actually back again in Norse possession for this is the 
Codex Aureus in the Royal Library in Stockholm. The original thieves were 
pagan and presumably had no interest in the text. Doubtless they were 
attracted to a precious binding in gold or silver. A Gospel Lectionary of 
similar date now in Arras has notes in runes which shows it too to have 
been in Scandinavian hands.

— Christopher de Hamel, ‘Book Thefts in the Middle Ages,’ in Against the Law: Crime, Sharp 
Practice and the Control of Print, Oak Knoll Press, 2004, pp.2-3. 
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of those places.  As I left his study 
knowing that he was determined 
to block my registration as a 
doctoral student I said a prayer 
to the now deceased Sister of 
Mercy who had dared to tell my 
grandmother that I had character 
defects.  One day later the atheist 
professor had a massive heart 
attack. He didn’t die but he was in 
intensive care for several weeks.  
During that time I got out of the 
SPS Faculty and into the Divinity 
school where all was plain sailing.  
I worked under the direction of 
Professor John Milbank, a high 
church Anglican and friend of 
Dr Rowan Williams, the former 
Archbishop of Canterbury.  It is 
now a joke in academic theology 
circles that Milbank was running 
a ‘witness protection service’ in 
Cambridge, shielding all kinds of 
theistic students from the political 
correctness police.  Some of us 
were Catholic, others Anglican, 
there was one Anabaptist and one 
Jew.  What we all had in common 
was that we had run into trouble 
with people who thought that there 
is no place for God in Cambridge.  
This is notwithstanding the fact 
that without the Catholic Church 
there would be no Cambridge, and 
indeed for that matter, no Oxford, 
no Sorbonne, no Jagiellonian, no 
universities of Bologna, Granada, 
St. Andrews, Edinburgh, Leipzig, 
Vienna, Salamanca, Toulouse, 
Aberdeen, Siena, Padua, Glasgow, 
or Basel, all of which were founded 
either by Catholic clerics or 
Catholic monarchs.  The university, 
like the hospital, is very much an 
institution of Christendom.

Some years later I found myself 
on a panel at a conference in Rome 
with Professor Milbank and I said 
to him, if it wasn’t for you rescuing 
me from the SPS Faculty, I would 
not be sitting here now.  He smiled 
and said, “you and about a dozen 
others”.  He then went on to speak 
proudly of a number of other 
doctoral students who had gone on 
to have successful academic careers 
who had run up against people who 
tried to torpedo them because they 

One of the scariest battles I ever 
faced was as a doctoral student in 
Cambridge. I found myself in the 
Department for Social and Political 
Sciences, a bureaucratic creation 
of the Vice-Chancellor in the late 
1960s.  He took all the Marxists out 
of the humanities departments and 
quarantined them in one new super 
department called the Department 
for Social and Political Sciences, or 
simply “SPS”.  I wanted to work on 
the ideas of the Catholic political 
philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre so 
the Research Office parked me in 
the SPS faculty.  I soon discovered 
that the Head of the Faculty was 
a personal enemy of Alasdair 
MacIntyre.  They had been friends 
in the 1960s when they were both 
young radicals, but the friendship 
soured when MacIntyre started to 
get interested in Aquinas.  By the 
time I arrived in the SPS faculty it 
was impossible to write a thesis that 
was in any way favourable to the 
ideas of Alasdair MacIntyre.  

I was eventually summoned to a 
meeting with MacIntyre’s nemesis. 
He began by saying that he didn’t 
believe in God, that he didn’t know 
anyone in Cambridge who believed 
in God, but he understood that this 
was a sociological phenomenon 
found in some parts of the United 
States and Poland.  He suggested 
that I should be a student in one 

or in my case the humanities 
subjects, we were given special 
attention and different assessment 
tasks.  The girl who was the dux 
of our year majored in maths and 
then went to work for NASA, the 
North American Space Authority, 
the girl who came a close second 
is now a leading obstetrician and 
gynaecologist in Sydney and I 
ended up a professor.

Very significantly in my 
generation this quest for excellence 
was not tied to any feminist 
ideology.  It did, I think, have a 
little bit to do with sectarian rivalry.  
In other words, our teachers 
certainly hoped that we would 
get higher tertiary entrance scores 
than the girls at the Grammar 
school down the road, but at a 
deeper level this desire to get 
the best out of us was rooted in a 
theology which took seriously the 
proposition that those to whom 
much has been given, much will be 
expected.  The same nun who told 
my grandmother that I needed to 
be pruned told me that if I ever 
abandoned my faith she would 
come back from the dead and haunt 
me.  The things she cared about 
were all theological.

Her basic message was that God 
gives grace and God gives talents.  
What we do with the grace and the 
talent is our free choice.  But if we 
don’t use these gifts for the glory of 
God, but for some lower purpose, 
like self-promotion, then there will 
be a day of reckoning.  The people 
who have been given the greatest 
gifts will be the ones in the scariest 
positions at the general judgment.  

I also think that the nuns tried to 
prepare us for the battles with evil 
forces we were likely to encounter 
in adult life.  To use a Lord of the 
Rings metaphor, they knew about 
orcs and they wanted to prepare 
us to be useful participants in the 
battles for Middle Earth.  Or to use 
a Harry Potter metaphor, they saw 
themselves as being in the business 
of educating aurors.  They didn’t 
want us to sit around brushing our 
hair while our prince-husbands did 
all the fighting.

Fact or 
Fiction?

FROM its inception, the 
Inquisition in Spain 

provoked a war of words. 
Its opponents through 
the ages contributed to 
building up a powerful 
legend about its intentions 
and malign achievements. 
Their propaganda was so 
successful that even today 
it is difficult to separate fact 
from fiction.

— Henry Kamen, The Spanish 
Inquisition, Phoenix Giant, 1997, p.305
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The English writer G. K. 
Chesterton was onto the problem 
when he wrote that the Catholic 
Church is the only thing that 
stands between the human being 
and the indignity of being a child 
of one’s time.  By this he meant 
that a proper Catholic intellectual 
formation gives one a framework by 
which to judge passing intellectual 
fashions.  

There is an old adage that the 
fashion of a decade is rarely, if ever, 
the truth of a century.  For example, 
nationalism was fashionable in the 
second decade of the twentieth 
century, but totally out of favour by 
the end of the 20th century.  Fascism 
was fashionable with some in the 
1930s but by 1945 most people 
had had enough of it.  Marxism 
was fashionable in the 1960s but 
in 1989 when the Berlin Wall came 
down, being a Marxist suddenly 
became really unfashionable and 
almost over-night it became the 
norm to describe oneself as a “post-
modern”.

Only if Catholic children 
are given a proper intellectual 
formation and a proper formation 
of the heart, that is, an intellectual 
formation based on Revelation that 
holds out truth as an obtainable 
ideal, and the formation of the 
emotional side of their character in 
the direction of goodness, can they 
resist becoming nuts and bolts in 
ideological machines.

My auror training in Mercy 
schools had been effective and I 
survived my battle with an atheist 
Cambridge professor.  On the day 
of my doctoral defence I passed 
him in the courtyard of Kings’ 
College.  He didn’t recognise me 
but we crossed paths walking in 
opposite directions and I said a 
prayer of thanksgiving to all those 
in heaven who had worked on my 
case.  [To be concluded]

ProFessor traCey roWland is the Dean of the John 
Paul II Institute in Melbourne, and an Adjunct 
Professor of the University of Notre Dame. In 2014 
she was appointed a member of the International 
Theological Commission. She and her husband 
Stuart Rowland, a Melbourne barrister, were 
married by Annals editor, Fr Paul Stenhouse, in 
1992.

didn’t want believing Christians 
to hold positions of authority in 
academic institutions. 

Universities are what the Italian 
Marxist, Antonio Gramsci called, 
‘switch points of cultural power’.  
Gramsci argued that in developed 
western countries, unlike rural 
countries like 19th century Russia 
or 1940s China, the way to bring 
about a Marxist revolution is not to 
go about firing guns and herding 
people into gulags.   Rather he 
encouraged Marxists to gain control 
of the switch-points of cultural 
power, meaning the newspapers, all 
forms of media outlets, schools, and 
above all, the universities.  In short, 
if you control the world of ideas, 
you control the culture.  

Most sociologists now agree 
that the intellectual radicals of 
the generation of 1968, what the 
French call the soxiante-huitards, 
did indeed take control of the 
universities in the 1970s and what 
we are living through today, in 
terms of social engineering policies, 
is the political ‘fruit’ so to speak, 
of the ideological cocktails of the 
generation of 1968.  

For example, while we hear a 
lot about gender theory today 
and many Catholics find it hard 
to understand how they could 
suddenly wake up in a world 
where according to Facebook, 
there are over 50 different gender 
orientations if you are an American, 
and over 70 if you are British, 
back in the 1980s I was taught 
by a lecturer in the Government 
department at the University of 
Queensland who, when asked 
whether his partner had given birth 
to a girl or a boy, would reply, “it is 
up to the child to decide its gender 
orientation”.  His children were 
given unisex names and no one 
was allowed to speak of them as 
girls or boys because to do so was 
to oppress them with a pre-modern 
paradigm.  

What sounds like a crazy idea 
to one generation, can start to gain 
traction as something normal if a 
critical mass of academics start to 
push the idea.
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NEW PAGANISM AND 
OLD DESPAIR

THIS NEW PAGANISM is already a world of its 
own. It bulks large, and it is certainly going to 
spread and occupy more and more of modern 

life. It is exceedingly important that we should 
judge rightly and in good time of what its effects 
will probably be, for we are going to come under 
the influence of those effects to some extent, and 
our children will come very strongly under their 
influence. Those effects are already impressing 
themselves profoundly upon the Press, conversation, 
laws, building, and intimate habits of our time. There 
are two ways in which this is happening; according 
to whether the New Paganism is at work in a Catholic 
or a non-Catholic country. It is happening in Catholic 
countries by the separation of a Pagan set from the 
rest of the citizens. In those countries the full body 
of Christian doctrine, that is, Catholicism, puts up a 
permanent and successful resistance. Its consequences 
in morals are accepted by masses of people who do not 
practise the Catholic religion or who are indifferent 
to its doctrines, and this resistance shows no sign 
of weakening; not everywhere are the governments 
of Catholic countries in sympathy with Catholic 
tradition, however vague, but in these countries the 
laws defending morals and the general habits of people 
outside the Pagan set may properly be called anti-
Pagan. But though the way in which the New Paganism 
is establishing itself differs according to whether the 
society in which it takes root was originally Catholic 
or Protestant, it is everywhere of much the same tone, 
and its effects are very similar, whether you find them 
in Italy or in Berlin, in an English novel or a French 
one; and the marks peculiar to Paganism are very 
clearly apparent in all. Of these marks the two most 
prominent are, first, the postulate that man is sufficient 
to himself-----that is, the omission of the idea of Grace; 
the second [a consequence of this], despair. 

— Hilaire Belloc: ‘The New Paganism,’ in Essays of a Catholic Layman in 
England, London, Sheed & Ward, 1933, pp 14-15   
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<– Follow the Magi

Follow the Magi –> 

THE SEVEN  
GREAT ‘O’ ANTIPHONS

CHRISTMAS was a feast much beloved of 
our Catholic forebears. It heralds salvation 
for mankind, and gives meaning finally to 
tenderness as well as suffering. Among many 

pre-reformation Catholic writers, Wulfstan the 
anglo-saxon Benedictine monk who was Archbishop 
of York and died in 1023 A.D. expresses the wonder 
of Christmas, and the Incarnation: ‘Christ made 
himself wonderfully humble ... when he was a child 
they fed him just as other children are fed. He lay 
wrapped, in a cradle, just as other children do, and 
they carried him until he could walk . . .’. The Great 
‘O’s are offered to Annals readers in the hope that 
their sentiments and music will bring Christmas 
truly into our hearts this 2013th anniversary of 
Christ’s birth. Wulfstan sang them, as did St. 
Thomas a Beckett and St. Thomas More. They are 
part of our heritage as Catholics.

What they are
For the seven days before the vigil of Christmas 

[December 17 to 23] all priests say [and monks and 
nuns sing] special antiphons before and after the 
Magnificat during the evening office of vespers. 
Each antiphon begins with ‘0’, and contains prayers 
and sentiments drawn from the Old and New 
Testaments referring to the hope for the coming of 
the Messiah.

Their origin
Originally of course they were in Latin, and four 

of the prayers [0 Sapientia - 0 Wisdom; 0 Radix 
Jesse - O Root of Jesse; 0 Emmanuel, and 0 Clavis 
David - 0 David’s Key] are found prefigured in a 
work by Pope Damasus [366-384 A.D.]. We find St. 
Ambrose of Milan [339-397 A.D.] also referring to 
Jesus as David’s Key in his Concerning the Institution 
of Virginity. The same phrase was used in the ancient 
Roman Pontifical or Mass Book, during the Mass 
for the consecration of a King. The Antiphons were 
always seven in number, and are first found in their 
present form in the 8th century A.D. although some 
scholars attribute them to the 7th century. 

Artwork: the late incomparable Hal English, RIP.  
Transcription of Gregorian Chant: John Colborne-Veel  
Text and English translation of Antiphons: Paul Stenhouse

December 17 
O Wisdom

December 18 
O Adonai
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How they were sung
The music, despite the modern notation, is the 

ancient Church chant called ‘Gregorian’ after Pope 
St Gregory the Great [590-604 A.D.]. During the 
singing of Vespers in the evening Office of the seven 
days preceding the Vigil Mass of Christmas, the 
singing of the Great ‘O’s, as they were called, was 
reserved to various dignitaries in Monasteries and 
Cathedral Chapters. Thus, the first [0 Sapientia - 0 
Wisdom] would be sung by the Abbot or Bishop, the 
second [0 Adonai - 0 Lord] by the Prior; the third [ 
0 Radix Jesse - 0 Root of Jesse] by the Doorkeeper, 
the fifth by the Cellarer and so on until the last 
evening. The monastery church or cathedral would 
have been packed for the Vespers and the Singing of 
the Great ‘O’s. The atmosphere of expectancy proper 
to Advent was heightened by the singing and colour 
that accompanied the traditional Latin Vespers, and 
is still to be found in monasteries where the Divine 
Office is sung.

At the conclusion*
Each of the Antiphons concludes thus: ‘You who 

live and reign with God the Father in the unity of 
the Holy Spirit, forever and ever. Amen.’ This is sung 
in a monotone using the note F for all the syllables 
until the words ‘ forever and ever’ for which the 
notes have been provided below. In the music, at 
the end of each ‘0’ antiphon, the final note with, an 
asterisk, is F. In singing the chant, it is important for 
the music to flow with the words and for that reason 
there are no bar lines.

Christmas banned!
Christmas was not a holiday in Communist 

countries, and Christmas is not celebrated in 
Muslim countries. The fairly general observance 
of this Catholic Feast in the West is all the more 
remarkable when we recall that in Britain in the 
1600s it was banned! It was declared a fast day by 
Act of Parliament to stop the people from celebrating 
it; even eating plum puddings was forbidden! After 
the Restoration ‘Yuletide’ was called ‘Foolstide’ and 
in the early days of the United States the Feast was 
forbidden by law. Modern paganism seems intent, 
today, on reducing the Religious Feast to a time of 
merrymaking and holidays, without much reference 
to the birthday of Jesus Christ.

December 19 
O Root of Jesse

December 20 
O David’s Key

Secret message of the Great ‘O’s
The singing of the 0 Antiphons was eagerly 

awaited each Christmas from early mediaeval times 
right up to the present century, when the liturgy was 
still exclusively in Latin. When the final antiphon 
has been sung on the Christmas Vigil, the initials of 
each prayer, in inverse order, form an acrostic. Thus 
(reading backwards): 0 Emmanuel, 0 Rex Gentium, 
0 Oriens, 0 Clavis David, 0 Radix Jesse, 0 Adonai,  
0 Sapientia form the words, in Latin, ERO CRAS - “I 
shall come tomorrow”. This acrostic was interpreted 
by the faithful down through the Middle Ages as 
our Lord’s response to the prayers that were offered 
during the preceding seven days.
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December 21 
O Morning Star

December 22 
O King of Nations

December 23 
O Emmanuel

The Nativity  
Of Christ

BEHOLD the father is 
 his daughter’s son,
The bird that built the nest 
 is hatched therein, 

The old of years 
 an hour hath not outrun, 
Eternal life
 to live doth now begin,
The Word is dumb, 
 the mirth of heaven doth weep, 
Might feeble is, 
 and force doth faintly creep.
O dying souls, 
 behold your living spring;
O dazzled eyes, 
 behold your sun of grace;
Dull ears, attend what word 
 this Word doth bring; 
Up heavy hearts, 
 with joy your joy embrace.
From death, from dark, 
 from deafness, from despairs, 
This life, this light, 
 this Word, this joy repairs.
Gift better than himself 
 God doth not know;
Gift better than his God 
 no man can see. 
This gift doth here 
 the giver given bestow; 
Gift to this gift 
 let each receiver be. 
God is my gift, 
 himself he freely gave me;
God’s gift am I, 
 and none but God shall have me.
Man altered was by sin 
 from man to beast;
Beast’s food is hay, 
 hay is all mortal flesh. 
Now God is flesh 
 and lies in manger pressed 
As hay, 
 the brutest sinner to refresh. 
O happy field 
 wherein this fodder grew, 
Whose taste doth us 
 from beasts to men renew.
– Saint Robert Southwell (1561-1595). A native of 
Norfolk, Robert was educated by the Jesuits at Douai 
and Paris and entered the Jesuits in 1580. After working 
as a priest in England for 8 years, he was betrayed by 
Anne Bellamy, daughter of Richard Bellamy of Harrow. 
He was hanged, drawn and quartered as a traitor in 
1595. He was canonized in 1929.
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ANNALS Australasia offers the Great ‘O’s in an English form, and with 
musical notation more easily sung by modern-day Catholics, in the 
hope that families or parish groups or school choirs may be able to join 

in the choral Preparation for Christmas in the traditional Catholic manner: A 
suggested format for the preparation, drawn from the Roman Breviary, is as 
follows:

Family/Parish/Group 
Preparation For Christmas

All: In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 

Leader: 0 God, come to our aid.

All: 0 Lord, make haste to help us. 
Glory by to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit. 
As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be. Amen.

Reading: (From St Paul’s letter to Philemon) Rejoice in the Lord always; 
again I will say, rejoice. let all men know your forebearance. The Lord is at 
hand.

Leader: Let your face shine on us and we shall be safe. 
Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit.

All: Come to us and save us, Lord God Almighty. 

Antiphon (depending on the day) 

Magnificat: recited by all.

Intercessions:
Leader: The Son of God is coming with great power;  
All mankind shall see his face and be reborn. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: You will bring us wisdom, fresh understanding and new Vision. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: You will bring us good news and power which will transform our lives. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: You will bring us Truth, showing us the way to your Father. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: Born of a woman, you will open in our flesh the way to eternal life and joy. 

Response: Come Lord Jesus, do not delay!

All: Our Father, etc.

Prayer: Father, by your will your Son took upon himself that human nature 
which you fashioned and redeemed. Grant that the Word who took flesh in 
the womb of the ever-Virgin Mary and became a man like us, may share with 
us his Godhead. We make our prayer through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

Magnificat
Song of Blessed Mary 

the Virgin

MY soul proclaims
the greatness of the Lord,
my spirit rejoices in God

my Saviour;
for he has looked with favour
on his lowly servant,
and from this day on
all generations will call me 
blessed.

The Almighty as done
great things for me;
holy is his Name.
He has mercy on those
who fear  him
in every generation.

He has shown
the strength of his arm,
he has scattered the proud
in their conceit.
He has cast down the mighty
from their thrones,
and has lifted up the lowly.
He has filled the hungry
with good things,
and has sent
the rich away empty.

He has come to the aid
of his servant Israel
for he has remembered
his promise of mercy,
the promise he made
to our fathers,
to Abraham and his children
for ever.
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We have door-knockers because  
we are a polite civilisa tion

IN PRAISE OF  
DOOR-KNOCKERS

A DOOR-KNOCKER is so full of significance that 
any person of quite average intelligence might write 
volumes of poems about it. It is – to name but 

a few of the things beyond question – the symbol of 
courtesy, the guardian of the home, the declara tion of 
the proposed meeting between man and man, the salute 
to the rights of the individual, the sign of the bringing 
of news, the herald of happiness, the herald of calamity, 
the iron hammer of love and death. That we have a 
knocker on our doors means almost everything that is 
meant by the whole of our ritual and literature. It means 
that we are not boors and barbarians; that we do not 
call on a man by climbing into the window or dropping 
down the chimney. It means all that was ever meant 
by the old fairy stories, in which a horn was hung up 
outside the castle of the giant or the magician, so that the 
daring visitor might have to blow it, and utter in echoing 
sound the thing that he dared. That trumpet, somewhat 
conventionalised in pattern and no longer, I must admit, 
adaptable as a wind instrument, still hangs outside every 
door in Brixton. It is still there, however neglected 
and debased in form, to express a dim sentiment that 
it is a serious thing to go into the house of a man. It 
is there to say that the meeting between one of God’s 
images and another is a grave and dreadful matter, to 
be begun with thunder. Now this is not, as my opponent 
will immediately say it is, purely fanciful. It is the plain 
historical fact. The reason that we have knockers is that 
we are a polite civilisa tion, as they said in the eighteenth 
century, and wish to have formal summonses and ritual 
declarations before we walk slap into another man’s 
parlour. And the reason why our door-knockers are 
decorated — decorated so sadly, so strangely — is that we 
have a blank and vague feeling that anything connected 
with our polite civilization ought to be decorated in 
some way.

— G.K.Chesterton, Lunacy and Letters, Sheed and Ward, London, 1958, pp.66-67.
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When the source of such potential violence — namely its basic outlook and 
driving attitudes — is not distinctive to the breakaway group, as some 

kind of outsider heresy, but lies within the wider group and its familiar 
doctrinal furniture, deradicalisation must be an unpromising strategy.

DERADICALISATION
A DELUSIONAL ANTIDOTE TO JIHADISM?

By Clive Kessler

S THE Lindt cafe 
coron ia l  inques t 
opens, we again ask 
ourselves the same 
questions. How did 
it happen? Could 
i t  happen again? 

And how might a recurrence be 
prevented, or at least discouraged 
and rendered less likely?

Here, increasingly, the remedy, 
or buzzword, we are offered is 
‘deradicalisation’. Whether such an 
approach is likely to yield positive 
results needs to be faced clearly and 
honestly.

If a repeat of the Sydney atrocity 
is attempted, it may be the project 
of a psychotic loner. In that case 
there is little to be done. What 
remedy or prophylactic we may have 
lies with our mental health system, 
and the ability of the nation’s 
security establishment to grasp and 
act on those clinical findings.

But most such incidents are the 
work of psychotic, sociopathic, 
disturbed or even ostensibly normal 
individuals who fall in with, and 
whose ideas and perverse impulses 
mesh them into, small like-minded 
groups, sometimes even broad 
social movements.

In these cases the question 
becomes: what is the relation 
between the mindset of the small 
group and that of the mainstream 
from which they emerge and 
against which they may stand? 
Are the orientations and outlooks 

basically the same, or at least 
compatible and congruent? Or are 
the outsiders really deviants who 
have turned against and repudiate 
the intellectual, cultural and political 
milieu that spawned them?

Where they have departed 
decisively from the broader norm, 
they may perhaps be brought 
back into the community’s fold by 
efforts directed at some kind of 
thought-reform, faith rectification 
or intellectual realignment and 
reabsorption. That, broadly, is the 
strategy of deradicalisation.

But when the source of such 
potential violence — namely its basic 
outlook and driving attitudes — 
is not distinctive to the breakaway 
group, as some kind of outsider 
heresy, but lies within the wider 
group and its familiar doctrinal 

furniture, deradicalisation must be 
an unpromising strategy. Here it 
can offer little hope of success since 
the community mainstream and 
its insiders have no independent 
and distinctive moral ground of 
their own on which to stand, and 
to which they may call back the 
deviants to the ways of sound 
thinking and belief.

Which of these two situations 
better typifies the relation of the 
militant and potentially violent 
Islamists to the mainstream 
community norm and its faith 
patterns? Here it is the latter, with 
all its unpromising implications 
and prospects for successful 
deradicalisation. Why so?

Among Muslims worldwide 
today, about 10 to 15 per cent, it 
may be suggested, are modernist, 

Confronting islamist violEnCE

Saudi Arabia’s teaching  
in American Mosques

IN THESE [Saudi Government] documents, other Muslims, especially 
those who advocate tolerance, are condemned as infidels. The 

opening fatwa in one Saudi embassy-distributed booklet responds 
to a question about a Muslim preacher in a European mosque who 
taught that it is not right to condemn Jews and Christians as infidels. 
The Saudi state cleric’s reply rebukes the Muslim cleric: “He who casts 
doubts about their infidelity leaves no doubt about his.” … Sufi and 
Shiite Muslims are also viciously condemned. Other Saudi fatwas in 
the collection declare that Muslims who engage in genuine interfaith 
dialogue are also “unbelievers.” …  Regarding those who convert out of 
Islam, it is explicitly asserted, they “should be killed.”

— Source: http://www.freedomhouse.org/uploads/special_report/45.
pdf  ‘Saudi Publications on Hate Ideology Invade American mosques’.
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reform-minded and democratic; 
perhaps another 10 to 15 per cent 
are militant, radical, extreme and 
potentially active in violent forms.

Between these two clusters, the 
70 per cent in the middle represent 
what may be called conventional or 
quasi-traditional Islam.

The question is: what is the 
relation of the views of the radical 
extreme to those of the centrist 
mainstream? Are they opposed, 
a deviationist breakaway, or are 
they basically identical, or at least 
complementary?

It would be reassuring if things 
were otherwise, but the basic facts 
are clear. Like the radical fringe 
or fundamentalist extreme, the 
Muslim mainstream adheres to, 
through explicit affirmation or 
by unreflecting habitual assent, 
the same underlying propositions 
that constitute the radical and 
militant world view. Like that of the 
militants, their Islam, or view of it, is 
basically supersessionist.

That is, they hold, as core Islamic 
doctrine has held from the outset in 
its Koranic foundations, that Islam 
embodies and carries forward all 
that was once good in Judaism and 
Christianity (a fact that now makes 
those predecessors superfluous and 
lacking in continuing spiritual value 
and authenticity); and that what it 
does not carry forward from them is 
not good (and was the expression of 
an earlier, incomplete and defective 
revelation or else the result of the 
subsequent faults, sometimes wilful, 
in the recording and transmission of 
the sacred revelation by rabbis and 
priests).

And it is triumphalist, holding 
the view that Islam succeeded 
in the world, notably in its 
engagements and confrontations 
with the worlds of Judaism and 
Christendom, because its belief 
system was superior (and its long-
lasting political ascendancy was 
conversely seen for a millennium 
as the proof and vindication of 
Islam’s religious superiority). While 
the power of Islam may have been 
eclipsed during the past two or 
three centuries, the subordination 

and shame of Islam is temporary 
and ultimately will be reversed.

Many Muslims, not just the 
militants but those throughout 
the mainstream or centre ground 
of their faith community’s social 
spectrum, chafe against the

humiliation the world of Islam 
has experienced in modern times at 
the hand of non-Muslims, believe 
this situation must and will be 
reversed, and that determined 
action on the part of the faithful 
is necessary to bring about that 
divinely ordained historical 
restoration of Islamic dignity, 
autonomy and even ascendancy.

The mainstream and the 
militants, including the violent 
implementers of militant ideas, 
share this outlook. The difference 
is simply, or largely, one of the 
means and measures and strategies 
that different kinds of Muslims 
are prepared to countenance in 
realising Islam’s divinely vouchsafed 
historical destiny.

The implication is clear. Since 

the radicals and the mainstream 
share — if in different forms and 
style and emphasis — the same 
religiously grounded historical 
world view, the two orientations 
are basically complementary and 
congruent, not opposed. So there is 
no ground within the mainstream 
for calling back the deviant minority; 
no distinctive standpoint, authentic 
and authoritative, to which the 
radicals may be called to return by 
abandoning their own identifiable 
heresies. 

The moderates from the centrist 
mainstream stand bereft of the 
religiously based political and 
moral authority to make such calls 
persuasively, in ways that may prove 
enduringly convincing.

How has this situation come 
about? In short, the Abrahamic faiths 
and faith communities of Judaism 
and Christianity, or least key aspects 
and large parts of them, have been 
enlarged and transformed by their 
engagement with liberal modernity. 
This is not the case with Islam.
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it remains an outsider to modernity, 
so long as it shuns rather than 
embraces the emancipating and 
individualising spirit of advanced 
modernity.

So long, that is, as mainstream 
Islam retains, implanted within 
it from the long evolution of 
Islamic civilisation, the same 
supersessionist, triumphalist and 
resentfully restorationist outlook 
that frames and drives militant 
Islamist action worldwide.

Thoughtful, modernising, 
liberal and democratic Muslims 
well understand what the 
problem is here, and they have 
shaken themselves loose from 
those attitudes. But they have 
not succeeded in detaching the 
mainstream Muslim majority and its 
thinking from those enduring ideas 
and that defining orientation.

They have not just failed, despite 
their heroic efforts, to uproot 
that kind of thinking; worse, 
they find themselves stigmatised, 
marginalised and scandalised for 
their attempts.

The tide has been running 
strongly against them in the world 
of Islam during the past half-
century, which has witnessed a 
return to Islam ‘as the solution, not 
the problem’ and a reaffirmation of 
Islamic identity in a variety of forms 
of Islamist politics.

Increasingly, the militants and 
the mainstream share a common 
mindset and set of attitudes. The 
difference is that those in the 
mainstream tend to accept and go 
along with them habitually, while 
the radical Islamist ideologues take 
those framing ideas seriously and 
literally, and seek to affirm them 
actively. 

They seek to enact and perform 
and so make those ideas real and, 
in that way, to make them prevail 
politically. The ideas of groups such 
as Hizb ut-Tahrir are simply that 
more generalised and often vague 
mindset made explicit, formalised 
and ideologised as doctrine. They 
offer it as sacred theory. Militant 
jihadi Islam goes a step further: 
it represents that same idea, that 

repudiate the Islamic mainstream 
and its presuppositions. It replicates 
and echoes and affirms them in an 
amplified and disturbing fashion.

So long as the two outlooks 
remain basically congruent 
and complementary, so-called 
deradicalisation of the militants 
back into the mainstream cannot 
work. It is not a likely prospect. 
It cannot succeed so long as the 
mainstream is not distinctively 
different in its basic attitudes from 
the radicals.

That will remain the case, with 
its unpromising implications for the 
strategy of deradicalisation, so long 
as the Islamic mainstream remains 
unreformed and untransformed in 
its basic presuppositions; so long as 

By contrast, most major modern 
trends in the faith and among its 
adherents have been shaped, if 
anything, by the history of their 
painful, and much resented, 
subjugation to Western-generated 
modernity — social and economic, 
technical and administrative, cultural 
and intellectual, as well as military 
— and by the long history of Islamic 
resistance to that domination.

Those are the facts and 
experiences that shape the soul and 
mind, the historical awareness and 
sensitivities, of modern Muslims 
everywhere; and those too, when 
held and expressed as powerfully 
felt resentments, are what drive the 
actions of Islam’s militants. Militant 
Islam does not depart from and 

Saudi Arabia: Falling  
into their own Trap

THE WEST’S denial regarding Saudi Arabia is striking: It salutes the 
theocracy as its ally but pretends not to notice that it is the world’s 

chief ideological sponsor of Islamist culture. The younger generations 
of radicals in the so-called Arab world were not born jihadists. They 
were suckled in the bosom of Fatwa Valley, a kind of Islamist Vatican 
with a vast industry that produces theologians, religious laws, books, 
and aggressive editorial policies and media campaigns. One might 
counter: Isn’t Saudi Arabia itself a possible target of Daesh? Yes, but 
to focus on that would be to overlook the strength of the ties between 
the reigning family and the clergy that accounts for its stability — and 
also, increasingly, for its precariousness. The Saudi royals are caught 
in a perfect trap: Weakened by succession laws that encourage 
turnover, they cling to ancestral ties between king and preacher. The 
Saudi clergy produces Islamism, which both threatens the country and 
gives legitimacy to the regime. One has to live in the Muslim world to 
understand the immense transformative influence of religious television 
channels on society by accessing its weak links: households, women, 
rural areas. Islamist culture is widespread in many countries — Algeria, 
Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Mali, Mauritania. There are thousands 
of Islamist newspapers and clergies that impose a unitary vision of 
the world, tradition and clothing on the public space, on the wording 
of the government’s laws and on the rituals of a society they deem to 
be contaminated. It is worth reading certain Islamist newspapers to 
see their reactions to the attacks in Paris. The West is cast as a land 
of ‘infidels.’ The attacks were the result of the onslaught against Islam. 
Muslims and Arabs have become the enemies of the secular and the 
Jews. The Palestinian question is invoked along with the rape of Iraq and 
the memory of colonial trauma, and packaged into a messianic discourse 
meant to seduce the masses. Such talk spreads in the social spaces 
below, while up above, political leaders send their condolences to France 
and denounce a crime against humanity. This totally schizophrenic 
situation parallels the West’s denial regarding Saudi Arabia.

— Kamel Daoudnov, ‘Saudi Arabia, an ISIS that has made 
it,’ The New York Times, Nov 20, 2015. 455
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Which is to say, so long as they 
continue to perceive their situation 
and engage with the wider world 
of which they are now part, on 
the basis of conventional Islam’s 
‘majoritarian’ and ‘governmentalist’ 
attitudes: the idea that ours 
is a society in which Islamic 
requirements must prevail, such 
as the view that it is impermissible 
to offer generally, and hence for 
Muslims to be faced with, depictions 
— even ironic depictions— of 
the Prophet Mohammed; and 
similar ideas that are basic to the 
supersessionist and ultimately 
triumphalist, restorationist and 
retributionist outlook that is 
embodied in conventional Islamic 
historical consciousness.

If deradicalisation won’t work, 
people may ask, what will? Don’t 
just be negative, some urge, suggest 
something positive, a way forward. 
What needs to happen is clear, but 

the mainstream are no better than 
weak-hearted hypocrites for voicing 
views they dare not unreservedly 
promote and implement.

Restoring the militants to 
the mainstream seen as ‘good 
Islam’ does not even start to 
confront or uproot the underlying 
attitudes that drive radical Islam, 
as those attitudes are themselves 
inherent and ingrained within the 
mainstream mindset and outlook 
and its basic assumptions.

Mainstream attitudes, unre-
formed, simply conduce, or at least 
can readily conduce, towards radi-
calism and its reinforcement, not to 
deradicalisation.

This will remain the case 
so long as Muslim minority 
communities in the Islamic diaspora 
in the West, such as in Australia, 
continue to act from and on their 
conventional outlook and historical 
consciousness.

theory, activated and rendered in 
violent practice.

If this is the case — and no 
serious argument has been made 
against it as there has been no 
recognition that this is the nature 
of the problem — then community-
based, community-supported and 
community-driven strategies of 
deradicalisation cannot work. They 
are doomed from the start.

‘Fight the terrorists by 
partnering with Muslims and their 
communities’ is the mantra of the 
counter-terrorism experts and the 
deradicalisation gurus to whom they 
turn. Of course one would, if and 
when that is possible. Of course it 
would be better to work with, rather 
than without or against, the Muslim 
community and its leadership. But 
to whom can one turn when there 
is this blurring and overlap between 
the outlook of the mainstream and 
the radical extremists?

The best to whom one may turn 
may be none too good. Earlier this 
week a leading community leader 
voiced the view that the former 
grand mufti of Australia Taj Din 
al-Hilali had been a misunderstood 
voice of moderation.

Such views are endorsed from 
within our universities where 
scholars specialising in Australian 
multiculturalism opine that Hilali 
— his execrable view of Jews 
as a poisonous and corrupting 
influence on societies throughout 
history notwithstanding — has 
been a notable force for interfaith 
dialogue and conciliation in this 
country.

What is needed is not, as the 
deradicalisation paradigm and 
strategy suggest, an effort to save 
the supposed dupes and victims 
of ‘bad Islam’ by offering them 
conventional mainstream Islam as a 
‘good Islam’ antidote.

Doing so does not transform or 
re-educate the radicals. It cannot 
enlarge their militant outlook or 
wean them from it. It can, at best, 
only leave the militants unaffected 
or, at worst, serve to reaffirm and 
revalidate the foundations of their 
stance — while convincing them 

Politics should serve the 
Common Good

THE THINGS that are Caesar’s should nevertheless be subject to 
God and to justice; … the entire art of domination and all the crimes 

which the princes and the heads of nations make use of in order to 
gain and consolidate their power, can certainly give them power, but 
inevitably turn out for the people’s misfortune. Christianity cast the net 
of the Gospel upon the Pagan Empire and the Pagan Empire died of 
it, for there is no quarter given between the Gospel law of the Son of 
God and the law of the Empire which sets itself up as God. Once man 
has understood that in the truth of things politics depends on morality 
because its end is the human good of the community, once he has 
understood that political life must conform to natural law and, according 
to the proper conditions of its temporal object, even to the law of the 
Gospel, he sees at the same moment that to call for justice and law 
in politics is to call for a great revolution which will substitute for the 
power politics of masters, men, States or nations, the politics of the 
common good over which the people themselves must watch as the 
chief interested parties. A community of free men cannot live if its 
spiritual base is not, above all, rights. Machiavellianism and the politics 
of domination, according to which justice and law are a sure means 
to ruin everything, are the born enemies of a community of free men. 
What has been gained for lay consciousness, if it does not revert to 
barbarism, is the condemnation of the politics of domination and of 
iniquitous, and perverse means in the conduct of nations, the deep 
feeling that justice fosters order and injustice the worst disorder, and the 
conviction that the cause of the welfare and freedom of the people and 
the cause of political justice are substantially bound together.

— Jacques Maritan, Christianisme et démocratie, New York: Edition de la Maison 
Francaise, 1943, quoted in The Social and Political Philosophy of Jacques 

Maritain, ed. Joseph Evans and Leo Ward, Image Books, 1965, p.191.
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how to bring it about will be no 
simple thing.

What needs to happen is first, 
there must be some serious, honest 
and deep discussion of these 
matters among Muslims speaking to 
one another not as Muslims but as 
Australian citizens.

Second, there needs to be some 
honest and serious and responsible 
discussion of these same matters 
within the wider Australian 
community. For that to happen, the 
possibility of, the need for and the 
legitimacy of such discussion needs 
to be acknowledged.

What that means is that the 
formal barriers and informal 
inhibitions thwarting responsible 
and constructive public discussion 
throughout Australian society 
of Islam, and of the Islamic 
civilisational legacy within and as 
a part of world history, need to be 
removed.

And third — ultimately, perhaps 
beginning only gradually and 
carefully — those two parts of the 
discussion of Islam as a matter of 
legitimate interest to all Australians 
and to Australian society as a whole, 
need to be brought together. Not 
necessarily on a view that they 
should immediately become one 
and the same, but that they may 
connect and engage with one 
another. Both sides stand to benefit 
from that kind of exploration and 
negotiation of religious and cultural 
differences, and convergences, 
framed on both sides by some 
encompassing ideas of Australian 
citizenship and of membership in 
our national community.

But that is not what is happening. 
It has yet to begin. Meanwhile, we 
talk instead of deradicalisation. 
Offered as a rescuing strategy, 
deradicalisation may be only an 
unfounded hope, perhaps even a 
forlorn fantasy.

Clive kessler is emeritus professor of sociology 
and anthropology at the University of NSW. He has 
been studying Islam, the shaping of Islamic civilisa-
tion within world history, and the sources of mili-
tant Islam for more than 50 years. This article first 
appeared in The Weekend Australian, ‘Inquirer,’ May 
30/31, 2015. Reprinted with permission.
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Last year’s Christmas edition of Annals contained an account of the 
famed 1914 Christmas Truce. This year the same author investigates 

another enduring saga – that of the Angel of Mons.

ANGELS ON THE BATTLEFIELD
By Alan Gill

HE ANGEL of Mons 
i s  u n d o u b t e d l y 
the most enduring 
preternatural legend 
of the First World 
War. But was the 
c l a im  o f  d i v ine 

intervention in battle, fact, 
fiction or modern myth? 

During the Great War 
thousands came to believe 
that a miracle had happened 
during the British Army’s 
first desperate clash with the 
advancing Germans at Mons 
in Belgium. In some versions 
a vision of St George and 
phantom bowmen halted the 
Kaiser’s troops, while others 
claimed angels had thrown 
a protective curtain around 
the British, saving them from 
disaster. 

The battle of Mons took 
place on  August 23, 1914, and 
within weeks the ‘angels of 
Mons’ had entered the realms 
of legend. By the end of the 
war it became unpatriotic, even 
treasonable, to doubt the claims 
were based on fact.

Visit any bookshop; look at 
the section marked “religion’, or 
more likely “spirituality’ – and you’ll 
find a plethora of books about 
angels.

Billy Graham – who wrote the 
bestselling Angels: God’s Secret 
Agents in 1975 – once told me 
“angels’ was the second most 
common topic he was asked about. 
(The first was “Will my dog go 
to heaven?’) Christians, Jews and 
Muslims have always believed in 

them. These days people of little or 
no formal religious belief; including 
some who would normally consider 
themselves agnostic, are turning to 
them.      

Two recent books include Your 
Guardian Angel and You: Tune in to 

the Signs and Signals to Hear What 
Your Guardian Angel is Telling You 
and In the Arms of Angels: True 
Stories of Heavenly Guardians.

Nine decades ago, when the 
world was plunged in the horrors 
of the Great War, British and 
French troops, fighting on the 
western front, sought comfort 
from a particular “angel’, whose 
intervention and very existence 

remains the subject of controversy.
The story involves an incident 

during the retreat following the 
Battle of Mons on August 26 and 
27, 1914. The regiments involved, 
notably the 3rd and 4th divisions of 
the British Expeditionary Force, 

including the Life Guards and 
Coldstream Guards, were being 
sorely pressed in the retreat. The 
Guards units were the last to be 
withdrawn, and in the half-light 
of a false dawn they became 
lost and wandered about trying 
to make contact with their main 
body.

There was thick fog, bullets 
were flying and the men feared 
they were about to blunder into 
the German lines. One of the 
Guardsmen noticed a “warm 
glow’ just ahead, and as my 
father, who was one of them, 
told it, assumed it was “some 
bloody fool farmer’ carrying a 
lantern.

The glowing nimbus moved 
in closer and the Guardsmen 
perceived the dim outline of 
a female figure. As it became 
more distinct, they decided that 
they were looking at an angel – 
tall, slim and wearing a flowing 

gown. She had a gold band around 
her hair and eastern sandals on her 
feet.

The angel beckoned the men to 
follow her, her right hand making 
an inviting gesture until the party 
came to a halt on the upper rim of 
a sunken road. The men recognised 
the road as the track they were 
supposed to follow. The vision 
smiled – and vanished.

world war i
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Within a few days the story of 
the Angel of Mons had trickled all 
along the front. Official censors 
were not sure what to make of it. 
One school of thought accepted 
it as a token of support from the 
Almighty, and therefore good 
propaganda. Another held it would 
make the troops look ridiculous, 
and urged caution.

By early 1915 the story had 
leaked out. Clergy preached 
Easter sermons about it and wrote 
pamphlets.  Sceptics claimed it 
was a hoax thought up by Arthur 
Machin, a Fleet Street writer and 
war correspondent known for his 
fertile prose. 

Machin revelled in the notoriety, 
claiming in a book, The Bowmen 
and Other Legends of the War, that he 
had invented the Angel of Mons. 
Another author, Harold Begbie, 
retaliated with On the Side of the 
Angels, which set out to prove the 
story had circulated well before 
Machin had heard about it.

In April 1930, by which time the 
story had circulated into legend, a 
former German Intelligence officer, 
Colonel Friedrich Herzenwirth, 
claimed that the Angel of Mons had 
been produced by magic lantern 
slides thrown upon “screens’ of 
foggy cloudbanks by projectors 
with high-powered Zeiss lenses 
mounted on German aeroplanes 
which hovered above the British 
lines.

His story was dismissed 
as implausible by technical 
experts, but the German stuck 
to his explanation. He said the 
vision, intended to frighten the 
British, had misfired because the 
Guardsmen assumed the angel was 
their protectress.

Herzenwirth said the Germans 
had achieved better luck with their 
cloud magic landern shows on the 
Russian front in 1915. The Virgin 
was shown with uplifted hand, as if 
motioning to stop the “murderous’ 
Russian night attacks.

“We knew from prisoners we 
took,’ said the colonel, “that it some 
cases companies actually killed their 
officers and flung their rifles away, 

shouting that they would not be 
guilty of firing upon an army over 
which the Mother of God hovered 
in protection.’

With the French in Picardy 
and the Champagne region, 
the Germans made another 
miscalculation, however. “Instead 
of taking the figure of a woman 
that we threw upon the clouds one 
night as that of the Virgin or a saint 
protecting our army, the French 
promptly recognised Joan of Arc,’ 
he said.

Those who had seen it insisted 
the Angel of Mons was true. My 
father , who served in the Life 
Guards and later the Royal Artillery, 
died, in 1960, swearing (though 
not entirely convincingly) to its 
authenticity. 

The current fad for angels has 
renewed interest.  There are books, 
plays and web sites exploiting the 
Angel of Mons. The late Marlon 
Brando was planning a film about 
the celestial visitor at the time of his 
death in July 2004. 

Sceptics have also had their 
day, pointing to other war stories, 
now considered “wish fulfilment,’ 
notably that involving 5000 

Cossacks “with snow on their 
boots,’ claimed to have been seen 
at railway stations on their way to 
reinforce British lines. This, too, 
resulted in pamphlets and laudatory 
sermons at the time.

Some years ago Britain’s The 
Observer newspaper ran a story 
about a group of socialites, partying 
at a swank London hotel, one of 
whom made reference to the Angel 
of Mons as among “great hoaxes’ 
of the 20th century. An elderly man 
of military bearing, at an adjoining 
table, broke into the conversation: 
“That was not a hoax Madam. I was 
there.’ 

In the past 20 years I have tried 
to contact witnesses, other than my 
father, to the Angel of Mons. Letters 
in the Imperial War Museum, 
London, and the Australian War 
Memorial suggest that the angel 
appeared in different locations, 
though at approximately the same 
time. There is disagreement about 
the angel’s sex. None has the 
reference to “beckoning’. Several 
letters claim that there was not one 
“angel’ but three.

Recently a Sydney University 
archivist, knowing of my interest, 
drew my attention to a book in 
the John Fisher Library – not 
mentioned in other accounts – 
which appears to support the 
“magic lantern’ theory. Commissar: 
The Life and Death of Lavrenty 
Pavlovich Beria, by Thaddeus 
Wittlin, contains an illustration 
showing how a slide of Joseph 
Stalin was projected on a cloud 
above the Kremlin and beamed 
down to the crowds in Red Square. 

The act was thought up by 
the Secret Police to mark the 
Soviet dictator’s 70th birthday on 

December 21, 1949. It is reasonable 
to assume that Zeiss lenses and 
equipment – the company was by 
then largely under East Germany 
control – were again involved.

alan gill was for 23 years the religious affairs 
writer for the Sydney Morning Herald. In the 1990s 
he spent considerable time researching the import 
of British child migrants, resulting in the well 
received book Orphans of the Empire. In 1995 he 
was made a Member of the Order of Australia for 
services to the media.
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Christmas is concerned with  
the happiest of births,  

and is the chief enemy of Eugenics.

IN PRAISE OF CHRISTMAS

Christmas is an obstacle to modern progress. Rooted in the past, and 
even the remote past, it cannot assist a world in which the ignorance 
of history is the only clear evidence of the knowledge of science. Born 

among miracles reported from two thousand years ago, it cannot expect to 
impress that sturdy common sense which can withstand the plainest and 
most palpable evidence for miracles happening at this moment. Dealing with 
matters purely psychic, it naturally has no interest for psychologists; having 
been the moral atmosphere of millions for more than sixteen centuries, 
it is of no interest to an age concerned with averages and statistics. It is 
concerned with the happiest of births and is the chief enemy of Eugenics. At 
every point it is found to be in opposition to that great onward movement 
by which we know that ethics will evolve into something that is more ethical 
and free from all ethical distinctions. Christmas is not modern; Christmas is 
not Marxian; Christmas is not made on the pattern of that great age of the 
Machine, which promises to the masses an epoch of even greater happiness 
and prosperity than that to which it has brought the masses at this moment. 
Christmas is medieval; having arisen in the earlier days of the Roman 
Empire. Christmas is a superstition. Christmas is a survival of the past. But 
why go on piling up the praises of Christmas? All its gifts and glories are 
externally symbolized in that fact already sufficiently summarised; that it is 
a nuisance to all the people talking the particular nonsense of our own time. 
It is an irritation to all men who have lost their instincts; which is very truly 
the intellectual equivalent of losing their senses. It is a perpetual annoyance 
to the cads who are not only captains of industry, but also captains of 
information and international news, and everything else in the present 
paradise of cads. It is a challenge to caddishness, because it reminds us of 
a more gracious world of courtesy; and of customs which assumed a sort 
of dignity in human relations. It is a puzzle to pedants whose cold hatred 
involves them in a continual contradiction; who are distracted between 
denouncing Christmas because it is a Mass, or purely Popish Mummery, and 
trying to prove at the same time that it is entirely heathen and was once as 
admirable as everything else invented by the pirates of heathen Sandanavia. 
It stands up unbroken and baffling; for us one thing, for them a confusion 
of consistencies; and it judges the modern world. Christmas must go. It is 
going. In fact it is going strong.’

— G. K. Chesterton, G. K.’s Weekly,  December 7, 1933
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I have been deeply involved in a new book Evolution of the Brain: Creation of the 
Conscious Self. I am a Darwinist for the first part and strongly advocate the Divine 
Creation of the soul or self in the second part. I had difficulty in getting it published. 

The materialists realize that I am their greatest enemy but I struggle on.

SIR JOHN ECCLES 1903 – 1997
By Mary Mennis MBE

ORN IN Victoria, 
young John Eccles 
excelled at school. 
During his f irst 
year at Melbourne 
Un i v e r s i t y  h e 
studied The Origin 

of Species by Charles Darwin and 
although the theory of biological 
evolution seemed logical enough, 
he came to the conclusion that 
Darwinian evolut ion had no 
explanation of the self or the soul. 
Thus began his life-long study of 
the mind/brain problem.

Oxford, 1925 - 1937

After reading Charles 
Sherrington’s book The Integrative 
action of the Nervous System he 
decided to go to Oxford to study 
with this famous neurophysiologist. 
This was made possible when he 
won a Rhodes scholarship in 1924. 

As a student in Magdalen 
College, he completed the Final 
Honours School in Physiology 
and Biochemistry in two years, 
with First Class Honours. In 
1927, he commenced his DPhil 
with Sir Charles Sherrington, 
the Professor of Physiology. At 
this same time, he gained a great 
grounding in university life 
and in research skills, which he 
carried with him for the rest of 
his life. 

During his long life, John 
Eccles became acquainted with 
many people who like him became 
famous later in their lives. 

On 3 July 1928, he married Miss 
Irene Miller of New Zealand, in St 
Aloysius’ Church, Oxford. After the 
wedding, a reception was held in 
the Hall of Exeter College, of which 
he was a fellow. The officiating 
priest was Rev. Father Ronald Knox 
later famous for the Knox/Cox 
translation of the Bible.  

A year later their first child, 
Rose, was born. Her Godfather was 
J.R.R. Tolkien, a close neighbour, 
who worked at Oxford University 
and later wrote the Hobbit and 
the Lord of the Rings. Tolkien had 
a daughter, Priscilla, the same age 
as Rose and they grew up together, 
Rose also enjoyed listening to 
Tolkien read the Hobbit. 

Sydney 1937 - 1943

In 1937, they took their growing 
family to Sydney where John 
became the director of the newly 
formed Kanematsu Memorial 
Institute of Pathology.  Father 
Richard Murphy, a Jesuit priest 
introduced them to the Campion 
Society, a serious group of 
intellectuals and they enjoyed the 
philosophical discussions. 

Eccles gave them a talk 
presenting an evolutionary 
account of human origins but still 
maintaining the separate creation 
of the self as a divine mystery.  
When he was quoted by a Catholic 
newspaper, he was reprimanded by 
Archbishop Gilroy who refused to 
listen to his side of the argument or 
understand that in many ways his 
beliefs coincided with the Church’s 
teaching. Despite this censure, 
John Eccles never lost his belief in 
God or in His creation of the soul 
and he was against abortion. He 
also believed in life after death in 
spite of being criticized by the 
materialists and some modern-day 
scientists. 

Through Fr. Richard Murphy, 
John Eccles met an Austrian 
refugee, Dr. Steve Kuffler, who 
was interested in doing research 
and soon Bernhard Katz joined 
them on a Carnegie Scholarship.  
Scientifically, it was a rich period. In 
later life Sir Bernard Katz received 
a Nobel Prize.

faith and sCiEnCE

Not a bed to 
be made and 

re-made

I WAS asked tonight why I 
refuse to have truck with 

intellectuals after business 
hours. … When my work is 
finished I want to eat, drink, 
smoke, and relax. I don’t 
know very much, but what 
I do know I know better 
than anybody … My mind 
is not a bed to be made and 
re-made. 

– James Agate (1877-1947), London 
drama critic and diarist , in Ego (1943)
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New Zealand, 1943 - 1952

John Eccles was Professor of 
Medicine at Otago University for 
nearly nine years. At first he felt 
isolated from fellow scientists in 
England. Then in 1944, he became 
friendly with Karl Popper, who was 
then an academic in Christchurch 
and later a world famous 
philosopher, with revolutionary 
ideas on the philosophy of science. 
John Eccles was delighted to 
find an academic of his calibre in 
such close proximity and wrote, 
‘Briefly the message we got in 
those memorable lectures was 
that science is not inductive, but 
deductive. A scientific project 
starts as a problem, for example 
with a theory that appears 
deficient or inadequate. New 
hypotheses are developed and 
tested experimentally either to be 
falsified or corroborated, but the 
claim of verification should never 
be made’. (My Scientific Odyssey 
1997: 6).

According to the Encyclopaedia 
of Biography, John Eccles, ‘actually 
disproved his own hypothesis about 
the electrical nature of synaptic 

transmission, and henceforth 
championed the alternative theory 
of chemical neurotransmission’. 
Because Popper showed him that 
it was acceptable to disprove his 
own theories, John Eccles put Karl 
Popper on a level with Charles 
Sherrington as men who influenced 
him in his life. Karl Popper is now 
generally regarded as one of the 
greatest philosophers of science of 
the 20th century. 

Canberra 1952 - 1967

In the 1950s, Eccles accepted 
the Chair of Physiology in the 
newly-established John Curtin 
School of Medical Research 
in Canberra. He regarded the 
fifteen years he spent there as 
the golden years of his research. 
It was purely a research centre 
and he no longer had to 
lecture to students as he had 
done in New Zealand. Here he 
attracted PhD students from 
many countries including Japan, 
Germany, Italy, Sweden, Britain, 
Canada, and the USA.  He 
became the second President 
of the Australian Academy of 
Science.

When he was awarded 
an honorary doctorate at 
Cambridge University in 1960, 
mention was made of the mind/
brain problem that had faced 
mankind for thousands of years. 
‘Aristotle surmised that the 
impulses arising from sensation 
made on our minds made imprints 
on our brains like those of signet 
rings and that men remember 
and recall things when one 
impulse follows another by natural 
connection. This man [John Eccles] 
is perhaps on the way not merely 
to surmising but to discovering 
at last, traces of such imprints on 
the brain.’  Mention was also made 
of how the ancient Greeks gave 
‘special rights to those citizens who 
had three children, so what rights 
should this man be given who has 
three times three?’ 

In 1963 John Eccles received 
the Nobel Prize for Medicine 
and Physiology.  His first 
book, The Neurophysiological 
Basis of Mind studied the 
connections between the Mind 
and the Brain: how we think 
physiologically using nerve 
pathways in the brain. 

The following year, he was 
responsible for a Study Week with 
the Pontifical Academy of Science at 
the Vatican from September 28th to 
October 4th 1964.This was a chance 
for him to show his position to the 
Church.   The symposium was held 
in the Academy building in the 
Vatican Gardens, built in 1561. The 
purpose was to relate Psychology 
to the Neurosciences and the title 
of the symposium was ‘Brain and 
Conscious Experience’. His Holiness, 
Pope Paul VI greeted the audience 
of scientists saying, ‘We have 
desired to bring you personally Our 
greetings and Our thanks and to 
express anew the interest with which 
We follow the development and the 
progress of your scientific activities’.  

When he was 65, Sir John was 
forced to retire from the ANU 
but went on to work for another 
ten years in the U.S in Chicago 
and Buffalo. During this time 
he divorced his wife Irene after 

JRR Tolkien, author of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings holding baby Rose 
while Irene looks on. John Eccles is in the back row second from right. 
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before his death and brought 
spring flowers with gum tips in 
the foliage. He loved the smell 
of the rubbed gum leaves. And 
said nostalgically, ‘Oh Australia, 
yes Australia’. He had not been 
to his homeland since 1967.   I 
reminded him what he had said to 
Sherrington as he was dying. ‘Now 
all that is left is the soul’. When I 
said this he nodded in agreement 
and I arranged for the chaplain to 
give him the last rites. 

In its obituary, The Times 
described Sir John as an 
endangered species ‘a scientist who 
believed in the distinction between 
the mind and brain.  Though still 
the common belief of many people, 
the dualist view had fallen out of 
favour among the physiologists. 
Eccles was amongst its last 
defenders publishing a series of 
books that rejected the materialist 
view of the mind and attempted to 
redefine consciousness in terms of 
quantum theory. Most of his peers 
believed this to be simply wrong, 
but Eccles was not discouraged’. 
(The Times May 1997).

The Australian said, ‘Sir John 
stood tall in the front rank of 
Australian scientists in a brilliant 
career of demanding experimental 
work spanning the decades from 
1929 to 1972. He became a giant 
among the leading international 
figures in brain research’.  (Tuesday 
6 May 1997). 

In 2013, as a tribute to Sir John 
50 years after he received the Nobel 
Prize, Dr John Carmody noted in 
the radio program, Ockham’s Razor, 
‘the present richness and strength 
of Australian neuroscience are 
unthinkable without his influence 
and, especially, his presence in 
those ‘golden years’.  He endures in 
the scientific psyche of Australia’.

Mary Mennis was one of the nine children of Sir 
John and Lady Eccles. She married Brian Mennis 
and they spent over twenty years in Papua New 
Guinea where she wrote at length on the culture 
of the people and the history of missionaries. She 
also collected family history particularly of her 
father. His biography is available as a PDF on the 
web under the title: ‘Mary Mennis, The Book of Eccles 
– Yumpu,’ which is the Australian Neuroscience 
Society site. 

40 years marriage and married 
Helena Taborikova. In spite of this, 
his Catholic faith held a strong 
influence in his beliefs.  They lived 
in Switzerland until his death in 
1997. 

In October 5th 1988 when he was 
84, he wrote to his son, Richard:

I am in surprisingly good 
health and able to work 80 
hours a week. The last two years 
I have been deeply involved in a 
new book Evolution of the Brain: 
Creation of the Conscious Self. I 
am a Darwinist for the first part 
and strongly advocate the Divine 
Creation of the soul or self in 
the second part. I had difficulty 
in getting it published. The 
materialists realize that I am their 
greatest enemy but I struggle on 
and it was accepted by Routledge, 
London in January. 
He wrote 16 books about science 

and the philosophy of science 
including Physiology of Nerve Cells: 
Understanding the Brain in 1973, 
The Human Mystery in 1979, The 
Wonder of Being Human in 1984, The 
Evolution of the Brain: Creation of Self 
in 1989, and How the Self Controls 
the Brain in 1994 – the last when 
he was 90 years old. Until the end 
of his life he was anxious for the 
Catholic Church to make more use 
of his findings and disappointed 
when this did not occur. He felt he 
was between two stools with the 
materialists attacking him on the 
one side and little support from the 
other side.

In one book, The Wonder of Being 
Human, he wrote: 

This whole cosmos is not just 
running on and running down 
for no meaning. In the context of 
natural theology we come to the 
belief that we are creatures with 
some supernatural meaning that is 
as yet ill defined. We cannot think 
more than that we are all part of 
some unimaginable supernatural 
drama. We should give all we can 
in order to play our part in this 
life on earth. Then we wait with 
serenity and joy for the future 
revelations of whatever is in store 
for us after bodily death.
He died on 2 May 1997 in 

Switzerland. I visited him a month 

Now Available from the Author
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The West, made up as it is – at least in the perceptions of the Muslim world 
- primarily of infidels and atheists, can have no influence on their civil and 
sectarian wars. Further, the lack of any unity in the West guarantees that a 
consistent policy that attempts to quarantine the region’s conflicts, will fail.

ARE WE DIGGING A DEEPER HOLE?
by Michael O’Connor

R E S I D E N T 
O b a m a ’ s  r e c e n t 
announcements that 
the United States 
would contribute 
g r o u n d  t r o o p s 
to Syria and that 

American military involvement in 
Afghanistan will be extended into 
2017 and beyond reinforces the 
belief that US policy in the Middle 
East at least since the 2001 attack 
on New York’s World Trade Centre 
has been mired in confusion. 
Nominally, US forces in Afghanistan 
operate under NATO control with a 
mandate from the United Nations 
but make up more than half the 
total force of some 13,000 troops 
from 14 countries including 
Australia. Until now, the Syrian 
commitment has been limited to air 
strikes.

Originally deployed in 2002, 
the force was intended to 
overthrow the Taliban government 
of Afghanistan that had given 
sanctuary to Osama bin Laden, the 
al Qa’eda mastermind of the World 
Trade Centre attack. Its mandate 
was intended to support the 
development of a democratic polity 
in Afghanistan. The problem in 
Afghanistan is that the Taliban will 
not lie down and die; indeed it may 
have been absorbed by the brutal 
Da’esh (or IS) so active throughout 
much of the Middle East and 
beyond.

President Obama has been 
bitterly hostile to the Syrian regime 
of Bashar al-Assad believing that 

the so-called moderate opposition 
that arose from the Arab Spring was 
in every way preferable. Like most 
Middle East dictators, Assad has 
few good points but he has at least 
been more tolerant than most of 
minorities – provided of course that 
they don’t cause trouble. He enjoys 
outside support  from Shia Iran and 
Russia.

Now of course with IS active 
in Syria as well as Iraq, Obama 
has been caught in a mess of his 
own making. He cannot back the 
Shia-based government in Iraq as 
well as the Sunni rebels in Syria 
without looking foolish. For its 
part, Australia is backing the United 
States, as usual uncritically because 
it must depend upon America for 

its security. Australia’s commitments 
are token at best but they are 
supposed to save a near bankrupt 
Australian government from having 
to spend realistic amounts on 
defence.

The whole Middle East picture 
is complicated by Iran’s push for a 
nuclear weapons capability. Again, 
Obama can point to an agreement 
with Iran not to develop such 
weapons but the agreement is not 
worth the paper it’s written on. On 
the sidelines, Saudi Arabia and 
Egypt are battling a Shia-based 
insurgency in Yemen. Complicating 
elements are provided by Israel, 
pushed by the Americans to stay 
on the sidelines but which, in the 
belief that it has no true friends, 
will act on its own assessment 
of its security interests. As well, 
the massive flows of refugees 
into Europe, Jordan and Turkey 
generate instability both in the 
countries of origin and destination.

In a recent Quarterly Essay, 
the Australian counter-insurgency 
expert, David Kilcullen, has 
pointed out that IS can no longer 
be regarded as an insurgency. He 
points out that IS now controls a 
significant expanse of territory in 
Syria and Iraq, and that it exercises 
all the functions of an organised 
government in that territory. The 
American government has employed 
Kilcullen on and off for years 
but, bemused by its overweening 
arrogance, only occasionally listens 
to him and still regards IS as a 
terrorist insurgency.

thE middlE East

To our Readers

The remaining two 
articles in our series 
‘ Un d e r s t a n d i n g 
Islam’ will appear in 
the first two issues 
of Annals in 2016.
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Kilcullen believes that the Middle 
East can be stabilised only by the 
use of powerful Western forces on 
the ground. That may be so but the 
chances that the West will commit 
such forces in a sustained way 
until the job is done are simple 
fantasy. The Western electorates 
will not stand for it especially 
when their governments cannot 
spell out an achievable end state. 
American, British and other Western 
governments are normally content 
to be seen to be doing something 
provided it does not cost too much 
in money or casualties, especially 
the former. Notably, what they have 
not done and will not do is factor in 
the issue of religion. Most Western 
political leaders, bureaucracies and 
commentators today are about 
as pagan as the ancient Romans. 
Religion is to them irrelevant in our 
age of enlightened atheism.

On the other hand, the traditional 
Catholic teachings on just and 
unjust war based on the Gospels 
and on the works of Sts Augustine 
and Thomas Aquinas provide a 
sound guide to policy-makers. For 
our modern world, they are set out 
in Article 2309 of the Catechism 
of the Catholic Church. (Such 
principles are common to other 
mainstream Christian churches). 
Article 2309 states that:

“The strict conditions for 
legitimate defence by military force 
require rigorous consideration. The 
gravity of such a decision makes it 
subject to rigorous conditions of 
moral legitimacy. At one and the 
same time:

the damage inflicted by the 
aggressor on the nation or 
community of nations must be 
lasting, grave, and certain;

all other means of putting an end 
to it must have been shown to be 
impractical or ineffective;

there must be serious prospects 
of success;

the use of arms must not produce 
evils and disorders graver than the 
evil to be eliminated. The power 
of modern means of destruction 
weighs very heavily in evaluating 
this condition.”

In my view, none of the Western 
interventions in the Middle East 
can be justified in such terms. The 
original commitment to Afghanistan 
was driven as much by revenge for 
the World Trade Center atrocity. 
As is now clear, the declaratory 
intention – to bring democracy 
to that country – was little more 
than a pseudo justification and the 
West is simply unable to describe 
and achieve a credible end state. 
The 2003 invasion of Iraq became 
a total mess, initially successful in 
military terms but quickly triggering 
a persistent and bloody sectarian 
war in that country. Elsewhere, 
the attempts to pick winners in 
the various manifestations of the 
so-called Arab Spring have either 
reinstated dictators – as in Egypt 
– or led to human catastrophes of 
the sort we see in Syria, Iraq and 
Libya. The West is attempting to 
‘democratise’ the Middle East – 
whatever that means -  without 
an adequate understanding 
of the cultural and religious 
difficulties,without any concept of 
an end state or any commitment 
to seeing the exercise through 
regardless of monetary or human 
costs. Over many generations, the 
Middle East has displayed numbers 
of unlovely dictators but also a 

degree of stability that the West has 
helped to destroy. In the context 
of the just war principles, we have 
failed dismally.

What then is the answer? Frankly, 
I don’t know and it would be 
presumptuous to suggest that I do. 
What can be said though is that, for 
all their impressive video effects, 
current air strikes and drone attacks 
can’t work. The use of handfuls of 
special forces to train local troops 
have negligible impact. After all, if 
it takes a matter of years to train 
our own people, it will take much 
longer to train troops from an alien 
culture and dubious motivation. If 
the West is to have any impact at 
all, it must recognise the central 
importance of religion in the 
Muslim world and that the West, 
made up as it is – at least in the 
perceptions of the Muslim world - 
primarily of infidels and atheists, 
can have no influence on their 
civil and sectarian wars. Further, 
the lack of any unity in the West 
guarantees that a consistent policy 
that attempts perhaps to quarantine 
the region’s conflicts will fail.

MiChael o’Connor is a former patrol officer in 
Papua New Guinea. He also served in the Royal 
Australian Navy as an intelligence officer. He writes 
regularly for Annals.

The Death of Europe

THE DEATH of Europe is in sight. Still hazy and not yet inevitable, but 
nevertheless visible and drawing nearer—like a distant planet in the 

lens of an approaching satellite. Europe is reaching its end not because 
of its sclerotic economy, or stagnant demography, or the dysfunctions 
of the superstate. Nor is the real cause the massive influx of Middle 
Eastern and African migrants. Those desperate people are just the 
latest stiff breeze against the timber of a desiccated civilization.

Europe is dying because it has become morally incompetent. It isn’t 
that Europe stands for nothing. It’s that it stands for shallow things, 
shallowly. Europeans believe in human rights, tolerance, openness, 
peace, progress, the environment, pleasure. These beliefs are all very 
nice, but they are also secondary.

What Europeans no longer believe in are the things from which 
their beliefs spring: Judaism and Christianity; liberalism and the 
Enlightenment; martial pride and capability; capitalism and wealth. Still 
less do they believe in fighting or sacrificing or paying or even arguing 
for these things. Having ignored and undermined their own foundations, 
they wonder why their house is coming apart.

— Bret Stephens, The Wall Street Journal, October 19, 2015
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A LITANY TO  
THE HOLY SPIRIT

When the tapers now burn blue, 
And the comforters are few,

And that number more than true, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me!

When the priest his last hath prayed, 
And I nod to what is said,
‘Cause my speech is now decayed, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me!

When (God knows) I’m tossed about, 
Either with despair or doubt,
Yet before the glass be out, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me!

When the Tempter me pursu’th 
With the sins of all my youth, 
And half damns me with untruth, 
Sweet Spirit comfort me!

When the flames and hellish cries 
Fright mine ears and fright mine eyes, 
And all terrors me surprise,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!

When the judgment is revealed, 
And that opened which was sealed, 
When to thee I have appealed,
Sweet Spirit comfort me!

Robert Herrick, 1591-1674. An  admirer of Ben Jonson, and 
a lyric poet, Herrick is the author of the well-known lines, 
‘Gather ye rosebuds while ye may/Old Time is still a-flying;/And 
this same flower that smiles today/Tomorrow will be dying.’
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MEDIA MATTERS
By JaMes Murray

Goodwill hunting   

‘Tis the season when editors glean, 
‘Sayings of the Year’, to provide chat topics 
alongside Christmas cracker mottoes.  Your 
correspondent will only cite one: Egyptian 
President Abdul Fattah el Sisi ’s: ‘I say, 
and repeat again, that we are in need of 
a religious revolution.  You imams are 
responsible before Allah.  The entire world 
... is waiting for your next move… because 
the Islamic world is being torn.  It is being 
destroyed; it is being lost, and is being lost 
by our own hands.’

He was speaking to imams assembled in 
Cairo earlier this year.  Possibly he and his 
advisors did not promote his words heavily 
enough; calling it ‘The Cairo Declaration’ 
might have helped. 

Ex-PM Tony Abbott has given it mention.  
In material seen by your correspondent, 
his de facto successor Malcolm Turnbull has 
not.  Nor did President Barack Obama whose 
landmark speech in Cairo was less forthright 
than President el Sisi’s.  

Surely the lack of continuing support 
commentary is not down to El Sisi’s military 
status?  In the final years of his presidency, 
another old soldier President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower gave us an enduring warning 
against, ‘the military-industrial complex’.  
America’s founding president, George 
Washington, yet another old soldier, gave 
us. ‘Let me…warn you in the most solemn 
manner against the baneful effects of the 
spirit of party.’ 

The under-emphasis on the Cairo 
Declaration is extraordinary given that 
implicit in it is the need for at least a change 
of emphasis on the Koranic Medina and 
Mecca suras. 

(respectively severe and relatively benign) 
as outlined here in the year’s first issue.

In this Christmas issue, it is fitting to 
suggest (if he has not yet done so) that 
Australia’s Grand Mufti, Ibrahim Abu 

Mohammed, who heads the Australian 
National Imams Council, give a lead to the 
imams of other nations.  

Despite just criticism of his causative view 
of the Paris attacks, his Islamic scholarship 
is undoubted, and he shares with President 
el Sisi an Egyptian-background that of 
its nature includes dealing with Coptic 
Christians, who heroically ensure that 
Egypt’s pre-Muslim past continues into the 
present. 

The Grand Mufti ’s initiative would not 
cure the problem of extremism but it could 
alleviate it by giving peaceable Muslims a 
formal reinforcement of their brave stance.  
Moreover it could lead to a beneficial 
principle: Evangelise or Koranise by all 
peaceful means – the mosque in Rome, 
should mean a reciprocal church in Mecca, 
a mosque in Bendigo should entail at least a 
Muslim petition for a church in Medina.  

Vive La France 

Rightly, before attending the international 
summit on climate change in Paris, the 
Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, spoke 
French and English in his commiseration 
over the fatal Islamic State acts of 
insurgency.

Prior to these, Turnbull ’s commentary 
sounded optimistic as if inf luenced by the 
psychotherapist Emile Coué whose best 
known mantra is: ‘Every day, in every way, I 
am becoming better and better.’ 

Clearly the acts of insurgency were the 
bucket of cold water needed to rouse him 
from Couéism or bien pensant (rough 
vernacular translation: ‘she’ll be right, mate’)  

In the immediate aftermath of the 
insurgencies, Turnbull appeared on ABC TV 
saying: ‘This is not God’s work, this is the 
Devil’s.’  

Your correspondent waited for the ABC 
to replay the comment.  Okay, he may have 
missed it , or dreamt it , since the promo 
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elements of ABC 24/7 coverage send him to 
sleep.

Instead of a repeat of Turnbull 
forthrightness, there came a peculiar 
example of journalism triggered for your 
correspondent by ABC 7.30’s splendid  
anchor Leigh Sales asking Turnbull, ‘Is Tony 
Abbott leading an insurgency against you?’

Ever debonair on camera, Turnbull 
laughed the question off.   Later your 
correspondent saw an ABC strapline 
saying that Turnbull had denied an Abbott 
‘ insurgency’, the word in quotes making it 
seem as if Turnbull had used it.

The ruse of putting words in people’s 
mouths is long established; barristers do 
it with leading questions as do journalists.  
Before electronic recording of interviews, 
police did it and it was known as ‘verballing’.

To make it part of the ABC’s armoury 
is to risk odious comparisons with George 
Orwell’s Ministry of Truth in his black satire 
1984.

Incidentally a more apt word to describe 
extremist insurgencies, outrages and terror 
might be the Arabic word maghzah – raid 
– which has a history going back to Islam’s 
origins. 

Free whatever

Ironically as the world faces the peril of 
an Islamic theocracy with its restrictions on 
free speech, an anti-free speech secularocracy 
has evolved from the Marriage Equality 
movement.

Its early target, as noted here was 
Archbishop Julian Porteous and a pamphlet 
Don’t Mess with Marriage, re-stating the 
Catholic doctrine on marriage.  Since 
then the attack has widened to include the 
Australian Catholic Bishops Conference.

Paradoxically the attack is led by some 
who achieved eminence as eloquent 
proponents of free speech.  Add Mark 
Scott, outgoing boss of the ABC, defending 
its balance on Marriage Equality despite 
criticism from Paul Barry, the Media Watch 
anchor.  

Bang goes the convention of Church State 
separation.  The Courts rule!  Okay!  This is 
part of an attempt to create a new normal.  
Linked to the religious aspect is the academic 
shut down on those whose views on climate 
change do not accord with The Science.   

Your correspondent had even begun to 
fear that feminism’s prima donna, Germane 
Greer, had accepted imposed, rather than 
elected, silence.  

As if.  Up came a thunderous f lash of 
her embroilment with other feminists; at 
issue her well-established view that surgery 
cannot transform a male into a female due to 
innate chromosomal differences.  

Amid the turmoil, the vice chancellor 
of the Australian Catholic University, Greg 
Craven, proposed two rights should the 
Marriage Equality plebiscite result in an 
affirmative: the right to Marriage equality 
and the right to teach and practice religious 
doctrine on marriage, a brave suggestion yet 
one that may not be oil on troubled waters 
but fire on legal briefs.   

Monkey business

Commentary on the leasing of the 
Darwin civilian port facility to a Chinese 
company has tended to suggest that it is 
unprecedented, that an Australian company, 
for example, could not lease Shanghai. 

The obvious answer is that Hong Kong 
was leased, and the lease could have been 
re-negotiated had Maggie Thatcher not been 
too busy defending the Falklands, taken 
from the Argentine as a naval coaling station 
(and subsequently controlled mainly by a 
private agricultural company, the Union Jack 
its flag of convenience).

Similarly European nations negotiated 
‘Concessions’ with the then imperial Chinese 
government.  None had a happy ending. 

Government spokespersons who referred 
to the Defence Act as a fail-safe instrument 
appeared oblivious of the possibility that 
an enemy might be an ally of China or 
China itself, its shield company having an 
armed militia no more inclined to obey the 
command ‘Hands Up’ than the mutinous 
sepoys of the British East Indies Company.  

Omitting to keep the US in the loop 
was not a minor diplomatic gaffe it was 
a major debacle.  Not only does the US 
rotate forces through adjacent facilities, it 
invested blood in Darwin’s defence during 
its bombing by the Japanese. 

The crew of the USS warship Peary 
fought their guns to the last; a US fighter 
squadron (en route further north) engaged 
with the enemy aircraft.
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In all dealings with China, the strategist 
Sun Tzu is worth remembering.  He is 
particularly wise on the value of intelligence. 
‘Oh, divine art of subtlety and secrecy! 
Through you we learn to be invisible 
and hence can hold the enemy’s fate in 
our hands.‘ Sun Tzu is also shrewd on the 
acquisition of territory without open warfare.  

It is all set out in The Art of War.   If there 
are budgetary difficulties over a acquiring 
a copy, your correspondent will be happy to 
lend his in the national interest. 

ABC of ABC

The ABC has been promoting its 24/7 
news coverage.  Is there a statistician in the 
house who can say exactly how much of the 
coverage is hot news, repeats and how much 
is direct or cross-promotion of other ABC 
shows? 

Your correspondent’s impression is that at 
least one third is promo.  This can lead to a 
kind of exhaustion (as with Hitting Home, the 
admirable Sarah Ferguson’s two-part special 
on Domestic Violence). 

In this mode, the news cycle becomes a 
penny-farthing, the penny being promos and 
the farthing being hard news.

As the quest to find a replacement for 
the ABC boss Mark Scott reached the 
short-list stage, Kerry O’Brien announced 
his retirement from presenting 4 Corners to 
pursue other areas of journalism.

Apropos, it may be worth recalling that at 
one stage, O’Brien indicated a willingness to 
take on the job of ABC boss.

Overweening?  Yes and no.  As a former 
stoker on the good ship Gough Whitlam, 
O’Brien had experience of its intricate 
engines.  So for that matter did the current 
ABC chairman Jim Spigelman.  

O’Brien’s gesture had the merit of 
signalling that the strength of organisations 
comes from promotion of internal 
candidates.  In their different ways, the 
Catholic Church and News Corporation 
show the validity of such an approach. 

Corporate head hunters (who are also 
bounty-hunters) tend to work from CVs, and 
these, if not an art form, can be crafted to 
create a nimbus.  Among those reportedly 
short-listed for the ABC top job is SBS 

managing director Michael Ebeid.
If he gets the nod, Communications 

Minister Mitch Fifield may not move to 
privatise the national broadcaster, his 
stated preference, but he could introduce 
advertising along lines well-known to 
Michael Ebeid.         

Not a consummation devoutly to be 
wished, yet promos have created space for it. 

KGB czar

Who, after reading Ian Fleming’s 
Bond thrillers, wants to say anything on 
behalf of a colonel of the KGB (Komitat 
Gosudarstvennoy Beznopasnosti – 
Committee of State Security)?  

Seasoned observers based in Canberra 
see that colonel, Vladimir Putin, as a 
revanchist using all means to restore his 
nation as a world power.

Correct.  However they omit a key factor.  
As that other neo-Czar, Stalin, called up 
Mother Russia after his former ally Hitler 
attacked, Vladimir Putin is calling up 
Russian Eastern Orthodox Christianity.   

Those who think boots-on-the-ground in 
relation to Syria and IS tend to remember 
Gulf War One and Gulf War Two, Iraq and 
Afghanistan.  Yet the greatest boots-on-
the-ground war was fought in Crimea, its 
fuse religious, a dispute over the custody of 
Holy Land shrines. This in 1853 became a 
nationalist , realpolitik war pitted imperial 
Russia against Turkey’s Ottoman Caliphate, 
the British and the French. 

As HL Fisher notes in his History of 
Europe, the British and French did much of 
the fighting; the Russian forces included an 
artillery officer, Leo Tolstoy.

Boots-on-the-ground all right, but also 
a messy quagmire war, its most enduring 
legacy: metal from captured used to cast 
Victoria Crosses. 

And pilgrims do have access, albeit 
restricted and risky, to the shrines of the 
redeemer, Jesus Christ , prophesied in the 
Torah, recorded in the Gospel, honoured 
with his mother Mary in the Koran, his 
life, death and resurrection validating the 
universality of the wish, ‘Happy Christmas! ’    

 © Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2015.
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If there is anything in Mr Littlewood’s ingenious suggestion that [St Nicholas] 
bringing presents has a trace of the wise men bringing gifts to Bethlehem there is no 

inconsistency in the Christian mind between his historically and literally having 
brought gifts on that occasion, and his really and truly bringing gifts every 25th of 
December. The heathen mind now ruling our society, must accept it as a paradox.

ON SANTA CLAUS
By G. K. Chesterton

HERE ARE THREE 
or four f i lms or 
veils of peculiarly 
modern ignorance 
which make the true 
statement of such 
popular ‘extra belief’ 

–  like Santa Claus –  very difficult. 
The first is that men in our 

restless capitalist society cannot 
understand that tradition, if it exists 
at all, is always much fresher 
and more forcible than 
anything else; the second 
thing not understood is that 
agnosticism cuts both ways; 
the third is that even the 
credulity of the populace 
has generally been a creative 
credulity of their own, not 
a mere gaping acceptance 
of sacerdotal conjuring 
tricks; the fourth is that the 
religious really domesticate 
their deities; and the fifth 
is that in things of the 
imagination unlike things of 
reason, the form is the spirit.

To apply these few tests 
very briefly in their order is 
perhaps the best way of illustrating 
in the main, realities about so 
popular yet so mysterious a figure. 
The point about tradition is this, 
that it is only called antiquated, nay 
it is only thought of as old, when it 
does not exist at all. 

Certain ladies have probably 
painted their faces red ever since 
the ancient Britons painted their 
faces blue. But we do not think of 

the red paint as old because it has 
been successfully handed on, and 
is not a tradition. Now whenever 
tradition is thus present at all, it 
must be more vivid and convincing 
than any records or theories, and 
this is obviously so in the case of 
the Christmas legend. 

Suppose somebody tried to 
persuade you or me that there had 
been no such thing as a Christmas 
Festivity and excitement in the 

time of our grandfathers or great-
grandfathers. It would be totally 
useless for them to tell us that 
letters had come to light showing 
that a non-existent ceremony 
had been invented as a practical 
joke on Washington Irving as an 
American: that in the original 
manuscript in the British Museum 
Dickens wrote a Candlemas Carol 
and that it is altered, in a later 

hand, to a Christmas Carol; that 
Sir Roger De Coverley and his 
Christmas is a forgery written a 
short time ago by Bernard Shaw; 
that Grimaldi with his dying 
breath declared that he acted in 
pantomimes towards the end of 
December solely out of respect 
for the stoning of St Stephen, 
or any number of such detailed 
alterations.

We should not think 
these disposed of all the 
evidences of Christmas, 
for the simple reason that 
we could not so much as 
remember all the evidences 
of Christmas. If a thousand 
more memories of it were 
thus explained we should 
know that there were one 
million more not explained. 
This is the first thing 
about Santa Claus: he is a 
tradition; that is, he is a fact. 

We may not know where 
it came from but we do 
know what he is. And if 
anybody says that he is 
a heathen, I answer with 

authority that he is not.
The second thing mis- 

understood is the right kind of 
agnosticism; our ignorance about 
fairytales refers back to that 
ultimate ignorance about life which 
makes life itself a fairytale. 

Some complain that parents 
will not tell their children whether 
Santa Claus exists or not. The 
parents do not tell them for the 

CatholiC CulturE

St Nicholas of Myra, 270-343. Myra is in  
Southern Turkey close to the Aegean Sea.
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excellent reason that they do not 
know. Those who’ve thought their 
way deepest into the mysteries of 
man’s life in nature have generally 
tended to the idea that there were 
principles, and very probably 
personal principles, behind 
the energies in places, seasons, 
occupations, and periods of life. 

These speculations are generally 
and perhaps wisely been left 
indefinite and separated from the 
clear religious doctrines needed 
for the conduct of life. But they 
are quite sufficiently suggestive 
to make agnosticism cut, as I 
have said, both ways, and make 
a philosophical father at least as 
doubtful of rationalist explanations 
as of supernatural tales. He knows 
precious little more than the child 
knows. Parents sleep all night 
and generally more heavily than 
children. And rationalist parents 
sleep all day as well. 

The third point is more obvious 
that even more neglected; here 
it need only be mentioned to 
correct what has gone before, it 
should always be remembered 
that dogmatic and authoritative 
religions spend much of their time 
rather in restraining superstitions 
than in encouraging them. 

And that such enthusiasms 
as that which Protestants called 
Mariolatry generally display all the 
merits and effects of widespread 
democratic movements. If saints 
such as St Nicholas and the 
children did not exist they were 
not a priestly deception, but an 
erroneous public opinion.

The fourth fact it is necessary to 
realise is that when the faithful in 
any real religion say that a certain 
thing historically happened once 
they do not feel it as inconsistent 
with the idea that it actually 
happens constantly. 

If Tintoretto or Veronese painted 
himself, his family, his friends, 
his dog, in the same room with a 
virgin and child it was because he 
really thought that these could be 
in a room together; in other words, 
that though the child had grown 
up and lived and been crucified 

by the princes of the world, he still 
really was the child and his mother 
was the mother of a child. 

In the same way if there is 
anything in Mr Littlewood’s 
ingenious suggestion that Santa 
Claus bringing presents has a trace 
of the wise men bringing gifts to 
Bethlehem there is no inconsistency 
in the Christian mind between his 
historically and literally having 
brought gifts on that occasion, and 
his really and truly bringing gifts 
every 25th of December. The heathen 
mind now ruling our society, must 
accept it as a paradox.

The last point to remember 
is that, in these things, form is 
everything. You can ‘re-state’ 
doctrine, though it is not being 
done very intelligently, because one 
clear logical meaning can be put in 
many verbal forms. 

You cannot ‘re-state’ a vision. You 
can express the same thought in 
Greek, or in Turkish, or in Norman-
French. But you cannot express the 
same thought in Greek architecture 
and Turkish architecture and 
Norman architecture. Hence all 
attempts to clothe Santa Claus in 
the symbols of other religions or 
older civilisations sin against the 
first principles of poetry. 

Santa Claus may have brought 
his presents from the East or his 
reindeers from the North; but he 
has brought them to our house. 
And the only test of whether he is 
genuine is whether he is recognised.

‘On Santa Claus: The sole test as to whether Santa 
Claus is genuine is simply whether he is recog-
nised’ . Written for the New York Times Review of 
Books, reviewing The story of Santa Claus, by S R 
Littlewood, Herbert and Daniel, 1s 6d.

Importance of the  
Individual Christian

THE CHRISTIAN tradition contains an infinite depth of spiritual 
resources, but these possibilities can only be realized and 

actualized in a Christian culture by the dynamic activity of individual 
Christians. The supreme example of this vital religious action is to 
be seen in the saints, in whom alone the potentialities of Christianity 
are fully realized. And their action is not limited, as we sometimes 
suppose, to the sphere of their supernatural virtues, it flows out into 
the world and shows itself in social activity and intellectual culture. 
Whenever there has been a great outburst of spiritual activity it has 
been followed by a fresh development of Catholic thought and culture. 
Thus, after the age of the Martyrs came the age of the Fathers, after 
the monks of the Desert came St. Basil and St. Augustine, After St 
Bernard and St. Francis came St. Bonaventure and St Thomas. Now, 
it is not possible for all men to be saints, or thinkers, or social leaders, 
but all can try to live as Christians and to think as Christians. From 
what l have said in the earlier part of this book, it seems, as though 
the future of religion would depend far more than in the past on the 
thought and the initiative of the ordinary man. In Russia to-day all the 
external organization and activities of religion have been destroyed; 
in Germany some of the most prominent leaders of Catholic Action 
have been shot, and in England it is very possible that the future will 
bring compulsory secular education and a growing pressure of State-
secularism in every department of life. The only thing that can stand 
against such forces is the spiritual vitality of the Christian community. 
If every Christian has an intellectual grasp of Christian principles 
and a living interest in his religion it will be impossible to suppress 
Christianity even in a Communist State.

— Christopher Dawson, Religion and the Modern State, 
Sheed and Ward, London, 1935, pp.150-151.
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U.K. CINEMA BAN ON  
THE LORD’S PRAYER

NOVEMBER 22, 2015. The Church of England has said it is ‘bewildered’ by the 
refusal of the country’s leading cinemas to show a 60 second advert of The 
Lord’s Prayer, adding that the ‘plain silly’ decision could have a ‘chilling effect’ 

on free speech.
The Church’s response follows its launch of a new website to promote the renewal 

of prayer in a digital age.
The website JustPray.uk creates a place for prayer with advice on what prayer is 

and how to pray.  The site also provides a ‘live prayer’ feed of prayers being prayed 
across the globe via Twitter, Instagram and Vine.

The Church of England has produced an advert promoting the new website to be 
shown in cinemas from December 18, 2015 as part of the ad reel before Star Wars: 
The Force Awakens.

The 60 second advert features Christians from all walks of life praying one line of 
the Lord’s prayer and includes weight lifters, a police officer, a commuter, refugees 
in a support centre, school children, a mourner at a graveside, a festival goer and the 
Archbishop of Canterbury.

The Church has announced today that the country’s three largest cinema chains 
Odeon, Cineworld and Vue - who control 80% of cinema screens around the country 
- have refused to show the advert because they believe it ‘carries the risk of upsetting, 
or offending, audiences’.

Despite the film receiving clearance from both the Cinema Advertising Authority 
and British Board of Film Classification, the cinemas are still refusing to show the 
advert.

The Rev. Arun Arora, Director of Communications for the Church of England, said:
‘The prospect of a multi-generational cultural event offered by the release of ‘Star 

Wars: The Force Awakens’ on 18 December - a week before Christmas Day - was too 
good an opportunity to miss and we are bewildered by the decision of the cinemas.

‘The Lord’s Prayer is prayed by billions of people across the globe every day and 
in this country has been part of everyday life for centuries. Prayer permeates every 
aspect of our culture from pop songs and requiems to daily assemblies and national 
commemorations. For millions of people in the United Kingdom, prayer is a constant 
part of their lives whether as part thanksgiving and praise, or as a companion through 
their darkest hours.

‘In one way the decision of the cinemas is just plain silly but the fact that they have 
insisted upon it makes it rather chilling in terms of limiting free speech. There is still 
time for the cinemas to change their mind and we would certainly welcome that.

‘In the meantime people should visit the site, see the film themselves and make up 
their own minds as to whether they are upset or offended by it.’

— The new website and advert can be seen at: justpray.uk

limiting frEE sPEECh
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There have been those who saw no harm in the stuff as long as it was taken in 
moderation, others who were in the habit of describing it as a good servant but a poor 

master, others again who thought it might be better to restrict it to the medical profession

WATER ADDICTS
By Alister Kershaw

N THE matter of water, the 
French have long displayed 
a commendable austerity. 
There have been those who 
saw no harm in the stuff 
as long as it was taken in 
moderation, others who 

were in the habit of describing 
it as a good servant but a poor 
master, others again who thought 
it might be better to restrict it to 
the medical profession and finally—
more especially in 
the wine-growing 
districts—those who 
took the view that it 
was injurious to body 
and soul alike and 
should be banned 
once and for all. 

In these latter 
regions they would 
point to slack-jawed 
simpletons passing 
by as examples of 
the frightful ravages 
of water-drinking 
and, as like as not, 
would lay the blame 
squarely on the 
parents who had seen no harm 
in giving their brats a few drops 
from time to time. Water, you 
would be told, no matter how 
thoroughly diluted with wine, still 
retained all its noxious properties.

And now, if we are to give 
credence to a recently pub lished 
official report the French have 
become virtual addicts. It is 
no longer a matter of a few 
scattered degen erates turning on 
the kitchen tap with trembling 
fingers or creeping off to some 

squalid sly-water-shop to indulge 
their horrid craving. Corrupted, 
no doubt, by Hollywood films 
with their disgusting scenes of 
iced water being drunk in mixed 
company, the entire nation has 
started gulping the stuff down. 

The present consumption, we 
are given to understand, is no 
less than 20 litres per person 
per day—a quantity which wine-
grower friends of mine would 

scarcely have used in a year, even 
allowing for the watering of their 
vines.

The nauseous avidi ty with 
which the French have started 
drinking water has now reached 
such a pitch, indeed, that there 
is, it seems, a very real danger of 
short age. It’s the old story: the 
public wants more and more and 
hence, of course, there’s less and 
less. It is what has been rather 
neatly described as a vicious 
circle.

In Paris, we are given to 
understand, there is little 
likelihood of supplies being 
exhausted. Paris water has a 
somewhat individual flavour not 
unlike that of old cigar butts 
beaten up in sour milk and if 
you look closely you can see 
the bacilli splashing each other 
joyously as they swim across your 
glass. It is reassuring to learn that 
this rich bouillon will always be 

available.
In the rural districts, on 

the other hand, the situation 
is vastly more serious. In the 
Alpine region, for example, 
the precious liquid is all over 
the place but the distri bution 
system is sadly inadequate; 
in the east, the rivers, it 
seems, are so polluted that 
even Parisian palates might 
be given a nasty jolt by the 
waters; in Brittany, there just 
isn’t enough.

The position is darkest, 
of course, in the South. It 
always has been. In the years 
when I lived on the Medi-

terranean coast, I recall that almost 
every year, the tap would give a 
despairing cough, eject two drops 
of mud and proceed to breathe 
thickly for the next few months. 
In the village of Z, not that they 
really wanted the stuff, they’d start 
cursing those heedless louts along 
the coast at Y who’d obviously 
drawn off the last of the reserves; in 
Y, meantime, they’d be levelling the 
same charge at the inhabitants of X; 
and so on and so on; inter-village 
strife used to run like a bushfire 

a light-hEartEd word from Paris in thE 60s

Plan of the waterpipes of the Public Fountains of Paris in 1716
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right along the coast every summer.
Now, it seems, unless action 

is urgently taken, this state of 
affairs is likely to prevail all 
the year round and may soon 
be setting neighbour against 
neighbour even in the North.

I t  would have seemed an 
excel lent  opportunity for the 
authorities to bring the population 
back to wine-drinking but no, they 
have preferred to launch an eight-
year plan to ensure continuous 
supplies of water. It makes one 
shudder to think of the harm that 
must be caused in the course of 
those eight years.

alister kershaW, poet, writer and broadcaster was 
born in Melbourne in 1921. He died in Sury-en-
Vaux, France in 1995. He left Australia for France 
in 1947 and for some years was private secretary 
to the British writer Richard Aldington. The above 
piece was one of around one thousand written 
in the 1960s when Alister was the ABC’s Paris 
Correspondent. See A Word from Paris, Angus and 
Robertson, 1991, pp.92-93.

UNOPENED 
LETTERS 

FROM GOD

THE greater any man’s 
friendship is, the more free 

and bold he is in declaring 
his thoughts to his friend. I 
have a complaint to make 
to the sweet and amiable 
heart of my son Theodorus, 
that having received from 
God the talent of ingenuity, 
the talent of prudence, the 
talent of mercy and charity 
towards the poor, yet he is 
so taken up with the affairs 
of this world, and satisfying 
those that come continually to 
him, that he neglects to read 
every day some of the Words 
of his Redeemer. For what is 
Holy Scripture but a letter which 
Almighty God has vouchsafed 
to send to his creatures? And 
surely, whatever place you 
were in, if you received a letter 
from an Emperor, at any time 
whatsoever, you would not defer 
the reading of it: you would give 

yourself no rest or sleep before 
you knew what was his Imperial 
Majesty’s pleasure. And yet the 
King of Heaven, the Lord of men 
and angels, has sent you letters 
concerning your own happiness; 
and you, my dear and excellent 
son, neglect to read these divine 
letters, when you ought rather 
to be impatient to know what 
they contain. I beseech you, 
therefore, to apply yourself to 

them hereafter with a particular 
affection, and meditate every day 
on the words of your Creator. 
Learn from the Word of God the 
greatness of His love towards 
you, that you may be excited to 
long more earnestly for eternal 
happiness, and your heart may 
be inflamed with more ardent 
desires after Heaven.”

— Pope St Gregory the Great, 590-604, 
Letter xl, Book iv, addressed to Theodorus, a 

Catholic Layman.
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Across clues
2 Beverage
4 Traditional Islamic law
6 Industrial city of Ukraine
8 Ripped
9 Heroic saga
11 Baptismal bowl
12 Insulting act or remark
14 Another name for the Pope
15 Happy and pleased
16 The eggs of a louse
18 Inactively
19 Descendant of an ancient European 

people
21 Old Testament book
22 Sketch or plan of something
24 Last king of Troy (Greek myth)
25 A sphere; globe

Down Clues
1 Narrow wooded valley
2 Melody
3 Gambling stake
4 Type
5 Snakes
6 Gave money to charity
7 Realm
8 Subject or theme
10 Gathers (flowers, fruits etc)
11 Ardent admirer
13 Alcove or recess in a wall
17 To move smoothly and easily
18 Caliph
20 Edible rootstock (Elephant’s Ear)
21 Intelligent breed of horse
23 Young woman
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moviEsThe Crow’s Egg 
(Kaakkaa Muttai)

Comparison with Danny Boyle’s 
Slumdog Millionaire is not odious, 
merely facile; Boyle, an outsider, 
looked in; first time actor/director M. 
Manikandan is an insider telling an 
inside story for the world.   

His heroes are Big Crow’s Egg 
(J Vignesh) and Little Crow’s 
Egg (V Ramesh), their nicknames 
deriving from eating crow’s eggs 
raw to supplement the frugal diet 
their mother (Ishwarya Rajesh) and 
grandma (Shanti Mani) provide.

Their father? Played by Nivas 
Adithan he is in in jail, suffering from 
tuberculosis so that available cash 
goes to pay for medicine, fixers and 
lawyers.

The opening of a pizza parlour 
on the edge of the brothers’ 
neighbourhood (location: Chennai 
Tamil Nadu) inspires them to step up 
their productivity in collecting coal to 
get enough money to buy a pizza.

But as the Guru of Victoria 
Malcolm Fraser remarked ‘Life was 
not meant to be easy.’ Complications 
ensue with local bizoids developers 
and party politicians.  (How unlike 
Australasia’s metropolises).

In a rollicking style that accords 
with reality rather than fantasy, 

Manikandan resolves the 
complications.

PGHHHHSFFV.

He Named Me Malala

Director Davis Guggenheim 
intercuts vivid animation sequences 
with archival footage to tell the 
story of Malala Yousafzai whose 
life epitomises two things: the 
ruthlessness of the Taliban assassins 
who shot her for daring to seek an 
education; the beneficent response of 
doctors in her native Pakistan and in 
Britain whose surgery saved her life.

Guggenheim recounts Malala’s 
family background in her current 
home Birmingham with her siblings, 
and her mother and father, an 
eloquent Pashtun protester against 
extremist violence in his homeland.   

The documentary intensifies 
material contained in the biography I 
am Malala, co-written with Christina 
Lamb, and ends with the award to 
Malala of the Nobel Peace Prize.  

Her independence of character, 

Guggenheim captures in her remark 
about her father: ‘He named me 
Malala, he did not make me Malala.’   

PGHHHHSFFV.

The Bélier Family

Director Eric Lartigau conjures a 
marvellous family comedy and a star, 
newcomer Louane Emera; she plays 
Paula who acts as interpreter for her 
deaf father Rodolphe and mother 
Gigi (Francois Damiens and Karin 
Viard) as well as her brother Gabriel 
(Ilian Bergala). 

At her school she joins the 
choir to be with new boy Quentin 
(Luca Gelberg); the music teacher 
Thomasson (Eric Elmosnino) 
discovers she has a soprano voice that 
could enable her to gain a place in the 
the French national opera company.  

Matters are complicated when 
Rodolphe decides to run for mayor 
and places more responsibility on 
Paula.

Working from a script by 
Victoria Bedos and Stanislas Carré 
de Malberg, Lartigau builds to 
a competition finale that may be 
expected but Louane Emera’s 
performance gives it an encore quality.

Lartigu refrains from this; he 
knows his new star has attained 
perfection.  

MHHHHSFFV.

Brooklyn

Saoirse Ronan, as the emigrant 
Ellis Lacey, completes the risky 
traverse from child to adult actress.  
Even in scenes with the redoubtable 
Julie Walters, playing an Irish-
American boarding house keeper, 
Ronan’s restraint undercuts the 
vintage Walters exuberance.    

John Crowley directs from a script 
by Nick Hornby who worked from 
Colm Toiban’s novel.  

Emory Cohen and Domhnall 
Gleason play rival suitors, respectively 
Italian-American and Irish; Jim 
Broadbent is a priest who helps Ellis 
make her way in New York,  

Hornby gives Ronan the movie’s 
sweetest line.  She is making a 
deft job of eating spaghetti; this is 

remarked on, and she replies, ‘I’ve 
been taking lessons.’   

Impossible for Crowley and 
Hornby to convey on film, the sense 
Toiban gives in the novel that he is 
venting his personal irks with Ireland 
as other exiled writers have.

 The genius, James Joyce wrote 
of Ireland as the sow which eats its 
farrow.  Is a vice-versa possible?  Does 
the farrow bite the sow, and enjoy 
admiration for so doing? 

MHHHNFFV.

Queen of the Desert

Director Werner Herzog opens 
with a tableau shot of players in 
character as the likes of Winston 
Churchill (Christopher Fulford) 
Lawrence of Arabia (Robert 
Pattinson) and Gertrude Bell (Nicole 
Kidman).

The first two have passed into 
legend; Gertrude Bell is still little 
known, though her covert surveys 
in the Middle East as the Ottoman 
Turkish Caliphate declined did so 
much to shape the region’s area’s 
modern boundaries, now in dispute 
as that caliphate shows signs of revival 
in opposition to the less historic 
Islamic State.    

Kidman catches the intrepidity and 
wilful charm that caused Bell to break 
from the kind of life-style familiar 
from Edwardian upstairs-downstairs 
soap opera.  Playing the diplomat 
Henry Cadogan who became Bell’s 
suitor, James Franco, is dashing all the 
way through to his upper class accent.  
Robert Pattinson is less successful as 
Lawrence, perhaps because Lawrence 
was arguably the first media and self-
sculpted celebrity.          

Herzog cites the Dardanelles 
campaign only through a passing 
mention of Bell’s lover Charles 
Doughty-Wylie (Damien Lewis) 
having won the VC there, and misses 
the most (only?) romantic event of 
the campaign, still to be filmed.  

The drama was shot in the desert 
of Morocco which proves too much of 
a temptation for Herzog who in Green 
Ant Dreaming showed that given a 
kilometre of sandy terrain he will take 
a hundred.

TBAHHHNFFV.

In the Heart of the Sea

During the winter of 1820, the 

By James Murray
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whaling ship Essex was attacked by 
a leviathan whale, an episode that 
inspired Herman Melville’s Moby Dick.

Working from Nathaniel Philbrick’s 
novel, director Ron (Happy Days) 
Howard presents another olde 
Hollywood revival thriller akin to 
Stephen Spielberg’s Bridge of Spies, 
though with all too vivid blue-screen, 
computerised effects to set scenes for 
disaster and survival.

Howard’s cast is led by Chris 
Hemsworth as the ship’s harpoonist 
and also includes Brendan Gleeson, 
Tom Holland, Cillian Murphy and 
Ben Whishaw.  Though impeccably 
shot, some of the scenes may be too 
harrowing for younger children. 

MHHHNFFV.

Looking for Grace 

Few would deny the attraction 
of a drama involving Richard   
Roxburgh and Radha Mitchell as 
Dan and Denise, parents searching 
for their runaway daughter Grace 
(Odessa Young) across the tawny 
hectares of Western Australia’s wheat 
belt.  

The supporting player in all this is 
Terry Norris, playing Tom, a retired 
detective.

Writer/director Sue Brooks 
enlivens the search by telling the 
story, Rashomon-style, from different 
viewpoints.  When all seems settled, 
she brings off a startling shock. 

The value of understatement 
cannot be exaggerated. Brooks does 
push it to extremes; she makes the 
prop of reconciliation between father 
and daughter two chocolate ice 
cream cones  (to her credit without 
brand placement).  

MHHHSFFV.

Love the Coopers

Director Jessie Nelson and 
writer Steven Rogers ring the 
changes on the Christmas family 
re-union comedy.  Their changes 
are not without discord as the 
Coopers gather round the festive 
board, groaning with goodies and 
simmering resentments. 

Diane Keaton and John Goodman 
lead the star-spangled cast as 
Charlotte and Sam Cooper.  Marisa 
Tomei twinkles as Charlotte’s sister 
Emma, a psychiatrist with a tendency 
to kleptomania.   

Nelson and Rogers come up with 
a cracker of an idea for the other 
Cooper daughter, Eleanor, played 
beguilingly by Olivia Wilde.  At an 
airport on her way home she meets a 
stranded soldier (Jake Lacy) and asks 
him to pretend to be her boyfriend. 

Alan Arkin, as the Cooper 
patriarch, tries so hard to hold things 
together he has a stroke.      

Traditional carols are sung, a grace 
is said but Nelson’s ending tends to 
Saturnalia: the pagan Roman festival 
when laws were suspended and 
masters served their servants.   

PGHHHSFFV.

Spectre

Opens with the most exciting of 
pre-title sequences: Bond – James 
Bond – lurking around in Mexico City 
during the Day of the Dead.  Apropos 
it must be said that in the 50 years 
of his cinema manifestations Bond, a 
modern hero surrounded by modern 
gadgets, has done as much lurking 
as any of Marlowe or Shakespeare’s 
heroes.  

Bond’s lurking leads to more or 
less close encounters with Monica 
Bellucci, Léa Seydoux and the 
constant Miss Moneypenny (Naomie 
Harris).

Ralph Fiennes plays M who is 
involved in a power struggle with C 
(Dave Bautista) who aims to replace 
the British Secret Intelligence Service 

with Nine Eyes, an international 
surveillance co-op.  Q is Ben Whishaw. 

The title is a Fleming original 
based on the fictitious international 
crime organisation he used to 
replace the Soviet SMERSH (Smyert 
Shpionam – Death to Spies).  
Spectre’s boss, Ernst Stavro Blofeld is 
Christoph Waltz

Each of the actors who has 
played Bond has brought individual 
distinction to the role. Your reviewer 
rates Daniel Craig second to Sean 
Connery in the line-up.

Director Sam Mendes and writers 
John Logan, Neal Purvis, Robert 
Wade and Jez Butterworth allow 
Craig lines that suggest he’s had 
enough of the part. 

He does look tired but that could 
be because he has been required to 
run very fast in a very tight suit. 

Alternatively the Bond multi-
million production and distribution 
contracts are up for renewal and 
Craig could be aiming for more 
money to go shopping at St Vincent 
De Paul for a roomier outfit. 

The best Bond who never was?  
Actor Terence Cooper who lost out to 
Connery, and went on to run Trooper 
Cooper’s Curry House in Auckland.   

MHHHNFFV.

99 Homes

Director Ramin Bahrani takes 
an outsider’s view of what is a 
commonplace when the American 
dream turns to nightmare: bank 
foreclosure carried out not by the 
banks but by their agents backed by 
police.

Bahrani, and his co-writer Amir 
Naderi, close-focus on Dennis Nash 
(Andrew Garfield) who gets behind 
in his mortgage repayments as a 
result of a downturn in the building 
industry.  He, his mother Lynn (Laura 
Dern) and his son Connor  (Noah 
Lomax) are evicted from their home 
in suburban Florida, and find refuge 
in a subsidised motel. 

In an ironic twist Nash goes to 
work on the crew of Rick Carver 
who evicted him.  As Carver, Michael 
Shannon is a popsicle full of cyanide 
(and enters trivia lists for being 
the first actor to use an electronic 
cigarette to show his nefariousness).  

Could such a scenario work in 
fair-go Australasia?  In a suburban 

Official 
Classifications key

G: for general exhibit ion; 
P G : p a r e n t a l  g u i d a n c e 
r e c o m m e n d e d  f o r 
persons under 15 years ; 
M 15+: recommended for 
mature audiences 15 years and 
over; MA 15+: restrictions apply 
to persons under the age of 15; 
R 18+: Restricted to adults,  
18 years and over.

Annals supplementary 
advice

SFFV: Suitable For Family Viewing; 
NFFV: Not For Family Viewing.
TBA:  classification to be 

announced
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Gavron secured permission to 
shoot scenes in the Westminster 
Parliament.  Her take on the Derby 
Day episode in which Emily Davison 
(Natalie Press) was killed under the 
hoofs of a racehorse is compelling.

Your reviewer admits to prejudice 
from the promotional line that the 
drama related to the time when 
women did not have a voice. Women 
have always had a voice, what they 
wanted was a vote and they won it.   

New Zealand heads the list as the 
nation (colony?) that achieved votes 
for women ahead of the Mother 
Country, Britain. 

Saudia Arabia rates a note at the 
end of the list, stating that in 2013 it 
announced it would consider votes 
for women.    

MHHHNFFV.

The Program 

After Alex Gibney’s scalpel-edge 
documentary, The Armstrong Lie, 
what more can be said about Lance 
Armstrong, best and worst of Tour de 
France cyclists?  

Not a lot.  But the drama of the 
seven-times winner’s fall can be 
enhanced; director Stephen Frears 
does so through his lead actor, Ben 
Foster, who catches the dualism of 
Armstrong’s nature, at once charming 
and ruthless. 

What adds to the performance is 
that Foster, an intensely professional 
actor, is playing an athlete who 
himself was an instinctive amateur 
actor who parlayed his cancer 
treatment into a shield for using drug-
blood stimulants, supplied by Doctor 
Michele Ferrari (Guillaume Canet), 
and administered by team boss Johan 
Bruyneel (Denis Menochet). 

To provide contrast to the 
charismatic Armstrong Frears cast 
Jesse Plemons as Armstrong’s 
teammate Floyd Landis who went 
along with program before blowing 
the whistle (and continuing to blow 
it).   

Frears and scriptwriter John 
Hodge worked from David Walsh’s 
book, Seven Deadly Sins: My Pursuit 
of Lance Armstrong.  He is played by 
Chris O’Dowd in a more softly-softly 
way than you might expect from The 
Sunday Times cycling correspondent.    

Armstrong was stripped of his 
seven yellow trophy jerseys. Frears 

It also inspired documentary maker 
Jennifer Peedom and her crew to 
cover the 2014 climbing season from 
the point of view of the sherpas.

A high-calibre challenge.  It 
doubled when a huge block of ice 
fell on the Khumbu Icefall killing 
16 sherpas.  Outcome: the surviving 
sherpas wanted to go into mourning; 
the paid-up clients wanted to 
continue climbing.

The standoff resulted in better 
pay, insurance and equipment for the 
sherpas and for Jennifer Peedom the 
Grierson Award for Best Documentary 
Feature.  

The award was richly deserved. 
Peedom’s footage surpasses in its 
gritty reality even the 3D footage of 
the movie Everest released earlier this 
year.       

MHHHHNFFV.

Suffragette

No one does pathos like Carey 
Mulligan.  Had she been unlucky 
enough to be a child star she would 
now be forever Little Nell.  

As it is she continues to grow as 
the suffragette Maud Watts, lead 
character in writer Abi Morgan and 
director Sarah Gavron’s drama.  

With Maud are co-suffragettes 
Violet Miller (Anne-Marie Duff), 
Alice Haughton (Romola Garai), 
Edith Ellyn (Helena Bonham Carter) 
and Emmeline Pankhurst (Meryl 
Streep).  

Maud’s campaigning leads to a 
split from her husband Sonny (Ben 
Whishaw) and the loss of her son 
Georgie.   

location it might be deemed 
repetitive.  But it does happen 
regularly in the Outback, though 
under-reported particularly on 
television. 

The film is dedicated to Roger 
Ebert, whose reviews illuminated 
Annals. 

MHHHNFFV.

Mistress America 

As she first showed in Greenberg 
and Frances Ha, Greta Gerwig 
has constructed an ingenious 
fame persona: the madcap blonde 
desperate for celebrity who keeps 
tripping over her fantasies. 

 In her new comedy co-written 
with director Noah Baumbach she 
plays Brooke, who enjoys funky 
hijinks and lojinks in New York’s 
Times Square, and mentors a 
disconsolate university student Tracy 
(Lola Kirke).

On this showing the persona will 
endure even when Gerwig is tripping 
over her own ambition    

MA15+HHHNFFV

Spotlight

Director Tom McCarthy’s title 
comes from an investigative team 
within The Boston Globe which, under 
pressure from an incomer editor-in-
chief (Liev Schreiber), took a second 
look at allegations of clerical child 
abuse in the Boston Archdiocese and 
how much its head Cardinal Allan 
knew about this. 

 Michael Keaton Rachel McAdams, 
Mark Ruffalo, John Slattery and 
Brian d’Arcy James, play members of 
the team all of whom had Catholic 
connections. Billy Crudup and Stanley 
Tucci play lawyers.

The team’s brief was ‘Destroy the 
system.’  The hard truth is that there is 
not a system, there is a moral problem 
akin to a metastasising  cancer. 

By film’s end the Spotlight team 
may have knocked off the tip of the 
iceberg but the unseen part remains.      

 MA15+HHHNFFV.

Sherpa

The brawl between sherpas and 
climbers at 21,000 feet on Everest 
in 2013 shattered the romantic myth 
created by Edmund Hillary and 
Sherpa Tensing in Coronation Year 
1953. 

SOLUTION TO QUICK CROSSWORD NO. 88
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marriage including miscarriages, 
Roland, a writer (Brad Pitt) and 
Vanessa an ex-dancer (Angelina 
Jolie Pitt) drive smoothly into a 
beach resort (Malta’s Mgarr ix-Xinim 
substituting for France). 

There they put up at the hotel, 
and Roland becomes a notebook-
scribbling habitué of the bar 
restaurant, run by Francois (Melvil 
Poupaud) and owned by Patrice 
(Richard Bohringer).

So far it could be a fragment from 
the life of writer F. Scott Fitzgerald 
and his dancer wife, Zelda.  Others 
might cite Jolie Pitt’s own life and that 
of Brad Pitt with his previous spouse 
Jennifer Aniston.

Anyway, as writer/director Jolie 
Pitt adds a honeymoon couple: Léa 
(Mélanie Laurent) and Michel (Niels 
Arestrup) intent on conceiving a 
child, a matter revealed to Vanessa 
and subsequently Roland by way of 
peep hole between their rooms.   

How this plays out is needlessly 
explicit – though Jolie Pitt may 
be suggesting that gossipmongers 
watching her and Pitt are also 
voyeuristic.  

In its own special way, By the Sea 
is a collector’s piece; it shows what 
can happen when a celebrated actress 
not only writes and directs, but also 
co-produces and co-stars with her 
husband.  

Unlike Mr & Mrs Smith in which 
she and Pitt first played together 
(collided?), it is not just another 
genre thriller, it is a classic of reach 
exceeding grasp which as Robert 
Browning remarked raises the 
question, what’s heaven for?  

Jolie Pitt has said she made 
the film in memory of her mother.  
As Vanessa, she asks Roland (a 
non-believer) to stop at a church so 
that she can say a prayer.  She does 
– off-camera.  Perhaps the whole 
enterprise should have been thus 
accomplished, including the way 
Roland, between drinking, bickering 
and voyeurism, produces the clean 
typescript of a novel on an Olivetti 
Lettera 22 and encases it in a leather 
satchel for despatch to Bestsellerdom.

Yet Browning’s remark about 
reach, grasp and heaven linger, as 
they should for anyone crazy-brave 
enough to make a break from goss-
glamour stereotype.  

MA15+HHHNFFV.

Scriptwriter Phyllis Nagy and 
director Todd Haynes, by accident or 
design, allow Highsmith’s trademark 
ambiguity to permeate the romance.  

Certainly, Blanchett displays her 
genius in showing the glamorous 
Carol to be bleak not sympathetic, 
predatory not protective with another 
friend Abby (Sarah Paulson) hanging 
on plus a pending divorce from 
a husband (Kyle Chandler) and 
disputed custody of a daughter.

Blanchett’s dominating 
performance, the 1950s New York 
setting, the costumes and automobiles 
add to the expectation that Joan 
Crawford or Bette Davis will sweep 
into frame or, more appropriately, 
Blanchett’s late, great compatriot 
Dame Judith Anderson.    

Mara imbues Belivet with a forlorn 
charm, inspiring unworthy thoughts 
of a doe in a Cadillac’s headlights 
and, in the close encounter bedroom 
scenes, a skinned rabbit.     

Patricia Highsmith’s other 
trademark is fate; her seemingly 
successful characters tend to be 
caught in disaster.  So it is when 
Therese after an interim of turmoil, 
re-unites with Carol in a fashionable 
restaurant. 

This is not happy-ending time, it is 
Snow White and the Wicked Queen.

MA15+HHHNFFV.

Secret in Their Eyes 

Jess (Julia Roberts), Ray (Chiwetel 
Ejiofor) and Claire (Nicole Kidman) 
are members of an FBI team engaged 
in maintaining surveillance on Islamist 
suspects when they have to deal with 
a serial killer’s terror episode much 
closer to home.

Director Billy Ray has adapted the 
previously filmed novel El Secreto 
de Sus Ojos by Argentinian author, 
Eduardo Sacheri. The action shifts 
across time and the opening and 
closing scenes are pitiless.

Roberts gives a performance 
where all her charm is subsumed 
in a professional agent’s relentless 
drive for the wild justice of revenge.  
Ejiofor and Kidman supply a 
superfluous subtext of desire held in 
tension.        

MHHHNFFV. 

By the Sea

After more than a decade of 

ends the film with a listing of the 
multi-million repayments Armstrong 
has been compelled to make to 
sponsors and partly to Walsh and 
The Sunday Times whom he had 
successfully sued for libel. 

No mention of the substantial 
sum then South Australian Premier 
Mike Rann negotiated for Armstrong 
to compete here.  Perhaps in a 
sequel.

MHHHHNFFV.

Youth

Writer/director Paolo Sorrentino’s 
The Great Beauty, starring Rome, is 
a masterpiece, Youth is not, despite 
the constellation of Michael Caine, 
Harvey Keitel, Rachel Weisz, Paul 
Dano and Jane Fonda. 

Caine, at his poshest, plays Fred 
Ballinger a retired composer and 
conductor so eminent that he can 
turn down an invitation to play for 
the Queen. 

Keitel is a film director Mick 
Boyle working with a team of young 
writers to complete a script for a 
new movie which is to star Brenda 
Morel (Jane Fonda). 

Weisz is Fred’s troubled daughter 
and assistant Lena; Dano is Jimmy 
Tree, an enigmatic entrepreneur.

The location, a luxury hotel-
clinic in the Swiss Alps, gives 
Sorrentino and his cinematographer 
Luca Bigazzi scope for beautiful 
landscape sequences which his 
editor Cristiano Travaglioli intercuts 
with scenes bizarre, fantastic and as 
outrageous as comic book porn.

There’s the rub: Sorrentino over-
decorates his story line so that 
he teeters between pretence and 
pretentiousness.        

Through Dano, he presents a 
codswallop transformation.  From 
Fonda he elicits scenes where she 
seems to be threatening to chew the 
Alps.  Caine’s finale is the tour de 
force of remarkable career.

MA15+HHHNFFV.

Carol 

Patricia Highsmith’s The Price of 
Salt inspired this modish Lesbian 
romance, starring Cate Blanchett in 
the title role and Rooney Mara as 
the department store clerk, Therese 
Belivet, who serves her and takes 
her fancy.
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The Centrepiece of the 
Year of Consecrated 
Life rosary, is inspired 
by the Gospel passage 
“He said to them, 
Come after me, and I 
will make you fishers of 
men”. Matthew 4:19-
20. Peter, drops the nets 
and follows Him. 

The Cross of the rosary 
is inspired by the word 
“YES” in faithfulness 
to His Call and to His 
Mission. 

The different languages represent an answer to the Love 
that knows no boundaries. The centre of the Cross depicts 
The Annunciation where Mary answers “YES” and from that 
moment Mary’s faith receives new light. The heart is inspired 
by the words of St Augustine: “You have made us for yourself, 
and our heart is restless until it rests in you”.

Cameroon

A priest in the Andes 
annointing the sick

The Year of 

Consecrated 

Life rosary 

set will be 

sent out to 

all those who 

assist this 

cause and 

tick this box.
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Every day more than one million passengers travel on 2365 daily services  
over the 2080 kms of railway tracks around New South Wales.   

Among the one million passengers was Joe Meagher.

TWO ROADS DIVERGED IN A WOOD …
By Max Barrett

F ALL the regulars 
in the 8.05 lead 
carr iage out  of 
Cronu l l a ,  none 
had derived more 
enjoyment from 
J o e  M e a g h e r 

than the two accountants, Richard 
Gleason and John Cash. Enjoyment 
-  and confirmation.  In their 
generation they stood out against 
the tide as committed Catholics. 
The rollicking Joseph Meagher 
functioned (for them) like a smiling 
sacrament, a reminder of how 
fortunate they were.

The two young men had been 
missing for a month. They had asked 
Joe to put in a prayer for them because 
they would be engaged on a “stu-vac” 
leading in to their “finals”. Rather 
more than a month had passed before 
Joe saw Richard 
striding towards him, 
the young man’s 
body language as 
indicative as the 
words that followed.

“Mr. Meagher, 
I made it. Passed. 
Accepted into 
the Fellowship of 
The Australian 
Association of 
Actuaries. How’s 
that!”

A world of 
warmth came across 
in Joe’s simple: 
“Congratulations.” 
And John? John 
Cash?”

“John, too. We 
had told each other 

that, outside the family, we would 
like you to be the first to know. But 
John entrusted the pleasure to me 
because he is in overdrive right now.” 
Richard made an elaborate gesture of 
consulting his watch: “In just twenty-
eight hours he will be standing in 

St. Declan’s, Penshurst, nervously 
awaiting the arrival of the bride.”

The eyes of the white-haired 
patriarch dilated. “You mean to say 
he is going to commit matrimony? 
Your news grows wonderfuller and 
wonderfuller.” Then, with a roguish 
look at his companion: “And Richard 
Gleason’s prospects?”

“My prospects? Next March I will 
enter the seminary.” 

At that moment there was, in 
Joe’s whole manner, instant warmth, 
wonder, reverence, respect. The 8.05 
had pulled into the station. Joe took 
his young friend by the hand, led him 
into the compartment, sat him down in 
the place beside himself. His opening 
words were as unpredictable as ever.

“We had a son named Richard. Our 
youngest. He sauntered into our living 
room one evening when my wife and 

I were there together, 
and he said quite 
casually: ‘Think I’ll 
be a priest. Okay?’ 
What a beautiful 
bombshell! The ugly 
bomb exploded a 
few months later. 
A brain tumour. He 
died at eighteen.” 

Joe suddenly 
realised he was still 
holding the other’s 
hand, gave it a 
squeeze and released 
it. Then, still the 
unpredictable one, 
he turned Devil’s 
Advocate.

“Priests are 
currently getting a 
poor press.”

FATHER MAX BARRETT is a 
Redemptorist priest who now 

resides in Sydney. This piece 
was the twenty-first in a popular 
series that we ran in Annals in 
2002, following the career of Joe 
Meagher over quite a few train 
rides. A number of readers have 
asked us to re-run the series. 
Annals is happy to do so and we 
hope that our new readers will 
enjoy Joe Meagher as much as 
we did when first we ran it. 

random thoughts on thE train
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Richard nodded. “Yes. The word 
you did not use is paedophilia. The 
public’s reaction … the Catholic’s 
reaction … has varied from disbelief 
to bewilderment to dismay to 
disappointment to disgust …” He went 
on:

“I suppose I’m lucky. You see, I 
belong to what you might call a priest-
ridden family: religious vocations 
on both Mum and Dad’s side. Our 
uncles would show up unannounced 
at any time, sometimes with a brace 
of clerical cronies. The Gleason house 
didn’t really look like the Gleason 
house without a couple of Roman 
collars on the hat-rack.

“As I say, I was lucky. I knew what 
priests were like on their day off. 
Great human beings … with foibles. 
They seldom talked shop. But when 
the child-abuse 
stuff hit the 
fan, they would 
sometimes make 
a comment. Then 
awkward silence. 
And pain. Such 
pain.

“It didn’t take 
the wisdom of 
Solomon to work 
out: these were 
the real priests. 
They represented 
the hundreds and thousands who 
never hit the headlines because they 
were faithful … and they loved Jesus 
and were ready to do their damnedest 
for Him. I’ve looked at them in their 
oddity and gruffness … and goodness 
… and I told myself: “I would be proud 
to be of their company.”

Joe nodded. He weighed up 
Richard’s reply to his implied question 
and awarded him eleven out of ten. 
Satisfied, the Devil’s Advocate 
trundled down his second delivery.

“”Of course, the priest’s lot will 
be easier when the requirement of 
celibacy is dropped.”

Richard gave his companion a sharp 
look, then smiled. This was precisely 
the type of provocative statement he 
and John Cash would occasionally 
serve up in order to get Joe going. 
Richard was quite happy to be drawn 
out on the proposed topic.

“The thought of marriage appeals 
very much. And I would dearly love 
children of my own. But –“

Joe interrupted. “If I were your 
bishop, (now, there’s an interesting 
thought) and if you presented yourself 
to me for priesthood and if you said, 
‘I’m not interested in marriage,’ I’d 
tell you: ‘God bless you, my son. Get 
lost.’ But I butted in at the wrong time, 
Richard. You said but ?”

“But … Well … All right, here goes. 
There’s something in the Bible about 
David, long before he became king. It 
was when he led a kind of mercenary 
army, I think. The war was not going 
well for him. He was holed up in a cave 
near Bethlehem: Bethlehem, where he 
had been born; Bethlehem, which was 
held by the Philistines. And David was 
depressed. He looked out on a familiar 

scene and I suppose 
nostalgia took 
over and he said: 
‘Would that some 
man would bring 
me to drink of the 
water from the well 
by the gate into 
Bethlehem.’ David 
obviously inspired 
incredible loyalty in 
his men. Three of 
his captains quietly 
slipped away, broke 

through the Philistine lines, drew water, 
returned safely and offered their prize 
to David.” (Joe caught the excitement 
mounting in the other.) “And David 
said: ‘God forbid that I should drink it, 
for at risk of their lives was this brought 
to me.’ And he poured the water on the 
ground as a libation to Yahweh.” 

Richard looked self-conscious, but 
the earnestness remained. “The water is 
the precious gift of marriage. For me, it 
is an offering to Yahweh. Have I made 
sense?”

Joe wore one of his more blissful 
expressions: eyes half-closed; smile 
that would require delicate surgery to 
remove. He murmured:

“Two roads diverged in a wood, and 
I -

I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.
“You make beautiful sense, young 

friend. My prayer goes with you.”
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